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THESIS ABSTRACT

This thesis seeks to align the church that I pastor with the Lord’s desire and

mission in its serving and ministering to the Overseas Chinese Students (OCS) in its

neighborhood—and beyond.  The missional concept was selected as a worthy paradigm

to embed the undertaking and also for the church to assume.  The meaning, significance,

and application of the missional concept were clarified by biblical and theological

examination and reflection.  How the existing appreciation of the term, missional, can be

fine tuned were submitted to the missional conversation.  The missional axiom, “joining

the Lord in the neighborhood”, was subscribed to and elaborated.  Missional is found to

entail the totality of the believers and the local church.  Such totality is one’s total life and

the church’s total life—in being obedient and willing to the will of God, in being

authentic in its expression and message, in being so in a perpetual mode at all times and

in all settings, wholeheartedly, and wholly (being selfless), and in mobilizing the whole

church.  The need, challenges of the OCS, as well as their attitude toward Christianity

were investigated by survey and interviews.  The experience of ministry participants who

are familiar with the OCS ministry were also investigated by interviews.  Data were

analyzed by quantitative and qualitative methods.  The experiences of the OCS were

found to be affected by four main factors, which are their impact when they first arrive,

their anticipation of what Canada might offer them, a lasting sense of challenge living

and studying abroad, and their fear of not succeeding in Canada.  The findings offer clues

to the church on how it can serve and minister to them and make contributions to their

journey in Canada within the missional paradigm.
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CHAPTER 1. Introduction

An Orientation

The missional concept is held at the heart of this thesis.  Though entitled,

“Uncovering Issues To Chinese College Student Ministry In Canada To Facilitate

Missional Engagement By The Church”, the thesis is more than about the church (mainly

the one that I pastor) engaging a people group, the overseas Chinese post secondary

students in Canada (OCS hereafter),1 but it is about the church’s “missional” engagement

of the OCS.  The meaning and significance of the missional stance are examined,

reflected upon, and discussed in some length in the thesis,2 and it is further scrutinized in

field research, as to the fit of the form and function (to the best of the knowledge

gathered) of the church before the missional narrative.  This is done with the intent to

enrich the church in its stewardship of the Lord’s commission, to enliven its animation as

the body and extension of Christ, and to ensure its faithful embodiment and substantiation

as the people and priest of God.  The missional concept requires conscientious

delineation to embolden, if not to justify, the very effort of the thesis lest it is absorbed by

paradigms it speaks not but, instead, confronts.  Literature research and reflection will be

the main modes of investigation and learning of the missional term.  Field data are used

to corroborate the knowledge precipitated.  This is done by studying the process by which

the church serves the OCS in practical ways, and also as it leads them to know and to

become followers of Christ.  Field research is done also to learn from the OCS, so that

1 Even as the church that I pastor welcomes OCS from all backgrounds (Hong Kong, Malaysia, Singapore,
Taiwan, etc.), their presence in the church’s ministry for the past ten years has been nearly completely from
that of Mainland China (the church’s composition is also 90% so); this thesis is thus dealing with the
overseas Chinese students from Mainland China.
2 This is discussed in length in the Biblical and Theological Chapters of the thesis.
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the church can be better informed in its serving.  At the outset, there appeared to be two

subjects needing attention in the thesis: they are 1. the missional expression of the church

as it engages and serves a people group (the OCS), and 2. the dynamics of the OCS who

are the recipients of the church’s serving and ministering.  It should be noted that the two

apparent subjects are interdependent: without addressing the church’s identity in, as well

as its commission from, the Lord, the effort at hand could be confined to a secular

endeavor broadly set up in its attempt to meet the need of the people group.  Take away

an actual subject to engage and to serve (and with notable exigency), such as the OCS,

the work of this DMin thesis risks falling short on practicality, and the church, self-

serving and wanting in the incarnational quality of the Lord.3  Thus, the appreciation is

that the church’s identity, expression, and modus operandi extend to the world in its

presence, engaging, serving, and in its effort to fulfill the Lord’s Great Commission.4

The overall effort may be two-pronged, and such has indeed laden the thesis’s making,

but one does not see double; the vision is one.

The Burden Behind the Topic

There has been an unwavering resolve in my church, the Halifax Chinese

Christian Church (HCCC) to engage and to minister to the OCS in Halifax, Nova Scotia,

as well as in other nearby cities in the province.  This resolve has been the outcome of the

following: the church has a passionate burden for them; their pressing needs have been

made known to the congregation; God’s love has been spurring the church to embrace

                                                
3 Jesus says in Matthew 20:28: “just as the Son of Man came not to be served but to serve, and to give his
life a ransom for many.”  His Church can not be otherwise. The Church can not be different in the world.
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them as one’s neighbor; the church has a desire to reciprocate God’s blessing bestowed

upon the church through Chinese students (from many parts of the world), who founded

the HCCC almost half a century ago,5 and there has been an undeniable sense of calling

for the church, in Canada’s multicultural mosaic, to minister to them in their first

language.  In 2014, Canada hosted some 120,000 OCS to study in the country, about one-

third of all international students;6 this figure is rapidly rising.7  Their presence has

become increasingly prominent over the past two decades.  Of the ca. 7,000 Chinese

immigrants/visitors in the province of Nova Scotia (as tabulated in 2016), over fifty

percent are OCS.8  However, the reaching out to and ministering of the OCS continue to

be impeded by barriers of cultural and generation gaps, and by the nuances in the

collective psyche of each year’s new incoming students.  Feedback from collaborating

partners in the ministry, such as English as Second Languages Bible study groups, the

one other Chinese church in the HRM (Halifax Regional Municipality) area, as well as

outreach efforts made on the campus of the Acadia University and Cape Breton

                                                                                                                                                
4 The Great Commission refers to Jesus’ instruction to the disciples in Matthew 28: 18-20, namely “…Go
therefore and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father and of the Son and of
the Holy Spirit, and teaching them to obey everything that I have commanded you…”
5 The HCCC was established in 1970.
6 Government of Canada, “Discover Canada: Studying in Canada,” (2014), accessed April 12, 2016,
http://www.canadainternational.gc.ca/china-chine/study-etudie/index.aspx?lang=eng,
7 It is reported in The Globe and Mail that in 2016, an estimated 120,000 students from China were
studying in Canada, and according to the Immigration Minister, John McCallum, Canada wanted to
increase that number even more.  The reports cites McCallum to state that even if it meant a doubling (in
number), it would be endorsed by both Canada and China. Nathan Vanderklippe and Steven Chase,
“Ottawa Seeks to Attracts Chinese Workers,” The Globe and Mail World, August 9, 2016, accessed
December 15, 2017, https://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/world/ottawa-pushes-china-to-boost-visa-
application-sites/article31328849/.  The figure is higher (154,462) in Facts and Figures 2016: Immigration
Overview-Temporary Residents, Immigration, Refugees and Citizenship Canada, 27, accessed July 2018,
http://www.cic.gc.ca/opendata-donneesouvertes/data/Faits_et_chiffres_2016_RT_FR.pdf.
8 Statistics Canada. 2017, Census Profile. 2016 Census, Statistics Canada Catalogue no. 98-316-X2016001.
Ottawa, Released November 29 2017, accessed October 26, 2018, http://www12.statcan.gc.ca/census-
recensement/2016/dp-pd/prof/index.cfm?Lang=E, “Enrolment of International Students by Province and
Country of Citizenship, 2012-2013 to 2015-2016,” Post-secondary Student Information System, Maritime
Provinces Higher Education Commission, accessed October 28, 2018,
http://www.mphec.ca/research/postsecondarystudentinfosys.aspx.
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University between 2013 to 2018 yielded the same observation (in the context of

Christian ministry): it is difficult to extend one’s faith in God to them; many are glad to

participate in celebratory events (such as Christmas, New Year gathering, etc.) but not for

the more explicit religious-oriented ones, many would profess to believe but soon

relinquished their eagerness to continue, many baptized believers have also not been

consistent in their enthusiasm to seek to grow in faith.  This being so, the church’s desire

to serve and to minister to the OCS has not diminished.  Other than the stated

motivations, its rationales also extends to the following: the sheer proportion of their

presence in my ministry setting commands attention.  They are also sent to Canada by

China’s resourceful, if not elite and influential; their salvation can impact millions.  The

potential impact of this ministry is destined to further into the 10/40 windows, to 63% of

the world population, including the Middle East, Central Europe and North Africa by

China’s Belt and Road Initiative.9  The extensiveness and extended impact of effort

invested on the OCS will be far-reaching.  Lessons learned and insights gained can be

shared with other churches (of all backgrounds) and Christian ministries in Canada with

the potential to be extended to ministries in other multicultural settings.  A renewed

understanding of the demographic, as well as a vision of the church as God’s vessel to

serving them as one’s neighbors are desired.

                                                
9 The Belt and Road initiative is a vision cast by China and later given inception in 2013 to form an
economic development sector that contains over 60 nations to be physically connected by various means
(including the current high speed railroad and an envisioned supersonic tubular train system) through the
two corridors of the old Silk Road, as well as by one southern sea route (via the Indian Ocean) to promote
open market, economic and infrastructure development, peace, and prosperity.  “What is Belt and Road?”
Belt and Road Portal, accessed September 30, 2018, https://www.yidaiyilu.gov.cn/. “Maximum Speed at
4,000 km Per Hour: Hyperspeed Train Project to be Settled in Wuhan,” Xinhua Net, Xinhua News, last
modified August 31, 2017, accessed May 20, 2018, http://www.xinhuanet.com/photo/2017-
08/31/c_1121574364.htm.
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The Thesis’s Chapters

The thesis is made up of seven Chapters.  The Chapters and their aims are as

follows:

Chapter 1 is the Introduction.  An orientation of the Thesis is given.  The basis

and burden for the selection of the research topic are explained.  A general introduction

on the biblical grounding of the thesis, the theological consideration, and a portrayal of

the OCS in one’s context and neighborhood are outlined.

Chapter 2 is the Biblical Foundation Chapter.   Three passages of the Scriptures

are studied to establish the biblical grounding of the thesis.  Focuses are attached to the

church’s and believers’ identity and expression and on the significance of reckoning the

church/Christians in missional terms.

Chapter 3 is the Theological Chapter.  The missional concept is studied to

explicate its meaning and intent.  One also attempts to refine--not to revise--the missional

concept, so that a  practical appreciation of the term is rendered to enable the thesis, as

well as the church, to move forward in stride.  This is also done with the hope that this

thesis can be used to make contribution to the missional conversation theologically.

A change of gear takes place in Chapter 4 and 5, as one directs one’s effort on

research methodology, data collection, and data analysis of the field research.  The field

research is performed by survey and interviews.  The data are analyzed with quantitative

and qualitative methods.  The resultant knowledge is used to better inform the church as

it serves the OCS, to corroborate findings, and to better implement the missional concept

in practice.
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Chapter 6 is entitled Synthesis of Knowledge and Recommendations.  Effort is

made to reinforce the knowledge gathered, to clarify visions, and to apply the knowledge

and revelation in one’s ministry setting in ways of recommendation and exhortation.

Chapter 7 is the thesis conclusion, in which the contents of the thesis is

recapitulated chapter by chapter.  A Section of Appendices follows to assemble useful

documents, forms, and notes.

The Delimitation, Limitation, and Assumptions of the Thesis

Based on the researcher’s ministry context, the research is envisioned mostly (but

not exclusively) from the researcher’s ministry setting, namely a Chinese church

engaging the OCS in Canada, and the research (survey and interviews) was performed in

the native language (written and spoken) of the OCS participants.  This background also

influences the delimitation of the research—that it is careful in making generalizations.

Nevertheless, one assumption made in the thesis is that the Christian principles transpired

from the research would not be affected by the thesis’s delimitation and can be applied in

broad settings.  The reasons this assumption is made are twofold: 1. the research does not

assume that the OCS and the researcher, as well as with Chinese churches to be free from

cultural barriers (the opposite is assumed), so the research was done with due acuity;10 2.

the assumption—when considering the Christian OCS interviewees--is also a biblical

assumption (and belief), which affirms that for the people who are in Christ, their new

identity as “one” in Christ surmounts all differences.11

                                                
10 This means that the research, though boasts no immediate generalizable findings for all churches (of
various settings) in all cities in Canada, was not conceived to be case specific (i.e., to be only meaningful in
Halifax, Nova Scotia).
11 See Galatians 3:25-28.
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The resources available for the research further determined the scale and scope of

the work that are discussed in detail in the Chapters on methodology and data analysis,

and this limitation translated into part of the delimitation as well: the thesis is reserved in

making predictions beyond the sampled niche, namely Nova Scotia, on which statistical

inferences were made, so the patterns discovered by quantitative and qualitative analysis

would be valid to other cities in Canada is also an assumption.12  It is recommended;

however, that ministry practitioners in other Canadian cities repeat the study (using the

methods described) for information gathering, as well as for the experience of going

missional beginning with one’s conversations with the OCS.13

A Prefatory Consideration of the Biblical Grounding and the Theological

Consideration of the Thesis: A Prolegomenon

“All scripture is inspired by God and is useful for teaching, for reproof, for
correction, and for training in righteousness, so that everyone who belongs to
God may be proficient, equipped for every good work.”  2 Timothy 3:16,17

The Steering Capacity of the Scriptures

Qualitative research constitutes an important part of this thesis.  Information

compiled by data gathered (from surveys, interviews, and narrative studies) and their

analysis yielded valuable insight.  One seeks to dialogue with the OCS, not only to know

factors that affect the performance of the church in ministering to this people group, but

one hopes also to gaze at one’s own reflection (from how the church is perceived by

                                                
12 This is considered as the samples, namely research participants, were random, and as they represented
people coming from all parts of China, their presence in Nova Scotia also contributes to the random nature
of the sampling--important to inferential statistics.
13 One considers that going missional, going into the neighborhood, and joining God may very well begin
by meeting, conversing with, and by learning from the people one has the passion and burden to engage.
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onlookers) and ascertaining how true the church measures to the stature as Christ’s

extension.  One attends to the assignment with an open mind, but one does not, an empty

mind.  The nature of the Bible as norma normans (the rule that rules) remains a

foundational element of one’s faith and of the research.  On this note, Christopher Wright

entreats churches to submit all elements of the Christian ministry, including missionary

strategy, plans and operations to biblical critique and evaluation, and not merely finding

biblical legitimization for their activities.14

One heeds to the above discretion.  The passage of 2 Timothy 3:16, 17 accords

the Scripture the rank to teach, to censure, to correct, and to train believers.  The

profundity of the passage does not arrest at the point of noting its divine origin, but it

upholds the role of the Scripture in teaching, in reproofing, in correcting deviation, and in

training of righteousness.  One seeks to be more qualified in reaching out to a unique

segment of the local demographics by the research as the means for discovery.  Yet, one

consults the Scripture diligently and prayerfully for enlightenment not only on the

treatment of information, on the gathering of wisdom and revelation from the research

finding, but one also confers the Scripture the office to “steer” the very research at hand.

In simple terms, the resultant scenario instills into the dialogue between the researcher

and the research  participants considerations on the fitness of the church to the missional

quality as the Scriptures transpire.

                                                
14 Christopher J. H. Wright. The Mission of God’s People: A Biblical Theology of the Church's Mission.
(Grand Rapids, Mich: Zondervan, 2010), 37.
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When this is done, a synergy between the biblical and theological grounding of

the thesis and the qualitative research is truly destined: the saints are informed by the

Bible, and they are further enlightened by God’s revelation through the research by

allowing the Bible to speak to them through the endeavor—particularly through the

participants of the research.

Avoiding Biblicism

Supportive to this appreciation, and in describing the Bible as a story that

envelops and defines the believers, Michael Lawrence asserts that the Bible interprets

them and further leading them to read themselves in light of the story.15  He also points

out that the Bible speaks of a reality that is different from the one the world presents to

believers; the Scripture was inspired to reveal to believers the real reality.16  Having this

covered, more discernment is entailed, so that the pitfall of biblicism is averted.17  A

lively dialogue of the churches and their saints with the Christian tradition, coupled with

the very Christian tradition of internal criticism, is advocated by Lotz.18  He highlights

the fact that explicit criticism of tradition is a conspicuous characteristic of the very

church tradition.19  This view helps to extend the thought of having the Bible speaking to

the church, as well as speaking to the churches through the world that it engages a step

                                                
15 Michael Lawrence. Biblical Theology In The Life Of The Church: A Guide for Ministry.(Wheaton, Ill:
Crossway, 2010), 31.
16 Ibid.
17 Lotz describes biblicism as the certitude that the Bible possesses the exclusive normative authority in the
church to the degree of expelling any other teaching tradition in biblical interpretation. He also deems this
outcome a form of elitism. David W Lotz, “A study of church history: a vital enterprise for Christian
theology and the Christian churches” Union Seminary Quarterly Review, 55 no 1 - no 2 (2001): 111
18 Ibid., 113.
19 Ibid.
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“bolder”: this means that the outcome of the research could lead to criticism of the

church’s tradition and practice--but it is to be welcomed!

As one approaches the task at hand, one begins by considering how the Bible

would speak of, and to, the world (e.g., the very studied demographics).  Responding to

the proof-texting approach in some Christian counseling practices, Michael Lawrence

complains that counselors can prescribe their cure in haste, then use the Bible as an

answer book, whilst in the process, having people reduced to the sum of either their

thinking or behavior.20  One wonders if this could occur in a qualitative research

involving people when tools, such as survey and interview, are used.  Lawrence favors

the approach of biblical anthropology; he notes that people are not defined by their

behavior or thoughts but by whom they worship; to him, people’s problem is not

fundamentally mental or behavioral (thought they show as such) but religious.21  I might

rework this appreciation and retort that people’s problem is fundamentally about one’s

relationship with God.  Listening to the respondents of the research remains a major

interest of the researcher, but in terms of data analysis, the same principles, which applies

to how God uses the Bible to speak to believers applies: scientific methods are employed

with due rigor, the normative capacity of the Bible is maintained, the community of the

believers is consulted in earnest,22 and one thinks of the research, as well as the thesis, to

be fundamentally about our relationship with God, as well as about people’s relationship

with Him.

                                                
20 Lawrence,. Biblical Theology In The Life Of The Church: A Guide for Ministry, 202.
21 Ibid., 203.
22 This is done in this Chapter and throughout this thesis, but more so in the Chapter on Theology.
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Avoiding the Opposite to Biblicism

Christian theology is consulted as one’s effort to engage the community of faith.

Christian theology is said to be the systematic study of the ideas of the Christian faith,

which includes concerns of its sources, its development, the relationship of Christian

ideas relate to each other, and its applications.23  The applications of theology is

underscored, as it affects how we relate to God, to each other, and to the world.  To

Ballard and Pritchard, Christian theology is never speculative, but it has its origin from

the Christian life and experience, and it has its basis in the Christian worship,

proclamation, service, and daily living.24  Such is the common approach to define or to

describe the meaning and significance of theology.  In practice today, however, it is noted

by Darrell Jodock that once theology is informed by Bible scholars, one’s attention tends

to be paid to theology rather than to the Bible, thus rendering the Bible dispensable.25

One could reckon such as the opposite extreme to biblicism.  Darrell Jodock maintains

that theology and the Scripture must be allowed to speak to one another in reciprocity, so

that the Scriptures can be explored and not assumed, and theology, more imaginative than

didactically prescriptive.26  The Bible studies in the thesis will explore courageously this

prospect.  The aim is simple: one seeks to know what it means to be missional and to join

God where He is working in the world.

                                                
23 Alister E. McGrath, Christian Theology: An Introduction. 5th edition (Chichester, West Sussex, U.K. ;
Malden, MA: Wiley-Blackwell, 2010), 102.
24 Paul H Ballard and John Pritchard, Practical Theology in Action. (London: SPCK Publishing, 2006), 1.
25 Darrell Jodock, “The Reciprocity between Scripture and Theology: the Role of Scripture in
Contemporary Theological Reflection,” Interpretation, 44 no. 4 (Oct 1990): 378.
26 Ibid., 377.
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Attaching Importance to Both the Old Testament and New Testament Bible

Theological reflection is performed to identify Scripture passages that can speak

to the context and challenges of the undertaking.  To align one’s purpose to that of God,

one ascertains God’s greater plan.  According to John Squires, the broadest possible

theological context is the plan of God.27  One thinks of biblical theology, which is said to

deal with the subject of God’s grand (or meta-) narrative.28 and God’s bigger plan is said

to be His kingdom.29  One thinks of Christology and soteriology.  On missional

engagement, Both OT and NT theologies converge on Jesus and his ministry (to redeem

the world).  Jesus says, “Do not think that I have come to abolish the law or the prophets;

I have come not to abolish but to fulfill.” (Matthew 5:17)  Jesus intends to fulfill the law

(i.e., OT is not slighted) by offering himself as a guiltless sacrifice.  According to John

Webster the chief task of Christian soteriology is about the accounting of how his

bruising reconciles creatures to the Creator.30  From Jesus’ statement, a continuity is seen

from the Old Testament to the New.  Hans Schwarz resounds this observation and

maintains that Jesus stands in continuity with the salvation expectation of Israel,31 and he

also stood in the context of the messianic expectation of his time.32

Other than Jesus’s mandate of redeeming the world, he is also preoccupied with

the proclamation of the coming kingdom. The salvation of people is a part of God’s

kingdom narrative, and believers, His people in His grand programme; the Apostle Paul

                                                
27 John Squires, “The Plan of God in the Acts of The Apostles.” in The Theology of Acts, ed. Howard
Marshall and David Peterson (Grand Rapids, Mich: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1998), 19.
28 Lawrence, Biblical Theology, 15.
29 Ibid., 51.
30 John Webster, “It Was the Will of the Lord to Bruise Him: Soteriology and the Doctrine of God.” in God
of Salvation: Soteriology in Theological Perspective, ed. Ivor J. Davidson and Murray A. Rae (Farnham,
Surrey, England ; Burlington, VT: Routledge, 2010), 15.
31 Hans Schwarz, Christology (Grand Rapids, Mich: Eerdmans, 1998), 205.
32 Ibid., 204.
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writes in Colossians 1:13: “He has rescued us from the power of darkness and transferred

us into the kingdom of his beloved Son,”  Both the NT and OT treat the kingdom of God

as a central theme.  According to Robin Routledge, in his discourse on the kingdom of

God in OT theology, the main concern of OT is to emphasize the centrality of God’s

kingdom.33  He maintains that OT speaks of a coming age, which will be characterized by

the restoration of Israel, and God having established His reign over the whole earth, and

such description is also implicit to a new creation.34  The ambition for God’s kingdom is

carried by Jesus from the OT into the NT.

To Join the Lord

This said, other than standing in continuity between the two Testaments, Jesus’s

incarnation also initiates an epoch of discontinuity.  Schwarz notes of the discontinuity is

highlighted by God no longer communicating indirectly through prophets, but He

communicates directly through his Son.35  One is interested to ascertain the implication of

Jesus as a central figure in the Bible, as well as in theology to Christian living and

ministry.  Michael Bird reports that every subsection of theology is tied to the centrality

of Jesus.36  He also maintains that to speak of the centrality of Christ is to imply the

coherence of Christian belief determined by one’s effort to articulate Jesus’s lordship in

one’s own journey on earth; in simple terms, the Gospel calls the believer to follow

Jesus.37  This quality coincides with the missional mandate (as covered in later Sections

                                                
33 Robin Routledge, Old Testament Theology: A Thematic Approach (Nottingham: Inter-Varsity Press,
2008), 279.
34 Ibid., 278.
35 Schwartz, Christology, 205.
36 Michael F. Bird, Evangelical Theology: A Biblical and Systematic Introduction (Grand Rapids:
Zondervan, 2013), 343.
37 Ibid., 345.
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of the thesis) for believers to join God--where He is at work in one’s neighborhood.  One

seeks to answer the questions: “is God not already everywhere; what does it mean to have

His people joining Him?” and “to what end (or to whom) does one join God to serve?

A Theological Exordium of the Missional Concept: Missional, a Worthy Focal Point

The term, missional, appeared as early as in the late 19th century with an obscure

beginning; it had been used to describe missionary at work, the association of missions

(the organizations) to churches, doing effective mission (the ministry), and even to

depicting a church having a mission statement.38  The term had had a relatively long

incubation period to gain the respected virtues in terms of usage that it has today.  Van

Gelder and Zscheile report that missional is a concept which can be traced back to

modern Protestant missionary endeavor which, from the outset, led to the formation of

entities that existed parallel to churches: these were the missionary societies, parachurch

organizations, or denominational agencies.39  For some time, mission was theologically

undergirded by ecclesiology and Christology, which highlighted the necessity of the

Church to be obedient to Christ’s Great Commission (as stated in Matthew 28:18-20).

According to Van Gelder and Zscheile, despite a noted dichotomy of church and mission,

the theologies adopted cast a “Church-centered” appreciation of mission with the church

as the acting subject the service assigned by God and on God’s behalf.40  Karl Barth

contributed to the shifting of people’s appreciation on the agency of mission back to God:

God is the sending one, and whose sending attribute is revealed in the interrelations

                                                
38 Graig Van Gelder and Dwight J. Zscheile, The Missional Church in Perspective: Mapping Trends and
Shaping the Conversation.(Grand Rapids, MI: Baker), 43.
39 Ibid., 19.
40 Ibid., 24.
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within the Trinity.  This trinitarian view prescribes the church as a participant of God’s

mission, and the church is missionary in nature—as God is--as such, church and mission

were rejoined: inwardly, the church was made aware of its missionary nature, and by this

awareness, the inference that the whole church must participate in God’s mission was

bolstered.41  Outwardly, the confined view and treatment on the gospel message, namely

to leading sinners to salvation, gave way to a more dynamic and robust perspective of the

redemptive work of God in His mission.42  This mission entails a more holistic

appreciation for the church to establish its presence in the world in the voluminous stature

as the body of Christ, and with the expansive exploit as one who is sent by God for His

mission, as well as an abiding quality that many would describe with the vocabulary of

going inculture, contextual, and incarnational.  Lesslie Newbigin became instrumental in

championing a God-centered view on mission and brought it into the missional

conversation.43  Though there still exists a noted flexibility in the usage of the term,

missional, the holistic (God with His Church that represents His kingdom, and the world

the Church engages and ministers to) missionary nature of the church lends credence to

attaching importance to the term and having it set apart as a worthy principle and focal

point to guide this thesis’s research (within literature and in the field), as well as the

researcher’s mind-set of what Christian ministry beyond the scope of this research ought

to be like.

                                                
41 Ibid., 26.
42 Ibid., 29.
43 According to Alan Roxburgh, people have turned Newbigin’s quest for a missionary encounter between
the gospel and the modern Western culture into a church question—where one’s focus ought to be on God
centered. Alan Roxburgh, Joining God, Remaking Church, Changing the World: The New Shape of the
Church in Our Time. (New York, NY: Morehouse Publishing, 2015), ix.
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The Failure of the Missional Movement

Self Focus

Despite all efforts, according to Roxburgh, the “missional movement” in North

America to make God’s mission the focal point and starting place for Christian

community (inspired by the writings of Newbigin’s from the 1960s to the 1980s), has but

largely failed.44  He suggests that the failure was due to the tendency for the church to

persist in asking “church” questions, and making the church the subject and the object of

its ministry.45  It appears that the church has had difficulty staying the missional course to

appreciating God as the subject of His mission.  The questions that are asked by the

church has to do with ministry effectiveness, efficiency, and methods, and they not only

reflect inadequately of its missional imaginativeness, such mindset consigns, if not

reduces, the missional imagination to church programs and ministry strategies.  Newbigin

sees the same; he states that the central responsibility of the Church is to seek doing the

will of God, and that if self-enlargement becomes the primary task of a Christian

community, it could be acting against the will of God.46  Stemming from this self-

focusing cast of mindset can be an ingrown expression of one’s ministry.  Newbigin

notes (by his observation) that another outcome of centuries of Christendom is that

ministerial training has been placing emphasis almost solely on pastoral capacity in the

caring of existing congregations, and that ministerial destination has been directed by

where Christians are mostly populated to support ministries instead of routing effort to

places where the Christian presence is weakest.47  This furthers the peril of the noted

                                                
44 Ibid.
45 Ibid.
46 Lesslie Newbigin, The Gospel in a Pluralist Society (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1989), 135.
47 Ibid., 235.
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decline.  As a Chinese pastor serving the Chinese community in Halifax, Nova Scotia,

and a former Vancouverite, I heed to this entreaty when I note that the number of Chinese

churches in the greater Vancouver area alone exceeds that of the entire Europe.48

Newbigin bemoans the difficulty in bearing up the vision by the church as a body that

exists to represent God’s kingdom to the whole community--not just for its members.49

By Human Agency

Branching from, if not deeper than, the condition of self focus, is the concern that

the church is seeing itself as the main “agency” of God’s mission.  Van Gelder and

Zscheile express their uneasiness towards church functioning primarily as a vendor of

religious goods and services, and they attribute this malaise to have been caused by the

church’s over reliance on  its own agency to carrying out its mission in the world.50  One

wonders if such were a description of a schism between the branches and the tree, i.e.,

believers have unknowingly (or otherwise) operated, if not lodged, apart from the Lord’s

company?  On the biblical theocentric worldview and the mission of God, Wright asserts

that the missional basis of the Bible will be evident only when the paradigm of mission

departs from the impasse of the human agency to return to the purpose of God and his

                                                
48 The figures considered were acquired from the “Chinese Church and Organization Directory,” accessed
January 20, 2018, https://church.oursweb.net/slocation.php?w=5&c=CA&a=BC, and the “Directory for
Chinese Churches in Europe,” European Christian Community, accessed January 20, 2018,
http://www.eucnt.com/forum.php?mod=forumdisplay&fid=54.  The number of Chinese churches in the
greater Vancouver area totals at 255; the figure for Europe (including the Russian Federation) is 220 (not
counting Chinese Christian organization).  Also considered is the fact that the overseas Chinese population
(categorized as of visible minority) in Vancouver is ca. 410,000 in the 2011 “National Household Survey—
Focus on Geography Series, Vancouver,” Statistics Canada,” last modified April 13, 2016, accessed
January 8, 2018, http://www12.statcan.gc.ca/nhs-enm/2011/as-sa/fogs-spg/Pages/FOG.cfm?GeoC-
ode=933&lang=E&level=3.  In this figure, ca. 170,000 inhabitants use the Chinese language (Mandarin or
Cantonese) at home.  In comparison, there are over 2 million Chinese (as visible minority) in Europe--as
reported in 2010 in “The State of Distribution of Overseas Chinese,” Overseas Chinese Affairs Office, the
State Council of the PRC, accessed on January 8, 2018, http://qwgzyj.gqb.gov.cn/yjytt/155/1830.shtml.
49 Newbigin, The Gospel in a Pluralist Society, 236.
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eternal aspiration, and that the church veers away from an ecclesiocentric worldview in

favor of the theocentric.51  One also questions if this condition of the church has been

reflected in its witness before the society--namely does the society perceive the church to

be self-seeking?  Johnson highlights the exhortation of Calvin Miller, who states that if

the motive of a preacher is corrupt, the message conveyed would be self-seeking.52  One

considers if the opposite applies: would a self-seeking impression (such as the noted

ecclesiocentrism) a church renders be indicative of a self-seeking ethos?  Missional

minded Christians are exhorted to lead their fellow believers away from their possible

misappropriated devices, deemed by Marva Dawn, as the gods of efficiency, the idolatry

of money, and the idolatry of “the way we’ve always done it before.”53

Being Absorbed by Old Paradigms

With the above discussion and reflection, one also wonders if the challenge had a

theological root--stemmed from a deficient scholarship, from improper utilization, or by

other obstacles encountered in practice.  However, one does not expect this to have been

resulted from the lack of edification and appeal of missional advocates and writers; one

does not assume that it is due to believers’ willful resistance to God’s will; one suspects

that it has more to do with the tendency for people to regress to familiar paradigms and

practices.  As such, ascertaining God’s whereabouts (in His mission today) and joining

                                                                                                                                                
50 Van Gelder and Zscheile, The Missional Church in Perspective, 50.
51 Wright, The Mission of God, 62.
52 Graham M. Johnston and Haddon Robinson, Preaching to a Postmodern World: A Guide to Reaching
Twenty-First Century Listeners (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Books, 2001), 66.
53 Marva J. Dawn, Reaching Out Without Dumbing Down: A Theology of Worship for This Urgent Time
(Grand Rapids, MI: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing, 2010), 47.
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God has been the mandate that Roxburgh presents the church.54  The simple platitude,

“Joining God in the Neighborhood”, speaks volumes.  Without this practical (or

operational) coupling of Christians and the Lord--in God’s mission--any missional effort

risks ending up feeding into the old paradigms.55  Roxburgh identifies four such

paradigms that have influenced how churches respond to the unraveling noted; these are

some of the factors that contributed to the nonsuccess of missional movement: they are

functional rationalism (using and placing confidence upon known technology to attempt

the repairing), management and control mind-set (assuming with the right management,

success will follow), ecclesiocentrism (effort is anticipated and targeted to make the

church great again), and clericalism (e.g., that the clergy necessarily have the answers).56

According to Roxburgh, the issues are over reliance on self-determined power, an

adherence to familiar methods for ministry, and a tendency for most clergy to feed into

the narrative of ecclesiocentrism—and that preparing and sending people on God’s

mission in the world has become secondary in the midst of the unrevealing.57  In this

climate, missional conception has been impaired and become an implement of old

paradigms and efforts.  This thesis is also a quest for God’s desire, His heart, and His

dwelling in His mission.

                                                
54 Alan Roxburgh has published two books with the catch-phrase “Joining God in the Neighborhood”:
Missional: Joining God in the Neighborhood, and Joining God, Remaking Church, Changing the World.
55 The challenge would be to substantiate one’s bond with the Lord in mind-set and in practice, as
Christians would profess; the spiritual oneness of the saints with Christ is a reality that can not be denied.
56 Roxburgh, Joining God, Remaking Church, Changing the World, 25.
57 Ibid., 34.
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A Reflection Before the Task to Engaging the  Overseas Chinese Students: My

Frame of Reference

I am an immigrant from Taiwan, China; I came to Canada in my early teens.  I

began my journey engaging, ministering to, and working with overseas Chinese students

in 1989 when I was a graduate student at the University of Guelph.58  I was away from

home for the first time, and for the first time, in a time without Internet, cell phones, and

calling cards, I found a family with the university’s Chinese Christian Fellowship (CCF).

Most members of the fellowship were international students (ethnic Chinese) from Hong

Kong, Singapore, Malaysia, Taiwan, and Vietnam;59 students from Mainland China were

referred to as China “scholars”, as they were nearly all mature (many were married)

Ph.D. students.60  Undergraduate students from China were nonexistent.  I became the

fellowship’s president in 1990.  The fellowship was large.  It had a membership of over

100, and weekly attendance was ca. 70—many also found it a family.  As the general

gatherings were conducted in English,61 we attracted students from other nations as well;

it was Chinese, but it was inclusive—in Canada’s mosaic, on a cosmopolitan campus.

Mainland Chinese students began to come.  We knew there were gaps amongst members

of the fellowship in terms of age, generation, language, culture, and even ethnicity, but

                                                
58 The university is located in Guelph, Ontario.
59 These Vietnamese students were Chinese Vietnamese.  I learned from them, who were the “boat people”
that many of the refugees Vietnam expelled were Chinese minority.  In 1992, I became member of a
Chinese church in Abbotsford, B.C. that was a congregation of Chinese Vietnamese refugees set up by the
local Dutch Canadian Christians; the plight of Chinese Vietnamese under the Vietnamese regime of the late
1970s was corroborated by the brethren of the church.
60 The proportions of OCS amongst all international students in Canada in the programmes of Bachelor,
Master, and Doctoral (for the year 2013-2014) were 40.0%, 25.5%, and 16.4%, respectively. “International
Students in Canadian Universities, 2004-2005 to 2013-2014: Top 10 Source Countries for International
University Students by Level of Study, and Percent of International Students from that Country, 2013-
2014,” Statistics Canada, accessed October 28, 2018, https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/n1/pub/81-599-x/81-
599-x2016011-eng.htm.
61 We would break into cell groups and groups for Bible study that used different languages and Chinese
dialects.
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they were non-issues; the fellowship thrived.  I made my first visit to Mainland China in

early June, 1989; the trip transformed me and gave me the love I needed for students

from Mainland China.  In time, even the president of the university’s Mainland Chinese

Student’s Association became a Christian and an active member of the CCF.  Executive

members of the fellowship felt that we were winning more souls and leading more

Chinese Christians to become the Lord’s disciples than the very few that fell through the

net—so to speak.  This is my reference for a flourishing, if not a working student

ministry.  Certainly, time, context, demographics, technologies, economy, and culture

have all changed domestically and globally.  They all impact the Christian ministry

today, and the impact is vividly felt as the nearly 30-year old reference is remembered

and even considered a benchmark.

In my heart, I suspect that besides the changing circumstances, something otherly

is also impacting the Christian ministry—including the OCS ministry—making one’s

task today seem harder.  The supposition, and what formed the conceptual framework of

this thesis is that Christians have been, and still are doing the same Christian things—be

it now or 30 years ago.  The challenge one detects now is a blessing, because when the

clock could not be wound back, and changes in the environment, undone, the believers

can change—and rise to the occasion.  We can be made mindful of our need to overcome

that otherly issue unbeknown to us 30 years ago.  With this in mind, the research

passionately consults the OCS, to hear their story, to know their mind and heart, so that

the obvious is done: to not creating or maintaining a sacred-secular divide and a church-

mission dichotomy, one addresses issues within the church, in her mission, and from the

world where the Lord has sent his church.
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The Backdrop from Which the OCS Emerge

God in Heaven And “Dao” in the World

China has always had an affinity for the divine truth.  Dennis Balcombe sums up

the religious landscape in China’s long history by highlighting its monotheistic roots and

the fact that God’s revelation in the Chinese culture goes back thousands of years.62  This

notion has been documented in detail by many writers including Chan Kei Thong to

cover China’s tradition, the creation of the Chinese written characters (especially using

the pictographic principle), the concept of god in the Chinese history and culture, and the

fact that to the very end of the days of imperial China, China’s last emperor still

worshiped, and made offerings, to the heavenly deity, represented not by an idol but

simply by the four characters (in Chinese) imprinted on a plaque in the Hall of Prayer at

Beijing’s Altar of Heaven.  The inscription on the plaque reads plainly, “Almighty God in

the Great Heaven”.63  Such had been China’s official belief.64  According to Fenggang

Yang, Daoism (Mandarin spelling of Taoism used by Mainland Chinese) and Buddhism

complemented Confucianism to leave enduring imprints on Chinese culture.65  However,

Buddhism is not indigenous to China, and Confucianism is not a religion.  Charlotte

Furth notes that China’s quest to making Confucianism a religion in the late 1800’s, as by

the Christian concept of “religion”, only bolstered the rationalistic model of the sage.66

                                                
62 Dennis Balcombe, China’s Opening Door (Lak Mary, FL: Charisma House, 2014), 11.
63 The inscription in Chinese is 皇天上帝.  Chan Kei, Thong 唐振基, Faith of our Fathers 先贤之信,
Simplified Chinee Edition (Singapore: China Publishing Group, 2009), xi.
64 The word, official, is used, as throughout history, superstition, idolatry, and folk beliefs also existed in
China.
65 Fenggang Yang, Chinese Christians in America: Conversion, Assimilation, and Adhesive Identities
(University Park, PA: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1999), 156.
66 By this appreciation, Confucianism remains a school of thoughts--a philosophy--and not a religion.
Merle Goldman, Leo Ou-Fan Lee, Charlotte Furth, Benjamin Schwarts, and Stuart Schram, An Intellectual
History of Modern China eds. Merle Goldman and Leo Ou-Fan Lee (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge
University Press, 2002), 58.
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Daoism is indigenous to China, but religious or mystic Daoism does not appear to be its

intended path.  Yang discounts religious Daoism, but he sees philosophical Daoism an

inspired work by God’s general revelation;67  he highlights that Dao, the radical of the

word, Daoism, is also the very word used in the Chinese Bible to translate the word,

“Word”, in the Gospel of John (John 1:1).68  Zhiming Yuan furthered the same

impression in his monograph, in which he argued exhaustively with scholarly rigor that

the Dao forwarded by Lao Zi’s Dao-De-Jing (The Book on the Virtues of Dao)69 is none

other than God, and that the anticipated coming of a “holy man” in Dao-De-Jing is none

other than Jesus Christ.70

A Historic Sketch of Christianity in China

Beyond God’s general revelation, Christianity did come to China through the

missionary efforts of the Nestorian monks from Asia Minor in AD 635, by the Roman

Catholic Church in 1289, and by Protestant Church in 1807;71 the seeds of Christianity

continued to be sown and burgeoned in China in the tumultuous century that followed

despite the rebellion of the Taiping Heavenly Kingdom (1850-1864) which sought to

establish a Christendom in China,72 and the anti-colonial and anti-Christian Boxer’s

                                                
67 Yang, Chinese Christians in America, 157.
68 Ibid. John 1:1 in the Chinese Bible (the Union version) literally reads, “In the beginning was the Dao,
and the Dao was with God, and the Dao was God.”
69 Lao Tsu, Tao Te Ching, trans. D.C. Lau (New York, NY: Penguin, 1982), 8. The Tao Te Ching (or Dao
De Jing) was written by Lao Zi during China’s Spring and Autumn/Warring States period—ca. 500 B.C.
70 Zhiming Yuan 远志明, Lao Zi vs. The Bible: An Anticipation Across Space and Time
老子与圣经：跨越时空 的迎侯 (Taipei, China: Yu Zhou Guang, 2004), 237.
71 Balcombe, China’s Opening Door, 20.
72 This movement was a major armed uprising that rallied under the color of a highly indigenized version of
Christianity against the then Manchu government.
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Uprising (ca. 1899-1903).73  Christian missionary effort attached importance to the work

of education in China.  Zhongxin Wang reports that by 1899, there were 1,766 church

schools (elementary and high schools) in China,74 and by 1920, 16 Christian

universities.75  China’s republic years from 1911 to 1949 saw Chinese churches worked

closely with foreign churches and missions.76  By the 1940s, Christian China was

developed to the point of gearing itself up to take over the baton of missionary effort to

take the gospel via the old Silk Roads into Central Asia, the Middle East, and back to

Jerusalem--where God’s missionaries first set off.77  However, much of the Christian

activity came to a halt in 1949 when China was liberated by the Communist

government.78  Christianity did persevere, and the Three-Self Patriotic Movement was

established in 1954 to administer affairs that pertain to the Christian churches.79

However, Christianity, along with all religions, were suppressed from 1966 to 1976

during China’s Cultural Revolution.  Religious tolerance resumed in 1978 when the

                                                
73 The Taiping Heavenly Kingdom rebellion and the Boxer’s uprising are juxtaposed here to give a sense of
the width of the spectrum of how China had responded to Christianity in the period—one was on its way to
establish a Christendom in China, and the other, to demolish Christianity.  Both revealed the impact
Christianity made in China to be substantial.
74 Zhongxin Wang 王忠欣, The Multicultural China and Christianity 多元化的中国与基督教
(Scarborough, ON: Christian Communication Inc., 2001), 43.
75 Ibid., 84.
76 This was the period from the end of China’s last imperial dynasty, the Qing Dynasty, and the beginning
of the Nationalist regime to the time when China was liberated by the communist government.
77 Rifeng Lin 林日峰, “A Study on the Advancement of Missionary Opportunities and Impetus by the
Chinese Churches Based on China’s Policy on the One Belt and One Road Initiative
从中国的「一带一路」政策探讨华人教会推动宣教的契机与动力.” Great Commission Bi-Monthly,
122 (June 2016): 5.  See also Thomas Wang 王永信, “Back to Jerusalem Movement 传回耶路撒冷运动,”
Discussion on Mission, The Centre for Chinese Churches in One Accord, Proclaiming the Gospel until
Christ’s Return, April, 2010, accessed February 12, 2018, http://www.cccowe.org/content.php?id=art-
icles/articles_05-020.  Wang presents the “Spread the Gospel Throughout Troupe” and the “Northwest
Spiritual Task Force”, as two of several bands of Chinese Christians that converged on this burden and
vision from the 1920’s to 1940’s.  The initiative is referred to as the “Back to Jerusalem” Movement.
78 Jiexia Elisa Zhai, “Contrasting Trends of Religious Markets in Contemporary Mainland China and in
Taiwan,” Journal of Church and State 52, no. 1 (May 2010): 107.
79 Balcombe, China’s Opening Door, 83.  The movement entailed churches in China to break ties with
foreign denominations and missions to “self administer, self support, and self propagate.”
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Cultural Revolution ended and China’s Open Door policy began.80  Churches were

reopened in 1980 with the setting up of China Christian Council that represented all

government-approved churches.81

A Watershed Moment

With the Open Door policy, China started to send students overseas in early

1980s.  Guang Tian highlights a Chinese “study-abroad emigration wave” that took place

between 1984 to the late 1980s.82  The political upheaval in China in 1989 created a surge

of Chinese International students who were granted refugee status in Canada.83  The same

occurred in the United States, and Tsu-Kung Chuang reports that many of them became

quite open toward Christianity thus making North America a fruitful mission field to

reach intellectuals from China.84  The phenomenon was not isolated to overseas venues; it

also took place inside China; David Wang and Georgina Sam report that, in China,

people were flocking to the churches to find truth and to fill the emptiness within.85

However, people were not responding to a new sort of emptiness; it was only made

poignant to many in a watershed moment.  The void in one’s spirit has long been there.

It might have been latent, but it was no longer so.  Evan Osnos describes the condition:

                                                
80 Paul Clark, The Chinese Cultural Revolution: A History. (New York, NY: Cambridge University Press,
2008), 1. Clark describes China’s Cultural Revolution—chiefly initiated by Chairman Mao Zedong--as a
political movement to renew China’s revolution to preventing it from the perils of revisionism and
complacency.
81 Balcombe, China’s Opening Door,  83.
82 Guang Tian, “From China to Canada: The Immigration Experience of a Mainland Chinese Group in
Toronto,” High Plains Applied Anthropologist 17, no. 2 (Fall 1997): 110.
83 Ibid. This upheaval refers to the student led demonstration in Beijing in the spring and summer of 1989
which was later cracked down.
84 Tsu-Kung Chuang, Ripening Harvest: Mission Strategy for Mainland Chinese Intellectuals in North
America (Paradise, PA: Ambassadors for Christ Inc., 1995), 1.
85 David Wang and Georgina Sam, Christian China and the Light of the World: Miraculous Stories from
China’s Great Awakening,(Ventura, CA: Regal, 2013), 22.
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Mao’s Cultural Revolution destroyed China’s old belief systems, but Deng’s
economic revolution could not rebuild them…  There was a hole in Chinese life
that people named the spiritual void.86

The Founder of Alibaba Holding Co., Jack Ma, resonates the same.  He indicates

that the Cultural Revolution destroyed China’s value system and left the country a

confused society; he, too, expresses high regard for the Christian belief system.87  The

watershed also occurred within the churches in the West, as I have experienced and as is

evidenced in the many reports and publication of the time, such as in Chuang’s writing,88

in which Christians were mobilized to engage and to minister to students from China.

The Setting Today: Seeing Hope

Almost thirty years have gone by.  Today, it is not uncommon for one to meet

OCS’s who have had no knowledge of the event that led to the watershed in 1989.  In

time, China evolved from a nation imbibed by the ideology of communism and dialectic

materialism,89 to one that incorporates capitalist principles90 and sees rising

materialism.91  The OCS’s that one meets today are those born post 1980s to the

millennials. The post-1980s and -1990s have been described with the following issues

that are at times outstanding: they run from the feelings of being perplexed and vain

towards their existence and lacking clarity about their future to being embroiled in lavish

                                                
86 Evan Osnos, Age of Ambition: Chasing Fortune, Truth, and Faith in the New China (New York, NY:
W.W. Norton and Company, Inc., 2015), 278-279.
87 Jack Ma, “Thought on Christianity and America’s Founding ,” trans. Catherine Liu, Interview, Taobao,
September 2014, East Gate International, accessed August 1, 2018, https://eastgates.org/christianity-and-
americas-founding-jack-ma/.
88 Chuang, Ripening Harvest.
89 Ibid., 2.
90 Michael E. Marti, China and the Legacy of Deng Xiaoping: from Communist Revolution to Capitalist
Evolusiton (Dulles, VA: Brassey’s, Inc., 2002), 119.
91 Zhai, “Contrasting Trends of Religious Markets in Contemporary Mainland China and in Taiwan.” 98.
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spending and indulgence with the Internet.92  Then, one meets the millennials; though

they continue to possess traits of their predecessors, the post-1980s and -1990s, they

resemble a generation coming out of the post-postmodern, namely the pseudomodern,

whose cultural phenomenon par excellence, according to Alan Kirby, can be the Internet:

the individuals read, click, press, swipe, and download their way through culture with a

sense of participation that is often illusional.93  What can be assumed of the OCS one

encounters today?  What are their ambitions and yearnings?  What are their challenges?

How do the Chinese fare in the torrent of economic development and material attainment;

is the spiritual void still vivid and vividly troubling to them; how can the church

contribute to the journey of their sons and daughters in the West—and in Canada?

In October, 2011, a car accident that took place in Foshan, Guangdong province,

in southern China, rocked the whole nation and disturbed the world.  A two year-old girl,

Wang Yue, wondered off from her mother onto the middle of a busy street in Foshan,

China, was struck and ran over by two vehicles.94  Traffic camera recorded the accident

and also what happened (or what did not happen) in the seven minutes that followed: 17

passerby walked by the mangled girl, but none assisted or alerted others to come to her

aid; finally, the 18th passerby, a woman ragpicker, did not ignore her and summoned help.

The girl died three days later in the hospital.  The apathy of the average Chinese citizens

in the video recording appalled the masses, and was seen as a reflection on the state of

wellness of the Chinese people’s spirituality, if not morality, at its footing.  However, the

                                                
92 Wenfeng Su, et al., Manual for Evangelistic Ministry for Mandarin Speaking Students,  (Toronto, ON:
Canadian Campus Evangelical Fellowship, 2011), 6-12.
93 Alan Kirby, “The Death of Postmodernism and Beyond,” Philosophy Now 58 (November/December
2006), 35.
94 Baidu, “Little Yue Yue: the Victim of the Car Accident at Foshan Nanhai Huangqi Guangfo Wujin City
小小小（佛佛佛佛佛佛佛佛佛佛佛佛佛佛佛佛佛 人,” Baidu Encyclopedia, accessed September 25,
2018, https://baike.baidu.com/item/%E5%B0%8F%E6%82%A6%E6%82%A6/7998861.   
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story and reports did not stop there.  According to Osnos, news investigation discovered

that people failed to assist against their conscience, because they feared the possible

entanglement of liability--as cases of false accusations in like scenarios have also been

publicized in China; life for most Chinese is still vulnerable and with little buffer to

absorb adversity.  Wang Yue was not the only person injured; the nation was also

wounded by the accident and was hurting.  The nation was enraged, in mourning, in

introspection, in self-incrimination, 95 and one may even say, in repentance.  Osnos

writes:

Several weeks after Yueyue died, the city of Shenzhen drafted China’s first
regulation to protect Good Samaritans from legal liability… The law stopped
short of requiring passerby to get involved—as they are required to do in Japan,
France, and elsewhere—but it was nevertheless China’s greatest step yet to amend
the law. 96

One can not but to inspect the story in light of the essence of 2 Corinthians 2:11:

For see what earnestness this godly grief has produced in you, what eagerness to
clear yourselves, what indignation, what alarm, what longing, what zeal, what
punishment! At every point you have proved yourselves guiltless in the matter.

One can not but seeing hope in the Chinese people’s will to not relinquishing their search

for truth and for righteousness,97 as their forefathers had sought to know the Dao.  The

same hope prevails as one engages and ministers to them, China’s youth, students, and

intellectuals, in one’s midst.  One meets them with a joyous anticipation that not only will

the goodwill of the church be received with gladness, so will its message on the Way, the

Truth, and the Life of its Lord.  As with the prodigal story of the illustrious Chinese

                                                
95 Osnos, Age of Ambition, 294-302.
96 Ibid., 305.
97 Righteousness is also a sought after virtue to the Chinese since antiquity; Mencius’ saying, “Life I desire,
righteousness, too; when only one is granted, I lay down my life for righteousness.” is a familiar refrain to
the Chinese. Mencius, “The Dialogue between Mencius and Gao Zi,” China Electronic Publication Project
中国中中中中子化中中, accessed May 23, 2018, https://ctext.org/mengzi/zhs.
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scholar, Lin Yutang, who lost his faith in God in his youth, only to have it found--in

time—one anticipates the moment to come to the OCS, as describes by Lin when he

found Jesus: “Blow out the candles, for the sun has risen.”98

                                                
98 Lin Yutang (1895-1976) was a renowned writer, who published celebrated work in Chinese and in
English; he was nominated for the Nobel Prize in Literature twice.  He cites the exaltation of a sage at the
enthronement of Emperor Yao (ca. 2200 B.C.) to describe his own moment of enlightenment at meeting
Jesus after a long journey traversing different philosophies and religions. Yutang Lin, From Pagan to
Christian, trans. Qixia Xie, Yao Gong, and Zhenyu Zhang (Changsha, Hunan: Hunan Literary Publishing,
2016), 175.
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CHAPTER 2. Biblical Foundation Chapter

Chapter Introduction

In this chapter of the thesis, efforts are made to ground the thesis, and the field

research that it prescribes, in sound and pertinent biblical principles.  This is performed to

ground the thesis in the Bible in its role as foundational to the Christian faith.  An effort

is made to attach importance to the Scripture to bolster its steering capacity in the thesis

research--in addition to having the Bible being the thesis’s grounding substrate.  The

norma normans (the rule that rules) standing of the Scripture is highlighted.  Two

passages from the New Testament Bible (NT hereafter), as well as one, the Old

Testament Bible (OT hereafter), are studied toward the stated objectives.  Discussions on

the meaning, significance, and biblical correlation of the term, missional, is emphasized,

so its appearance in the thesis title is acknowledged and unpacked.  A more detailed

discussion on the thought and meaning of missional engagement will be covered in the

theological chapter of the thesis.  To speak from and to the context of the ministerial

setting of the OCS, part of this chapter is written in the first person.

The Selection of Studied Bible Passages

In my thesis title, “Uncovering Issues to Chinese College Student Ministry in

Canada to Facilitate Missional Engagement by The Church”, the term, missional, is

prominently put.  This Section of the biblical chapter addresses the missional stance of

my church.  A formal treatment is desired for the sake of my church’s discernment, its

ministry, as well as for this research project, so that one’s endeavor can be better focused.

In doing so, one also places the overall study into the larger context of biblical and
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theological considerations.  This Section of the thesis chapter provides the rationale, by

which the studied Bible passages are selected.  The Bible study that follows, in turn,

explains the missional nature of the thesis project.  The delimitation noted here is that it is

spawned within the context of the researcher, his church, as well as their approval and

preference of the missional stance; one does not negate the existence of other working

models, if not paradigms, that churches at large embody.

One way to contemplate missional engagement of people is by the study of Luke

10: 1-17—the Lord sends out the seventy; this passage is studied to illustrate the logos

(the approach) of God’s people to engage the world, especially on the way the Lord

might send his people today.  Following this, the passage of Acts 16:9-34 is studied to

illustrate the pathos (the emotional affect) of outreach.  Lastly, Exodus 19:4-6 is studied

to consider the ethos (the reason and character) of the undertaking.  The Greek rhetorical

constituents of logos, ethos, and pathos are used to aid the schematic (not theological)

framing of discussions.99  The logos, ethos, and pathos are all identifiable in each of the

passages, but the centre of gravity of their presence in the passages vary; these terms are

used as broad labels to categorize one’s contemplation on the biblical passages.

Bible study Part I, Luke 10: 1-17; the Logos: Joining God in the Neighborhood

10:1 After this the Lord appointed seventy others and sent them on ahead of him
in pairs to every town and place where he himself intended to go.  10:2 He said to
them, "The harvest is plentiful, but the laborers are few; therefore ask the Lord of
the harvest to send out laborers into his harvest.  10:3 Go on your way. See, I am
sending you out like lambs into the midst of wolves.  10:4 Carry no purse, no bag,
no sandals; and greet no one on the road.  10:5 Whatever house you enter, first
say, 'Peace to this house!'  10:6 And if anyone is there who shares in peace, your

                                                
99 Aron Smale, “Rhetorical Strategies: Logos, Ethos, Pathos, Kairos,” University Writing and Speaking
Center, University of Nevada, last modified October 12, 2016, accessed May 30, 2017, https://writingc-
enter.blogs.unr.edu/2016/10/12/rhetorical-strategies-logos-ethos-pathos-kairos/.
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peace will rest on that person; but if not, it will return to you.  10:7 Remain in the
same house, eating and drinking whatever they provide, for the laborer deserves
to be paid. Do not move about from house to house.  10:8 Whenever you enter a
town and its people welcome you, eat what is set before you; 10:9 cure the sick
who are there, and say to them, 'The kingdom of God has come near to you.'
10:10 But whenever you enter a town and they do not welcome you, go out into
its streets and say, 10:11 'Even the dust of your town that clings to our feet, we
wipe off in protest against you. Yet know this: the kingdom of God has come
near.' 10:12 I tell you, on that day it will be more tolerable for Sodom than for that
town.  10:13 "Woe to you, Chorazin! Woe to you, Bethsaida! For if the deeds of
power done in you had been done in Tyre and Sidon, they would have repented
long ago, sitting in sackcloth and ashes. 10:14 But at the judgment it will be more
tolerable for Tyre and Sidon than for you.  10:15 And you, Capernaum, will you
be exalted to heaven? No, you will be brought down to Hades.  10:16 "Whoever
listens to you listens to me, and whoever rejects you rejects me, and whoever
rejects me rejects the one who sent me." 10:17 The seventy returned with joy,
saying, "Lord, in your name even the demons submit to us!"

The Technical Considerations

Some technical matters of the passage are discussed first, then a Section follows

to synthesized one’s understanding.

Into the Neighborhood

The Lord appoints seventy others to go where he was about to go (10:1).100  The

word, appoint (ἀνέδειξεν, anedeixen),101 means to install, to appoint; based on the

concordance finding, the word has also the meaning of “to make known”; this is also

                                                
100 For a discussion on how scholars consider the parallels in Jesus’ saying in Luke 10 to that of Matthew 9,
10, and 11 and the historicity of the Luke account, read I. Howard Marshall, Gospel of Luke: A
Commentary on the Greek Text, (Exeter Eng.: Paternoster Press, 1978), 412 to 413; There is one textual
variation on the number, seventy: whilst most modern translations favored the number “seventy-two”,
“seventy” is kept in the NRSV and RSV.  Read note 10:1 in Allison A. Trites and William J. Larkin. Luke,
Acts, Cornerstone Biblical Commentary, edited by Philip W. Comfort (Tyndale House Publishers, Inc.,
2017), 163; it is also noted that the number seventy or seventy-two are interchangeable in the Jewish
tradition; see John Nolland, Luke 9 21 18, vol. 2 Word Biblical Commentary. (Dallas, Tex.: Thomas
Nelson, 1993), 549.  The number, seventy or seventy-two, is believed to bear the latent vigor of God’s
intent to take the Gospel to the Gentiles.
101 ἀνέδειξεν, anedeixen; dictionary form: ἀναδείκνυµι: verb, third person, singular, aorist, active,
indicative.  The Greek Bible used is as follows:Marshall, Alfred. trans. NASB-NIV Parallel New Testament
in Greek and English (Grand Rapids, Mich: Zondervan Carr Books, 1993).
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supported by the Theological Dictionary of the New Testament.102  Though Luke does not

furnish readers with the geographical setting of their undertaking, Marshall notes that the

content of the saying is related to a mission in Palestine, even as Luke might have

regarded it as a prefigure to future missions to the Gentiles.103  This impression is made

by the fact the number of nations in the world listed in Genesis 10 being seventy in MT,

and seventy-two in LXX.104

To Work in Secular Settings

The seventy were sent ahead of Jesus to where Jesus planned on visiting.  Stein

associates this pattern of sending to the work of John the Baptist, as well as the Twelve,

who were sent by Jesus earlier (see Luke 9:52): they were preparing the way for the

Lord.105  It is appreciated that they traveled two by two for support and to assemble the

needed witness (having two witnesses) in accordance to what is written in Deuteronomy

19:15, and Numbers 35:30.106  In verse 2, the word, harvest (θερισµός, therismos)107

means the crop to be harvested, but on the concordance reading, its occurrences in the NT

are consistently associated to an allegorical reading--harvest of believers and the end time

                                                
102 Moulton, Harold K., ed, The Moulton’s Analytical Greek Lexicon Revised edition. (Grand Rapids MI:
Harper Zondervan, 1978), 21; Bauer, Walter, William F. Arndt, F. Wilbur Gingrich, and Frederick W.
Danker, A Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament and Other Early Christian Literature. ed.
Frederick William Danker, 1 edition (Chicago: University Of Chicago Press, 1957), 53a; Kittel, Gerhard,
and Gerhard Friedrich, eds. Theological Dictionary of the New Testament (Grand Rapids, MI: Wm. B.
Eerdman’s Publishing, 1996), 2.30; Wigram, George V. ed., Englishman’s Greek Concordance of the New
Testament (New York: Harper and Brothers Publishers, 1871), 46; all Greek texts are taken from
Zondervan NASB-NIV Parallel New Testament in Greek and English.
103 Marshall, Gospel of Luke, 413.
104 Nolland, Luke, 549.
105 Robert H. Stein, Luke. Volume 24 of The New American Commentary, ed. David S. Dockery (Nashville,
TN: Broadman and Holman, 1992), 304.
106 Ibid.
107 θερισµός, therismos; dictionary form: θερισµός; parsing: noun, masculine, singular, nominative.
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judgement.108  Jesus points to the harvest, or the gathering of, Israel, but it alludes to all

believers.109  More laborers are needed, says the Lord.  The word, lord, (κυρίου or κύριος,

kyrios)110 means the Lord of the harvest, as it modifies the word, harvest; however, there

is no indication that the Lord who sends is the same or different from the one who

possesses and oversees the harvest (the actual crop)111; this is noted as kyrios is also used

in secular sense to mean an owner of property, goods, slaves, as well as an honorific

address for people.  Readers of the passage would appreciate that the allegoric property

of “harvest” (i.e., harvest can be the crop, and it can be people) is shared by its “owner”

(who can be the Lord, as well as the landlord).  The above consideration is made, as one

considers Jesus sending the seventy to literally assist with the harvesting of crop.112

Based on the description of Douglas E. Oakman of the agrarian societies in the world of

Luke-Acts, pre-industrial cities were bound up by villages, and villagers were peasants,

who labored (with meager energy resources: human and animal power) to support the

elite in the cities.113  Jesus would have anticipated the seventy to appreciate the imagery

he used, if not the socioeconomic reality of their time for needing extra helpers during

harvest time, as well as the location to finding land/crop owners (in towns, as well as in

the villages), so one could bring the need to them begging them to send workers (would

include the disciples themselves) into the field.  Jesus asks them to ask (δεήθητε)114 the

                                                
108 MAGL, 193; BAGD 360a; TDNT 3.133; EGCNT, 326.
109 Herman Hendrickx, Travel Narrative-I: Luke 9:51-13:21. Volume 3-A of The Third Gospel for the
Third World. (Collegeville, MN: Michael Glazier, 2000), 26.
110 κυρίου, dictionary form: κύριος, kyrios; parsing: noun, masculine, singular, genitive.
111 MAGL, 244; BAGD 459d; TDNT 3.1039; EGCNT, 378.
112 No commentary consulted covers this possibility.
113 Douglas E. Oakman, “The Countryside in Luke-Acts.” In Social World Of Luke – Acts, ed. Jerome
Neyrey (Peabody, MA: Hendrickson Publishers, 1991), 155.
114 δεήθητε, deēthēte; dictionary form: δέοµαι: verb, second person, plural, aorist, passive, imperative.
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Lord of the harvest to send more workers (ἐργάτας)115.  The word, δεήθητε, is used also

as to request, to beseech, to beg besides “to pray;116 the religious connotation, i.e., to

entreaty the Lord in “prayer”, is not absolute—thus one considers the likelihood that they

were simply to ask the landlord.  The word, ἐργάτας, refers to laborers and workers is

thus considered--despite its usage in the NT is, to some extent, connects to the idea of one

laboring for God.117

To Work for Subsistence

 In verse 3, Jesus applied the image of lambs in the midst of wolves to portray the

disciples’ challenge ahead.  The Bible uses sheep to refer to God’s people (e.g., Matthew

15:24 for Israel, and John 10:3 for Jesus’s followers); the use of image of lambs amidst

wolves heightens the helplessness of the seventy in perilous situations and with people

who have the propensity, like predators, to harm others.118  According to Stein, Jesus

intends to encourage the seventy to go out in faith, and the instruction for carrying

nothing is seen as an extension from that.119  Other than reporting that the seventy would

receive hospitality to mitigate their challenge, Marshall notes that the expression of

poverty and peaceableness would be honorable for them.120

                                                
115 ἐργάτας ergatas ; dictionary form: ἐργάτης: noun, masculine, plural, accusative.
116 MAGL, 87; BAGD 174a; TDNT 2:40; EGCNT, 124.
117 MAGL, 165; BAGD 307c; TDNT 2:635; EGCNT, 124.
118 Leland Ryken, James C. Wilhoit, and Tremper Longman III, eds. Dictionary of Biblical Imagery
(Downers Grove, Ill: IVP Academic, 2006), 484, 783, 958.
119 Stein, Luke, 305.
120 Marshall, Gospel of Luke, 418.
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To Focus on Where They Would Spend Most of Their Time

Jesus’s instruction for the seventy to not to greet people en-route (v. 4b) is

mysterious.  Bovon’s appreciation is favored; he asserts that it is to set one’s priority

right, so that one extends a more formal and sincere greeting to the people they meet at

their destination.121  The offering of peace in verse 5 is seen as a gift.122  According to

Joel B. Green, “peace” is metonymic for salvation in the Gospel.123  To Stein, “peace”

would be a synonym for the messianic salvation.124  However, given the timing of Jesus’s

ministry on earth (he has yet to accomplish His act of passion), such connotation is, at

best, latent.

To be Authentic

The seventy are instructed not to be particular of what people serve them, and not

to move from place to place (vv. 7, 8).  The concept of getting paid a wage for one’s

labor (v7) is highlighted.  Based on Concordance finding, the word, wage (µισθοῦ,

misthos)125 is used with the meaning of reward and wages in NT.126  The Theological

Lexicon of the New Testament furnishes subtle nuances to the word’s usage.  Misthos is

used typically for the wages of agricultural labors and labors in general.127  It is also used

as honoraria for physicians.128  These respects shed light on why Jesus would deem his

people worthy for the wages: they serve people with their labor.  However, one detects

                                                
121 Francois Bovon, Luke 2.: a Commentary on the Gospel of Luke 9:51-19:217. (Minneapolis, MN:
Augsburg Fortress, 2013), 27.
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that Jesus might have been intentionally consistent to cater allegoricality to the imagery

he employed from an agrarian society--laborers vs. missionaries, the Lord vs. the master

of the harvest, harvest of crop vs. harvest of people, asking the Lord vs. beseeching a

land/crop owner, wages for labors (including honoraria for physicians) vs. reward from

God.  On the etiquette of staying with the people who would host the disciples, Stein

applies the ministerial implication to Jesus’s instruction in verses 7 and 8 (eat what is

provided, and not moving from house to house), namely one should be content with one’s

portion.129

The Sacred Merging with the Secular

Verses 9 to 11 contain the last of Jesus’s instruction to the seventy: when

opportunities present themselves, perform healing, and say to them, “The kingdom of

God has come near to you.”(v9)  In case that they should be met with opposition and

rejection, they are instructed to make a physical gesture to accompany their verbal

testimony of their rejection, but they were still asked to proclaim the coming of God’s

kingdom—in the streets.  One notices the nuance of the proclamation of the coming

kingdom in the two scenarios covered by Jesus: to the hostile, they are told, “the kingdom

has come near.”; to the hospitable, they are told, “the kingdom has come near you”.  The

trajectory of the difference can be extended even further if one considered what Jesus

says in Luke 11:20: “But if it is by the finger of God that I cast out the demons, then the

kingdom of God has come to you.”  When Jesus did come to a city, and he cast out

demons, the kingdom would not only have come “near”, and be “nearing one” (to the
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hospitable ones), but it would have come “to one”.  Green comments that Jesus’s act of

exorcism renders present the kingdom of God, and that the kingdom of Satan is

surmounted.130  The presence of their king, the Lord himself, in power to subdue Satan is

required to substantiate the reality of the kingdom.  Nevertheless, the disciples performed

their duty in faith and in obedience.   The objective limitations that were imposed on the

disciples, as well as on the Lord himself--be it material possession, their need to work for

subsistence (or the need to rely on other’s hospitality), the dispensational setting (i.e.,

whether the kingdom has come, or not), prophetic timing (i.e., Jesus has prophecies yet to

fulfill), or spiritual empowering (the Holy Spirit has not been poured out then)--did not

appear to be significant to Jesus or to his disciples.  They focused on their callings and

duty.

Other Observations

Another remarkable observation of the passage worth highlighting is on the

horrific consequences Jesus communicates to the disciples (vv. 12-15) that would befall

people who reject Him.  Jesus does not ask the seventy to relate that information to them.

The information is for the disciples themselves.  Bovon sees the nature of Jesus’s sharing

as a biblical tradition that dared to condemn.131  I suspect that Jesus would also use the

information to incite compassion and to caution his audience, so that they would engage

people with gentleness, patience, and long-suffering, so that they guard their relationship

(and the opportunities they have) with their neighbors.  God does not want any to perish,

but all to come to repentance (cf. 2 Peter 3:9).
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The Synthesis and Reflection on the Passage

The Important Role of the Laity

One appreciates Jesus’s intent to intimate his sending of the seventy to the

reaching of nations, but as Stein points out, Jesus does not send the seventy on a

preaching mission as if they went on a post-resurrection mission to reach the Gentiles.132

It is also illustrated that the most the disciples could have accomplished was to proclaim

the coming “near” of the kingdom of God to people.  The present day notion of leading

people to accepting Jesus as one’s Lord and Savior does not exist in the setting of the

passage.  This being the case, the lessons in the passage are still relevant to three

scenarios today: they can be applied by clergy and full-time missionaries, by short-term

missionaries, and by the whole of the congregation in the everyday setting of its

members, too.  The last possibility is considered in this Section.  According to Michael

Lawrence, as one contemplates upon the relevance of the Bible text to pastoral ministry,

besides its location in the biblical narrative, and its role in displaying God’s glory, one

considers its relevance for the people that are being ministered.133  The passage selected

in Luke is preceded by, and differs from, Jesus’s sending of the twelve (Luke 9: 1-6),

who were given explicit and exclusive instruction to do what can be reckoned as

“missionary” endeavor.  The Luke 10 passage speaks to my ministry context more, as it

has to do with a group of followers of Jesus, who are not the Apostles (or The Twelve);

yet, they were also sent out for the Kingdom’s sake.  The Lord spoke to them in

allegorical terms with imagery taken from agrarian and secular undertakings.  As noted,

Jesus’s effort appeared deliberate and consistent.  Without pushing for a new
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hermeneutics or an interpretation of the passage (e.g., if Jesus sent the seventy out as

tentmakers), one can still envision Jesus’s instructions to Christians’ secular, but

intentional existence.

An Unmitigated Vision as Luke 10 Transpires

Below is a description of how such a vision might translate into practice today—

unmitigated (as Luke 10 transpires):

As with the case of the seventy, all believers today are given the mandate to be

disciples of Christ (see Matthew 28: 19, 20), to follow in the steps of the Lord by the

example of the Apostles (see 1 Peter 2: 21), to be salt and light of the world (Matthew 5:

13, 14), and to make disciples of all nations (Matthew 28: 19, 20).  Christians seek

employment, they work and study.  They work hard and serve their employers diligently

as they do, the Lord (see Ephesians 6: 5).  They confess that they are but strangers and

foreigners on earth (as in Hebrew 11: 13), and they travel light, so they are not entangled

in everyday affairs (see 2 Timothy 2: 4).  They maintain a lively fellowship and

communion with the church, so they do not travel alone (cf. Romans 12:5).  They do not

consume themselves with casual exchanges on social media to neglect their relationship

with the people in their lives.  They accept their circumstances and limitations and give

thanks in all circumstances (cf. 2 Thessalonians 5:18).  They learn to be content with

having food and clothing (as noted in 1 Timothy 6: 8).  They do not move from place to

place solely for better earnings; they conduct themselves wisely toward their peers and

neighbors, thus making the most of their time with them, and they let their speech always

be gracious, seasoned with salt (see Colossians 4: 5, 6).   Then, when opportunities
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should present themselves, they are always ready to make an accounting for the hope that

is in them; yet, even when people’s tone were hostile, they do it with gentleness and

reverence (see 1 Peter 3: 14).  When people accepted the Gospel they shared and received

healing (meaning salvation), they would welcome them as their brothers and sisters (see

Philemon 16, 17).  They would rejoice with them, and they would praise God, saying,

“Then God has given my neighbors the repentance that leads to life.” (cf. Acts 11: 18)

Above all, they love their neighbors, so they are patient and kind to them (see 1

Corinthians 13:4).  They are struck by the awful judgement that would come to their

neighbors if their neighbors did not know Christ, so they take good care to maintain and

nurture their relationship even when long-suffering is entailed.  In the bleakest of

circumstances, they endure.  They remember that they were sent (for the reason and in

the manner) by the Lord, and they remind themselves that it would be just awhile before

they return to meet their Lord.

The Vision is for the Whole Church

Alen J. Roxburgh notes that Lesslie Newbigin’s writings from the 1960s to 1980s

became the basis for the missional movement in North America; however, the movement

to transform church life, so that God is the primary agent at work, malfunctioned, and the

church’s focus turned to itself instead.134  To Roxburgh, the church’s question on “How

to make the church more effective in reaching people?” would be just that: a “church

question”.135  His next remark causes me for introspection.  He goes further; to him, the
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question on “what are the marks of a missional church?” is still a church question.136  He

deems the failure as one of ecclesiocentrism, grounded in a clerical-centric tradition.137

What he has in mind is not to diminish the importance of the church; he is passionate

about the church, and he is passionate to convey to the church that it needs a new

imagination, and that the whole congregation (not just ministry leaders or clergy) needs

to go on a journey to join God—in the neighborhood, where He is already at work.138  To

Roxburgh, a shift is needed for the local church to ask “God centered” questions, so that

it can “join the way of Jesus in the neighborhood.”139  The phrase “Joining God in the

neighborhood” embodies Roxburgh’s notion.  Wright makes a similar appeal.  On

mission, he maintains that mission is not exclusively about evangelism, and that a

paradigm shift is required to change mission’s anthropocentric conception to a

theocentric world view.140  He also sees the whole congregation’s involvement is needed;

he lauds the slogan of the Lausanne movement: “The whole church taking the whole

gospel to the whole world.”141  To him this holistic appreciation of the mission is as

follows: “everything a Christian and a Christian church is, says, and does should be

missional in its conscious participation in the mission of God in God’s world.”142

Manifesting Christ in the Neighborhood

I ask myself: “do I see my thesis project as one about the OCS, about my church,

about my role, or do I, about God, His mission, and His kingdom?”  As is the case in
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Luke 10.  Jesus sends the seventy to represent “him”; he commissions the seventy in a

formal and public fashion.  If God’s people are to represent God , they need to manifest

that part of the Trinity illustrated and evidenced by God and in the way that God did it--

through Christ.  This evokes believers to express Christ with their lives, so that they truly

represent and resemble him.  God’s people need to be present in the world, in

communities, in neighborhoods, in people’s lives, to meet, to engage, to listen, to learn,

to know, to love, to embrace, to feed, and to heal.  As is the case with Christ’s

incarnation, these attributes are to be realized in tangible forms, i.e., to love is not just

saying so, but also acting so.  Newbigin also asserts that the central reality of being God’s

people is neither word nor act, but the total life of the community enabled by God’s Spirit

to live and to share Christ’s passion and the power of Christ’s  resurrection.143

Other Lessons Learned

The seventy in Luke 10 go out to be with the people in the neighborhood and in

their circumstances.  They learned the lesson of obedience, faith, courage, perseverance,

and most importantly, love.  They returned triumphal.  The Lord wisely sends the seventy

in a time, when it is not possible for him to join them—in the neighborhood.  However,

doing so, a lesson is showcased on the doing and the being of the saints.  This lesson can

be easily overlooked in the modern time: one meets more people than one can remember;

one greets even more--more still on social media.  It can be challenging for believers to

spend quality time with a godly intent to minister to the people they are with.  One can

live in a compartmentalized or privatized piety, as Sunday Christians, weekend warriors,
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far-away place and future-tense short-term missionary  Yet, in the meantime, one can be

oblivious to the people, with whom one truly spends the bulk of one’s time—at work, in

school, in the market, in the fields, and in life.  One can be extremely mobile, and people

seek to be so; one can confuse career successes, stability, and economic prospect as

always part of, if not the whole routine (of the means and clues) that God uses to lead His

people.  One might fall short in imagining that to serve God and to serve the people God

sends the disciples to serve might, more often than not, involve hardship, self-limitation,

risk-taking, and sacrifice.

In a time after the Holy Spirit had been poured out, is the Lord not present

everywhere?  This makes it convenient for one to believe that God is always with one,

always just a prayer away, and always with one’s ministry.  Would the reality beg to

differ?  The call to join God in the neighborhood is a fitting description of a new

Christian paradigm.  One does not have all the answers, but one does have some clues as

how one should pack, and where one needs to go next to finding God, and to join Him,

Bible Study Part II, Acts 16: 6-28; The Pathos: Joining God in His Love

The length of the passage selected for this study was determined by the central

message that it contains.  The narrative nature of the book of Acts also made it necessary

to broaden the consideration of a particular episode of Paul’s ministry.  Issues having

direct bearing on my research will receive special attention.

16:6 They went through the region of Phrygia and Galatia, having been forbidden
by the Holy Spirit to speak the word in Asia. 16:7 When they had come opposite
Mysia, they attempted to go into Bithynia, but the Spirit of Jesus did not allow
them;16:8 so, passing by Mysia, they went down to Troas.16:9 During the night
Paul had a vision: there stood a man of Macedonia pleading with him and saying,
"Come over to Macedonia and help us."16:10 When he had seen the vision, we
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immediately tried to cross over to Macedonia, being convinced that God had
called us to proclaim the good news to them.16:11 We set sail from Troas and
took a straight course to Samothrace, the following day to Neapolis,16:12 and
from there to Philippi, which is a leading city of the district of Macedonia and a
Roman colony. We remained in this city for some days.16:13 On the sabbath day
we went outside the gate by the river, where we supposed there was a place of
prayer; and we sat down and spoke to the women who had gathered there.16:14 A
certain woman named Lydia, a worshiper of God, was listening to us; she was
from the city of Thyatira and a dealer in purple cloth. The Lord opened her heart
to listen eagerly to what was said by Paul.16:15 When she and her household
were baptized, she urged us, saying, "If you have judged me to be faithful to the
Lord, come and stay at my home." And she prevailed upon us.16:16 One day, as
we were going to the place of prayer, we met a slave-girl who had a spirit of
divination and brought her owners a great deal of money by fortune-telling.
16:17 While she followed Paul and us, she would cry out, "These men are slaves
of the Most High God, who proclaim to you a way of salvation."16:18 She kept
doing this for many days. But Paul, very much annoyed, turned and said to the
spirit, "I order you in the name of Jesus Christ to come out of her." And it came
out that very hour.16:19 But when her owners saw that their hope of making
money was gone, they seized Paul and Silas and dragged them into the
marketplace before the authorities.16:20 When they had brought them before the
magistrates, they said, "These men are disturbing our city; they are Jews
16:21 and are advocating customs that are not lawful for us as Romans to adopt or
observe."16:22 The crowd joined in attacking them, and the magistrates had them
stripped of their clothing and ordered them to be beaten with rods.16:23 After
they had given them a severe flogging, they threw them into prison and ordered
the jailer to keep them securely.16:24 Following these instructions, he put them in
the innermost cell and fastened their feet in the stocks.16:25 About midnight Paul
and Silas were praying and singing hymns to God, and the prisoners were
listening to them.16:26 Suddenly there was an earthquake, so violent that the
foundations of the prison were shaken; and immediately all the doors were opened
and everyone's chains were unfastened.16:27 When the jailer woke up and saw
the prison doors wide open, he drew his sword and was about to kill himself,
since he supposed that the prisoners had escaped.16:28 But Paul shouted in a loud
voice, "Do not harm yourself, for we are all here."
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Technical Considerations: The Work of the Missionary Hindered

First, it was the Holy Spirit (v. 6), who forbade Paul and the team from carrying

out their plan, then the Spirit of Jesus (v. 7) did the same to the team’s revised

programme.  The word, forbade (κωλυθέντες, kōlythentes)144, has a strong connotation

and intent to forbid or to hinder.145  Twice does God prevent and disallow Paul to carry

on.  The inhibition in the second incidence (applying to Paul’s revised plan) was by the

Spirit of Jesus.  As Paul was brought into the Kingdom and ministry of God personally

by the risen Christ, the coming forth of Jesus projects a more personal and, also, pressing

tone—for Paul.  Barrett asserts that at that point, Luke felt that they were only traveling

around aimless; moreover, the element of preaching was absent in their work.146  The

focal point of the story does shift to Paul; after his vision of the man from Macedonia,

Paul concluded that God had called them to work in Macedonia (vv. 9, 10).  The word,

conclude (συµβιβάζοντες, symbibazontes),147 means to conclude, to prove, and to hold

(e.g., assembling all signs and clues) together.148  It is not spontaneous but a process.

John Stott indicates that the team spends time pondering over the meaning of various

factors to understand the Lord’s instruction.149
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The need for consultation may also be due to the nature of the instruction (it was not an

epiphany, and it only involves Paul).  The team needs to come to the conclusion, namely

to agree with Paul that they have a destination.

Paul’s Transformation

Paul and his team reach the city of Philippi, and remain in the city for some days

before they meet up with the people at the place of prayer (vv. 11, 12).  Marshall notes

that Paul’s missionary practice usually takes him to the synagogue in the first instance to

proclaim the coming of the Messiah to the Jews and proselytes.150  Hence, Paul and his

team wait until the Sabbath before they go to the meeting place.  Paul and the team are

successful in leading Lydia and her household to the Lord.  Lydia is a seller of purple

goods.  Arlandson reports that merchants in the Greco-Roman world had only the status

of artisans; however, purple merchants can be quite well-to-do and could even buy their

ways into eminence.151  It is possible that Lydia is indeed a person of respectable status,

and it explains her rather forward demeanor as she invites Paul and his companions to

stay at her place--and the fact that she can accommodate and host these men.  Luke

leaves no doubt of Lydia’s conversion by her baptism and the baptism of her household

(v 15).

The slave girl made her appearance while Paul and his team went to the place of

prayer (v. 16).  She followed Paul and his companions for days announcing their presence

and mission (vv. 17, 18).  Stott questions the intent of the slave girl in her seeming effort
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to show recognition of the missionaries; he conjectures that she tries to discredit their

message by confusing it with the occult.152  However, it is possible that she made her

statement with a derisive tone to trouble the missionaries.  Although her remarks affected

the whole team, some scholars saw that Paul was actually the one being targeted.153  Paul

was eventually annoyed, and he acted; however, it was not for the sake of the slave girl’s

salvation (it was only to cast out the demon).  The word to describe Paul’s state of

annoyance is διαπονηθεὶς (diaponētheis)154, which means to be strongly provoked or

annoyed, and disturbed.155  Marshall indicates that there was no evidence to show the

conversion of the slave girl.156  Barrett reports that even if Luke intends to regard the

exorcism as a pre-baptismal event, it is not a convincing one, as Luke does not go on to

report the baptism of the girl.157  The exorcism results in the flogging and imprisonment

of Paul and Silas.  Luke adds the detail that even their feet were fastened by stocks (v 24).

However, by midnight, Paul rejoiced, and God sent an earthquake to release him and

Silas.  For the sake of the jailer, he stayed, and that led to the salvation of the jailer and

his household.
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The Synthesis and Reflection on the Passage

Juxtaposing Two Women in Acts 16

Barrett notes that starting with Acts chapter 16, the narrative is set prima facie

(first person plural), and it suggests that the story is being told by one who was present.

The narration is first person; however, with respect to observation made on Paul, it

remains third person.158  Acts is not Paul telling his own story, but it is done by a third

party, and the perspective proves itself precious and revealing, because it is the only one

given of the sort on Paul—with any detail.

Most commentators see the divine intervention in the beginning of the passage as

God’s guidance.159  According to Barrett, the use of the term,  Holy Spirit, in one

occasion, while using “the Spirit of Jesus” in another is not entirely clear.160  However,

giving credit to Luke for his care towards historic context and details,161 this subtle

variation should be taken as meaningful.  Somehow God’s guidance for Paul moderates

from that of “inspiration” to “forbiddance.”  Luke points out something worth noting.

Without conjecturing what God has in mind, the plain and literal account of the passage

is contemplated: God stops Paul of his plan—for the time being for a mysterious reason.

By his vision, Paul feels that God wants them to preach the Gospel in Macedonia.  Luke

(inspires by the Holy Spirit) builds up a scene that reflects a hint of crisis for the Apostle,

which started in Acts 15--from the breaking apart of Paul with Barnabas (in Acts 15:37-

39), to the inhibition of the Holy Spirit of his ministry, to their aimless traveling.  Lydia’s

conversion and the deliverance of the demoniac show that Paul is still the commissioned
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and empowered Apostle; however, the nuance in how Paul engages the two women,

juxtaposed in plain sight before the readers, is noteworthy.  According to Arlandson, the

slave girl would have had the lowest status of any class.162  She is no comparison to

Lydia, who was God-fearing, free, noble, decent, friendly, sensible, intelligent, well-to-

do, supportive to the missionaries, as well as being a beloved sister in the Lord.  The

slave girl was none of the above and opposite to all.  Only days later, does Paul cast the

demon out, because he was “annoyed”, as Luke faithfully reports.  The delay in

delivering the girl, as well as the reason with which Paul at length does it begs the

question: was Paul’s heart all for the wellness of the mission but limited for that of one

particular sinner, the slave girl?  God permits his imprisonment and gives him some quiet

time—in prison.  It is possible, as one imagines, that Paul finds renewal (of strength and

courage), if not a transformation and an abundant love, with the time he has in prison.  

This is my conjecture—based on my reading and Bible study in the foregoing

Section.  If Peter needed time to grow in stature (see Galatians 2:11: Paul opposed Peter

for his error.), is it not impossible to imagine that Paul might also have experienced his

growth, if not transformation and renewal, as a “process”—that it was not all

instantaneous, and that Paul was no exception, and we have been given an account of that

all along?  The Bible gives account of Paul having experiencing the very process of the

in-filling of God’s love for people of different cultures and moral standing and becomes

God’s great Apostle for the Gentiles.  “Joining God in the neighborhood” is also a

meeting of the “hearts” of the believers with God.  In the passage, the lesson of God’s

servant needing to endure hardship and making real sacrifices is also poignant.  Paul
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made that sacrifice--not at the point when he casts out the demon and was arrested, but

when he chooses to stay behind in the remain of a severely shaken jailhouse: the future

does not appear settled for Paul and his team then, but he simply could not overlook the

welfare of the jailer.  This was not the same Paul a day earlier.

Three Findings

Christopher J.H. Wright asserts that the Great Commission (as in Matthew 28:18-

20) is preceded by the twin commandment, i.e. to love God and to love one’s neighbor,

and that one can not make disciples of the nations without loving God and loving

people.163  He also notes that the imperatives to love God and to love one’s neighbors are

founded on the indicatives of God.164  Similarly, the Great Commission is also

characterized with the indicatives of Christ’s identity and authority leading to the mission

imperative of Christians.165  As one embarks on a journey to engage the OCS, and the

world, one begins by connecting one’s desire, intent, and effort to the One, who is love.

One also connects one’s endeavor to His commandments to loving Him, and to love

people (see Matthew 22:37-39), so that one’s endeavor is grounded in God’s love and in

God.

Three findings speak to my thesis: 1. If being missional involves joining God in

the neighborhood, it is more than the physical presence of the saints.  It  requires that the

believers be joined with God in the heart, in His love for people—including those that are

different from one in all categories imaginable.  2. This sharing and possessing the love
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of God for people takes one to cross difficult barriers to meeting people and meeting

God.  Wright summarizes the crossing of barriers for the Gospel to the Gentiles in the

accounts of Philip (Acts 8, his meeting of the Ethiopian eunuch), Peter (Acts 10, in

meeting Cornelius and his men), as well as by Paul and Barnabas (Acts 15, the first

Jerusalem council) in terms of Christian history and mission.166  One can appreciate the

implication of the biblical accounts: for Philip, it was the Holy Spirit guiding the believer

to take the Gospel crossing the barrier of ethnicity (and culture).167  For Peter, it was God

bearing witness to the saint of His acceptance into His kingdom Gentile believers; the

barrier that the church crossed was that of its acceptance of the Gentile believers—by

faith and obedience.168  Acts 15 gives account of the first church council to lead the

church crossing the barriers of the intellect and orthodoxy of teaching for the Gentile

believers.  Then, it is posited that there was a time when the saints crossed the emotional

barrier to the Gentiles—not only by one’s passive obedience but also by the active

sharing of God’s love.  One can also regard it as the crossing of a moralistic barrier (to

reach out to the sinful, hence the potential challenge to one’s emotional affect): the

meeting of the demoniac and the jailer, were the first of the kind for the missionaries (in

the NT), in which the people involved did not present themselves as morally reputable

(by comparison) as the Gentiles encountered by Philip and by Peter (Acts 8 and 10,

respectively).  3.

                                                
166 Ibid.,191.
167 In Acts 8:26-38, Philip was led by the Holy Spirit to reach out and to minister to the Ethiopian Eunuch
and led him to salvation.
168 In Acts 11:1-18, the Bible gives account to how Peter explained to the saints in Jerusalem how God
showed him that He has given repentance to the Gentiles that led them to salvation.
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Lastly, one comes to the appreciation again that the element of sacrifice and

hardship can not be ruled out as what being missional might entail and involve.  It is

clear, one can apply the lessons learned beyond the OCS ministry to engage people of all

backgrounds in the multicultural settings of our increasingly globalized world.

Bible Study Part III, Exodus 19: 4-6; The Ethos: Joining God in Holiness

19:1 On the third new moon after the Israelites had gone out of the land of Egypt,
on that very day, they came into the wilderness of Sinai. 19:2 They had journeyed
from Rephidim, entered the wilderness of Sinai, and camped in the wilderness;
Israel camped there in front of the mountain. 19:3 Then Moses went up to God;
the LORD called to him from the mountain, saying, "Thus you shall say to the
house of Jacob, and tell the Israelites:19:4 You have seen what I did to the
Egyptians, and how I bore you on eagles' wings and brought you to myself.
19:5 Now therefore, if you obey my voice and keep my covenant, you shall be my
treasured possession out of all the peoples. Indeed, the whole earth is mine, 19:6
but you shall be for me a priestly kingdom and a holy nation. These are the words
that you shall speak to the Israelites." (NSRV)

Technical Considerations: Israel is Special to God

The passage begins on the first day of the third lunar month after the Israelite

have left Egypt.  They camp at the foot of Mount Sinai.  Moses goes up the mountain to

meet God, and God gives Moses His message to the Israelites.  In verse 4, God wants the

Israelite to heed to the vivid memory of God striking down the Egyptians and bringing

them out to Himself.  The use of the image of eagles’ wings is noted to have occurred in
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Deuteronomy 32:11-12.  The “of eagles” occur in plural form, ים 169.(nə·šā·rîm) ְנָׁשִר�

William H. C. Propp sees the connotation can be either God acting like the parental

vulture bearing Israel, or that Israelites had metaphorical wings.170  The eagles present an

impression of power (in flight), transcendence (of earthly threats), and ferocity (as a bird

or prey), yet they are capable of extending their solicitous care to their offspring.  Since

the expression, “of eagles” (from wings of eagles or eagles’ wings), occurs in the plural,

other than to associate the attributes of the creature to God, one also considers the One

who commands the eagles.  This set of qualities can furnish a critical imagination on the

difference of how God dispatches powerful deliverance (from above) for one people

(His), and how He sends plagues and destruction onto another (the Egyptians).

God’s Expectation of Israel

From the outset, one appreciates the distinction of the two.  The difference

extends to God’s expectation of Israel.  They are advised to obey God’s voice and keep

His covenant, so that their preferential status as God’s precious possession can be

maintained.  Durham asserts that this sets Israel as the crown jewel of God’s

possession.171  Alan Cole notes the foregoing manifests God’s choice and selection;172

                                                
ים 169 Brown, Francis, S. R. Driver, and .(nə·šā·rîm, noun, common, masculine, plural, absolute) ְנָׁשִר�
Charles A. Briggs, eds. A Hebrew and English Lexicon of the Old Testament. Peabody (MA: Hendrickson,
1979), 676d; Davidson, Benjamin. The Analytical Hebrew and Chaldee Lexicon: Consisting of an
Alphabetical Arrangement of Every Word and Inflection Contained in Old Testament Scripture (Grand
Rapids, MI: Zondervan Publishing, 1977), 568; Harris, R. Laird, Gleason L. Archer Jr, and Bruce K.
Waltke, Theological Wordbook Of The Old Testament (Chicago, IL: Moody Publishers, 1980), 1437, p
606; Metzger, Bruce M. ed., Exhaustive Concordance: New Revised Standard Version (Nashville, TN:
Thomas Nelson Inc, 1991), 364.
170 William H. Propp, Exodus 19-40: A New Translation With Introduction & Commentary. Volume 2A of
The Anchor Bible. Eds. William Foxwell Albright, and David Noel Freedman (New York: Doubleday &
Company, Inc., 2006), 156.
171 John I. Durham, Exodus. Volume 3 of Word Biblical Commentary. (Waco, Tex.: Thomas Nelson, 1987),
262.
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however, the noted difference between the Israelites and the Egyptians (or the nations) is

not random.  Peter Enns stresses that at Sinai, the Israelites were already delivered by

God’s keeping of His promise to Abraham (cf. Exodus 2:24-25), and were not expected

to earn their salvation.173  God states the conditions for their status (as a different sort of

possession of God, who possesses all) and His favor to be maintained.

A relationship is noted of God as He makes reference to His voice and His covenant.

With respect to God’s voice, He says, “if you will obey” (ִּתְׁשְמעּ֙ו,tiš·mə·‘ū);174 it can

imply a relational engagement, in which God interacts with his people in situ.175  Obeying

God’s voice bears special significance especially when details of His covenant (and laws)

has yet to manifest.  God intends to be a personal God amongst His people.

The Promised Outcome

The outcome for the Israel to meet the stated conditions is the unfolding of their

status as God’s “treasure possession” into God’s “priestly kingdom” and a “holy nation.”

(v 6)  Propp notes “priestly kingdom” and “a holy nation” as a case of linguistic

parallelism.176  He points out that in the usage, the first element is usually more specific

and intense than the second.177  He also notes that ַמְמֶלֶ֥כת ּכֲֹהִנ֖ים (mam·le·ḵeṯ kō·hă·nîm, a

kingdom of priests) and ְו֣גֹוי ָק֑דֹוׁש (wə·ḡō·w qā·ḏō·wōš, and a holy nation) relates to one

another in such a way that “priests” exemplify the kind of holiness, and kingdom,

                                                                                                                                                
172 R. Alan Cole,  Exodus: An Introduction and Commentary, Tyndale Old Testament Commentaries. gen.
ed. D. J. Wiseman. Downers Grove, IL (Intervarsity Press, 1973), 145.
173 Peter Enns, Exodus. The NIV Application Commentary, gen. ed. Terry Much (Grand Rapids, Mich:
Zondervan, 2000), 387.
.tiš·mə·‘ū: verb, qal, imperfect, second person, masculine, plural,ִּתְׁשְמעּ֙ו 174
175 BDB 1033b; AHCL 726; TWOT 2415, p 938; ECNRSV 577.
176 Propp, Exodus, 157.
177 Ibid.
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nation.178  Durham includes the phrase, “my treasured possession” in the comparison and

notes that though all three phrases refer to the whole of Israel, they are not

synonymous.179  The precious quality of Israel as God’s possession is maintained by their

commitment to God.  Their uniqueness is also expounded by their office—as a kingdom

of priests—and by their mode, or their ethos, which is a holy nation.  However, Propp

notes that Hebrew plural nouns (e.g., priests) often functions as abstractions, and

abstractions governing nouns in construct function basically as adjectives, so the meaning

of mam·le·ḵeṯ kō·hă·nîm can also be rendered as “priestly kingdom.”180  To Durham. the

implication of Israel as a priestly kingdom is that it is a servant nation, and Israel as a

holy nation points to Israel being set apart for God—to showcase how their covenant with

God changes them.181  Israel is called to God not entirely for their own sake, but as part

of God’s grand narrative to witness for Him amongst the nations.  They are both a nations

of priests, and a priestly nation; as such, they are to conduct their lives with expressed

holy living.

The Synthesis and Reflection on The Passage

Holiness Is a State Of Being, But It Is Also a State Of Living

Addressing the quality of Israel as a holy nation, Enns asserts that Israel is to

maintain its uniqueness as God’s people, but it does not live in isolation from other

nations, because Israel is also priestly; it is the means, by which He brings the nations to

                                                
178 Ibid.
179 Durham, Exodus, 263.
180 Propp, Exodus, 157.
181 Durham, Exodus, 263.
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know Him.182  This is also the case for believers in the NT scripture.  The will of God

unfolded with an impressive impetus in the time when Peter writes 1 Peter.  He writes to

Christians who, according to Karen H. Jobes, were expelled from Rome by the emperor

Claudius in the late 40s to Asia Minor to colonize territories gained by the empire.183

Peter uses the language from Exodus 19:5,6 to admonish his readers.  He reminds them

that they are a chosen race, a royal priesthood, a holy nation, and God's own people, so

that they may proclaim the mighty acts of him who called them out of darkness into his

light (see 1 Peter 2:9).   Peter uses their own circumstances to spur them forward.  Peter

describes them as aliens and exiles (see 1 Peter 2:11), and they should acknowledge their

uniqueness, because it is fitting to their identity as citizens of God's kingdom living

amongst the nations.  Jobes points out that the Exodus narrative is used throughout NT as

a type of what God does in Christ.184  One finds the antitype lies in the lives and

witnesses of Christians, i.e., the Lord abides in Christians, and Christians serve the Lord

with their lives.  Jobes notes that Peter uses the identity of Christians constituting a

priesthood as a controlling image in his letter.185  Peter admonishes his readers to be

obedient to the Lord, as they have been chosen by the Father and sanctified by the Spirit

(cf. 1 Peter 1:2).  To Jobes, obedience constituted Israel’s holiness.186  This said,

obedience to God does find its expression in the tenets and conduct of believers.  Paul J.

Achtemeier, notes that to Peter, the priestly role of proclaiming the acts of God (see 1

                                                
182 Enns, Exodus, 389.
183 Karen Jobes, 1 Peter. Baker Exegetical Commentary on the New Testament, eds. Robert W. Yarbrough
and Robert H. Stein (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Publishing Group, 2012), 33.
184 Ibid., 160.
185 Ibid.
186 Ibid., 161.
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Peter 4:9d) is to be performed not only by word, but also by act.187  The imperative Peter

issues for the believers is to be obedient to God, but Peter soon asks his readers to abstain

from the desires of the flesh that wage war against the soul (cf. 1 Peter 2:11) and conduct

themselves honorably among the Gentiles (cf. 1 Peter 2:12a)  To me, this is the necessary

outcome of one’s obedience to God, and not an explication of the meaning of obedience,

because the background is Exodus 19: one obeys God’s voice, one lives accordingly, and

one embodies the reality of God’s people in the nations.  To Wright, for believers to

preach the good news, they need to be good news people, i.e., if the Gospel of

transformation is preached, they need to showcase that transformation.188  He also asserts

that the experience of redemption needs to blend into the practice of redemptive living.189

Holiness is a state of being, but it is also a state of living.

Priesthood Is Not Engineered; It Is God’s Promise Fulfilled

Before the research project at hand, one considers how the above findings relate

to and guide one’s effort?  As the meaning and means to becoming missional are

contemplated, one can indeed ask questions on form and functionality.  I do not consider

it a disgrace to ask church questions, and one sincerely anticipates the Lord to speak

wisdom to one through the effort, but how can one come to terms with one’s intuition

that, indeed, better questions can also be contemplated, if not imagined—the God

centered sort of questions.  The Exodus passage studied sheds light.  One may attach

importance on the elements of priesthood, on the people one serves, or on the notion of

                                                
187 Paul Achtemeier, 1 Peter: a Commentary on 1 Peter. Hermeneia, ed. Eldon J. Epp (Minneapolis. MN:
Augsburg Fortress, 1996), 166.
188 Wright, Mission of God’s People, 30
189 Ibid., 105.
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the setting apart of the people as the keystones to Israel’s status and identity.  However,

the Exodus passages seem to suggest that the focus on these technicalities as the priority,

if not the entirety, of one’s mission would be amiss.  The fate of Israel is to be the

outcome of their devotion (and obedience) to God by keeping what they will have come

to know of the covenant, and by listening and taking heed to His voice.  Then, the result

is anticipated, as it is promised by God.  This is applicable to one’s witness as one

contemplates reaching out to the world.  Priesthood is not engineered, it is God’s promise

fulfilled.

Joining God Entails Joining His Virtue

Certainly, as God’s plan for redeeming the world requires the incarnation of

Christ for its implementation, one’s devotion to God must be extended into one’s

Christian living and ministry.  Joining God also entails the expression of joining Him in

His virtue.  One’s devotion to God and one’s ministry may not be assumed to be always

mutually inclusive.  The Lord has set the priority for believers: “Abide in me as I abide in

you. Just as the branch cannot bear fruit by itself unless it abides in the vine, neither can

you unless you abide in me (John 15:4).” It is after this, one reads, “whoever says, ‘I

abide in him,’ ought to walk just as he walked (1 John 2:6).” This is about the priority

and source of one’s Christian living and ministry; one does not detach the source from

the life articulated.  Peter brings out this detail in his admonition to his readers.  When

obedience and commitment to God are substantiated in one’s life and ministry, the same

God who carried Israel on wings of eagles to Himself, can surely take one to joining Him

where He is already at work today!
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CHAPTER 3. The Theological Implications of “Missional”

Chapter Introduction

In the forgoing chapter, the biblical grounding for the topic considered by this

thesis was laid.  The Greek rhetorical constituents of logos, ethos, and pathos were used

to aid the schematic (not theological) framing of discussions.  One such constituent,

kairos, remains, and it will form the undertone of this chapter on the considerations and

implications of missional engagement.  The contents of this chapter are not meant to

provide a complete panorama of missional scholarship; efforts are made to highlight

thoughts and conventions that I subscribe to, and nuances that I wish to implement in my

own ministry setting, as well as to bring to the missional conversation.  The missional

concept is reflected upon in some length, as the “missional engagement” of the OCS is

(as the ensuing discussion will evidence) more than the “how-to’s” but is about the

paradigm one inhabits in the undertaking.

Kairos: The Urgency for Going Missional

The Opportunity to Meeting Students From China

It was discussed in the Introduction Chapter how Newbigin’s writing contributed

to the solidifying of a theological grounding to better steer the implementation of the

Christian mandate in the contemporary context.  However, what initially motivated him

was not theology but a sense of crisis which struck him as he returned home to England.

His sending nation, after his decades long missionary journey in India, had become a

mission field: at home, he encountered a culture that had passed from Christendom to
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post-Christian, and even into anti-Christian.190  Missional conversation was his way of

responding to the exigency, opportunity, and kairos, of his time.

The word, Kairos, evokes the sense of timeliness and opportunity of a discourse.

The synergy of these qualities also expresses a sense of urgency of the subject matter.

Kairos is vividly felt on the vanguard of ministry today.  In addition to the stated

opportunity of reaching out, meeting, caring, serving, and engaging the OCS by their

influx in recent years and into the foreseeable future, it is accompanied by the element of

exigency of the time.  In a different time, almost three decades ago, the same had also

been investigated in light of Christian conversion theory by Tsu-Kung Chuang in his

work with the Mainland Chinese Intellectuals in the early 1990s.191  During the time, an

influx of China Scholars entered our social milieu in North America seeking asylum or

refugee status after the 1989’s government suppression of the student led demonstrations

in Beijing.192  Other than seeking a new home away from their homeland, many also

turned to Christianity to finding spiritual quarters.  David Lin, writes in 1991:

…God has brought before the Church these tens of thousands of people.  It is an
opportunity; it is also a big challenge.  Once we come to know this particular
group, its potential impact on the Chinese which composes a quarter of the
world’s population, and our ministry to them as a preparation for even greater
work in future, then we are beginning to realize what a great opportunity we have
today.193

                                                
190 Daniel L Guder, Missional Church, 1st edition, (Grand Rapids, MI: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing,
1998), 3.
191 Tsu-Kung Chuang, Ripening Harvest: Mission Strategy for Mainland Chinese Intellectuals in North
America. (Paradise, PA: Ambassadors for Christ, 1995).
192 Guang Tian and Jin Lu, “Struggling for Legal Status: Mainland Chinese Mobilization in Canada,”
Refuge ,no. 1 (January 1996): 27.
193 David Lin, “Three Generations: Their Dream, Reality, Despair and Struggle,” in Mainland Chinese in
America: An Emerging Kinship, eds. Edwin Su and Joanna Su (Paradise, PA: Ambassadors for Christ,
1991), 15.
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The occasion of that “today” has been dwarfed by the new surge of OCS in our

midst in the present time both in magnitude (8,000 Chinese refugees in Canada at the end

of 1992 vs. 120,000 OCS in Canada in 2016)194 and in dimension--in addition to the

encumbrance of China’s long history, now one confronts a possible mixed psyche of the

modern, postmodern, and pseudomodern.

The Urgency for Western Churches

For the West (Europe and North America), a different sort of urgency, if not

crisis, has also precipitated and loomed over the landscape of Christian ministry.  It

hoisted the missional conversation to prominence.  The crisis here on the home front (as

differentiated from foreign mission) has had a complex origin and involved multiple

forces at play, but the net result in fewest words possible is “denominational decline”.195

After decades of missionary services, Newbigin returned home to England in the 1970s

and found his home country a pluralistic society, in which the Christian narrative had but

been relinquished, and that his own sending nation had become a mission field.196  The

challenge still looms large in recent decades.  According to Marva J. Dawn, who reports

in the 1990s, that over 53,000 people leave church each week in Europe and North

                                                
194 The 8000 figure was reported by Tian and Lu, 27.  This figure is corroborated by the website of
Canadian Council for Refugees: “A Hundred Years of Immigration to Canada 1900-1999 (Part 2),”
Canadian Council for Refugees, last modified May 2000, accessed January 8, 2018, http://ccrweb.ca/e-
n/hundred-years-immigration-canada-part-2. According to Guang Tian, in a study done in 1997, there were
7325 Mainland Chinese refugee claimants in Canada, who made their claims from January 1989 to
February 1993. of which the presence of Chinese students/scholars was thought to be ca. 14%--Guang
Tian, “From China to Canada: The Immigration Experience of a Mainland Chinese Group in Toronto,”
High Plains Applied Anthropologist, no. 2, Vol. 17 (Fall, 1997): 113.
195 Alan Roxburgh, Joining God, Remaking Church, Changing the World: The New Shape of the Church in
Our Time. (New York, NY: Morehouse Publishing, 2015), vii.
196 Alan J. Roxburgh, Missional: Joining God in the Neighborhood. (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker, 2011), 36.
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America and never come back.197  Roxburgh also remarks on a personal level his

innumerable encounters with Christians who have left the church for good.198  Guder

reports at the end of the 20th century that in addition to the lost of numbers, Christianity

in North America was losing its power to influence society and is increasingly

marginalized.199  Sociologist, Joel Thiessen, did a study in Calgary, Alberta from 2008 to

2013 on people’s religious experiences (mainly with Christians), and he also concludes

that the demand for religion in Canada is likely to continue to diminish.200  This trend of

marginalization is reported by Van Gelder and Zschelie to be attributed to the collapse of

a functional Christendom in North America.201  In a similar tone, Roxburgh describes the

struggle churches have encountered as “the unraveling”.202  He suggests that the

phenomenon to be a historic break from what church has meant for the past five hundred

years.203

Chinese Churches in Canada Are Exposed to the Same Elements

One considers if the reported challenges that have confronted the western ecclesia

had also affected Chinese churches in Canada.  It is suggested that in many respects, the

multicultural setting in Canada creates anatomical niches within the ecosystem of

Christianity.  Such niches offer barriers for the Chinese churches to forces of cultural

                                                
197 Marva J. Dawn, Reaching Out Without Dumbing Down: A Theology of Worship for This Urgent Time.
(Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1995), 280.
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assimilation, as well as to forces that affect the church’s progress.204  One expects the

setting to insulate, to some degree, the Chinese churches—which are not part of the

Europe-Tribal framework--from elements that eroded the Christendom West.205  This

notion is not without support.  It was reported that Reginald Bibby, who predicted a

linear decline of Christianity in Canada in 1993, admitted in 2015 that his prediction was

inaccurate, because he did not consider the immigration variable, and that Churches that

included Chinese ones are, in fact, growing in Canada.206  This said, one concurs with the

observation made by Newbigin as reported by Guder et al.:

The gospel brought overseas by Western church was culturally shaped as the
Western church; this resulted in Christian communities cultivated and nurtured by
the Western church to possess qualities of Western European culture.207

One does not need to labor hard to notice the similarities of many Chinese churches in

Canada to their western counterparts--to using the same worship styles and liturgy

(whether it be the traditional or contemporary), to read from the same collection of

Christian publication, to attend the same Christian conferences and workshops, and to

send Christians to the same collection of seminaries…  One does not take for granted that

the same malaise observed by many missional advocates to have troubled the Euro-

Protestant-traditional churches has not been (or will not be) experienced by the Chinese

                                                                                                                                                
203 Ibid., vi.
204 The phrase, anatomical niche, is used to highlight the recognition of the presence of ethnically based
Churches as part of Canada’s “physical” mosaic—which is deemed more than just functional (such as the
use of the Chinese language in Chinese churches).  .
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churches—especially those that are located in the West and are embedded in Western

culture, society, as well as in theology, liturgy, and denominations.208  Moreover, in the

greater scheme of things, all churches of all cultural mosaics exist in the same period in

time, in a globalized world, and populated by seekers and believers bearing the same

basic human nature—regardless of one’s background.  One seeks to learn from missional

advocates.  Going missional is not addressed by many missional writers as a formula to

fix problems (though restoration it bears), and it is not a method for evangelism (though

engaging the world disciples shall); in its heart, it is about the church joining God in His

mission while substantiating what God has created and has envisioned the church to be.  

This thesis chapter attempts to justify the appropriateness for the church to engage

the OCS missionally, and while at it, establishing an ongoing alignment and calibration

of the church’s self awareness and ministry to the desire and action of God.  “Missional”

is neither a program nor a method; it is the practical state of the church that is in harmony

to the life of God that believers all possess and need to animate—in mind-set, in intent,

and in practice.  The engagement of the OCS is only a part of the church’s expression of

its God given nature; the nature and expression are addressed in different Sections of the

thesis as directed by logistics, and the fact that they are discussed separately in this thesis

does not reflect or imply a fragmentation.

                                                                                                                                                

208 Chinese churches in the West are, after all, located in the West, hence the expression that they are
embedded in Western cultures is used.  The same can be said of Chinese churches in multicultural Canada.
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The Careful Treading in the Missional Field

From the discussion in the introduction, it can be appreciated why even as the

missional concept is becoming well established, misusage dots the landscape.  This has to

do with the fact that the term, missional, is subject to interpretation.  What missional

writers wish to convey is on one hand complex and bearing qualities that can be nebulous

(as it does not belong to existing and familiar paradigms).  On the other hand, these

writers are reluctant to apply the approach of system engineering to unpack its

significance, so that students can apply their ideas as they do, other ideas, to Christian

ministry.  Perhaps the propensity for Christians to apply the missional concept by a

manual is precisely why some of these writers favor the exploration and conversation

mode to missional thinking and are hesitant to making it a systematic project.  Many

regard such an exact treatment to missional concept to be counterproductive and even

anti-missional.209  Caution is exercised, so that old paradigms do not conscript missional

thinking as a tool for its continued leverage.  The outcome of the noted caution has been

the following: the missional process (one that leads to missional mind-set, as well as

practices) has been demonstrated to exhibit efforts to withhold answers in favor of

exploration, to see values in liminality and debase equilibrium,210 to be map makers

rather than have ready made guides,211 and to forgo the business model and to apply the

cultivator mode to cultivate an environment that discerns God’s activities among God’s

people and in their context.212  In this milieu of attitudes and thoughts, one nurtures,
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cultivates, tends to, but one does not interfere with the process, as well as with the

process’s progress.  The contemplation of missional leaders, as well as my contemplation

have been urged to be reserved and not to carry a tone of certainty.  Missional addresses

the key concerns of church ministry today; yet, the concept (missional) is fundamental: it

hovers not over the reactions of a congregation to its challenges, but it regards the basics,

such as the mission of God, and God being the active agent of His economy.  As such, it

is also liberating and far-reaching, because it is free to address the future; yet, it is

reserved as not to engineer the future.  It is courageous to imagine; yet, it is unpretentious

in not designing.  It addresses reflexivity, but it refuses to package its thoughts in certain

terms.  The contemplation is aimed to demonstrate mastery but not to have the effort

undermined by a naïve confidence.

One is expected to forward a finished product of contemplation--as this thesis

must be practical and not purely theological or theoretical-- yet one is expected not to

boast to having a resolution.  Missional thinking, as well as this thesis chapter, are thus a

work in progress, and it roams in possibilities…or are these thoughts entirely true and

liberating?
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Beholding Postmodern but Not of Postmodern

This Section and Sections that follow build a case for a contemplative but bold

maneuver to reintroduce ministry practices that might not be “conventional” in missional

terms back into missional conversation and practices.  The basic argument presented is

that missional is not a phenomenon of postmodernity even when the two resemble one

another.  Therefore, missional contemplation does not discredit practices and attitudes

(that are biblical) found in preceding paradigms simply by the similarities they bear with

modernity.

The Obstacles of Modernity and Postmodernity

While bemoaning the responses churches have given to this time of challenge by

applying strategies rooted in modernity, Roxburgh asserts that one needs not jump into a

postmodern idealism.  He calls for a return to the basic imaginations given to believers in

the New Testament.213  There is an apparent uneasiness missional writers hold towards

the entrepreneurial styles of doing church advanced by--or rather, during--modernity.

Roxburgh and Boren see modernity as a dam that blocks the flow of missional life.214  To

them, the perils created by modernity to missional expression is modernity’s quest for

measurable certainty, its replacement of mission with self-actualization of autonomous

individual, and its way of reading the Scriptures to fit the fulfillment of the self.215  This

said about modernity, they see postmodernity as another dam that is equally harmful to

                                                
213 Roxburgh, Missional: Joining God in the Neighborhood, II.
214 Alan J. Roxburgh and Scott M. Boren, Introducing the Missional Church: What it is, Why it Matters,
How to Become One (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker, 2009), 56.
215 Ibid., 59.
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missional expression.216  When dealing with postmodernity, missional writers are

especially cautious.  Missional qualities and postmodern’s features are to be

differentiated.  A few examples of how they discern the two are given: Roxburgh and

Boren distinguish the postmodern elements from the biblical ones by noting the

utilization of memory and narrative by postmodern as a mere attempts to borrow an

element from the past to serve the self in the moment and for their personal desire; for

Christians, the biblical memory and narrative shapes God’s people, so that they can live

as a people (for God) an alternative story.217  Further, Roxburgh and Romanuk assert that

missional has to do with God being mission shaped, and the existence of His people is

not for themselves but for God’s purpose and mission.218  This appreciation arms the

missional writers and missional minded Christians with the means to refute their

discourse, as well as their stance, as a product, if not a component, of postmodernism.

The Resemblance of Missional to the Postmodern Phenomenon

One may query why the effort is even necessary, i.e., for making the disclaimer

that the missional is not about being postmodern.  It is perhaps due to the many properties

that the two appear to share.  Another observation noted of postmodernity is that it drives

people from their search of an objective meaning to become inward seeking.  Dawn

reports that by the ideas of philosophers, such as Descartes, Locke, and Kant, people laid

aside the search for orders that are objective and external; they turned inward to become

more self-aware of one’s activity and to construct one’s own representation of the

                                                
216 Ibid., 56.
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218 Roxburgh and Romanuk, The Missional Leader, xv.
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world.219  She notes that the inward effort of postmodern, as was the case with its

predecessor, modernity, continues to remain focused on the self as its beneficiary.220

Indeed, one component of the postmodern thought highlighted by Roxburgh was the

replacing of a metanarrative by the idea of Pastiche: a multiplicity of private styles and

experiences; meanings are constructed to accommodate to the self’s experiences and

feelings.221  Postmodernity’s accentuation of people’s private experience, collective

efforts, whether it be the implement of the society or the expression of the church, further

bear similarities with the missional concept.  For example, on morality, Bauman notes

that morality in postmodernity has been privatized to a thing of individual discretion,

risk-taking, and chronic uncertainty.222  A similar bearing has been noticed in missional

imagination.  Roxburgh outlines an exercise entitled “Practicing the Journey” of how a

church can initiate its journey to joining God and engaging the neighborhood; he stresses

the importance that the exercise to be a bottom up cultivation of the local church; the time

frame required for the exercise of dwelling on the Scriptures, learning to listen and to

share stories from one another and from people in one’s neighborhood, to reaching the

point of sharing one’s discovery with the whole of the church community and the church

board is estimated to be possibly ten months to a year or longer.223  Though one values

and subscribes to this form of learning and discovering, one notes the process (at least in

its appearance) to bear the qualities of postmodernity as discussed—such as the negation

of being directed by existing practices, the maintaining of a posture of uncertainty

                                                
219 Dawn, Reaching Out without Dumbing Down, 35.
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towards what one might discover, the turning inward to oneself and to the collective self

of believers and participants of the exercise in the neighborhood for clues and for new

biblical insights (or hermeneutics), and lastly, the bottom up approach that relegates the

church board (or the traditional leadership and authority) as the one that is informed and

no longer the informing.  Postmodern and missional concept resemble one another also in

their energy to end human confidence in applying modernity’s criteria of measurement of

performance (such as the use of church attendance as a gauged parameter may reflect).

This demeanor is observed in Bauman’s writing, in which he grieves that one of

modernity’s exercises is to abolish individual responsibility other than what is measured

in terms of practical achievement.224  The noted objection of missional writers to

contemplate missional as a topic tied to “church questions” (asked with the intent to make

the church more successful) resembles the postmodern intimation.  At the core of

missional imagination, there is indeed a constant tension applied to check the journey of

its practitioners from reverting back to the old habits of modernity.

Journeying versus Arrival

Bauman notes that out of a sense of uncertainty, the postmodern dwells in a

habitat of incessant flow of reflexivity (an activity of interpretation and reinterpretation),

in which its movement resembles that of the Brownian motion;225 he observes that the

spatial nature of this habitat projected onto the axis of time can result in a false

                                                
224 Bauman, Intimations of Postmodernity, xxii.
225 Brownian motion denotes random vibration of microscopic particles in a liquid medium resulted by the
bombardment of their surrounding molecules. Observers can mistakenly deem it to be a sign of motility of
the observed specimen.
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impression of movement (and progress) of the postmodern226.  Such movement over the

time axis, i.e., registered and noticed in time, is not meaningful.  Similar to the bearings

of postmodernity, missional transformation involves a process that withholds conclusion,

delays solutions, and encourages practitioners embarking on a journey into the unknown.

If missional imagination were intrinsically distinct from postmodernity--in other words, if

being missional is not simply a phenomenon of postmodernity--its defense would (or

should) be as follows: it never entertains the thought of being aimless; one may not know

how the missional map is drawn, but one knows where one must end up: God is calling

the church to join Him.  Missional is not fear driven but hope driven.  Even as it is

brought to prominence during a time of discontinuous change, a time when churches see

alarming drop outs, when learned skills no longer work, and when no map exist to further

one’s journey, missional concept appeals to people’s sense of hope and anticipation for

God’s greatness to be again manifested through them.

Missional Destination

The Means Has An End

The observed caution transpired by missional writers to differentiate “missional”

from postmodernism is duly noted.  This Section furthers the exploration and addresses

the necessity for the missional concept to be fortified with a measure of certitude.

Dawn reports on the discourse of Louis Arnesson Sass, who underscores

attributes of modernism as it intensifies into postmodernism, such as the defiance of

convention and the uncertainty and multiplicity of point of view.227  Guder also points out
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that some say that postmodern is but another phase of modernity.228  The underlying

consternation for the two, i.e., missional and postmodernity, to blend is perhaps due to a

subtle awareness that postmodernism is but an exacerbated unfolding of the modern, a

source of influences that missional writers flag to have contributed to the disjoining of the

church from the Lord.  Given the similarities accounted of the two (i.e., missional and

postmodernity) as discussed, if the missional concept were ever misappropriated, made to

assimilate, or hijacked, by the postmodern carriage, one envisions the outcome would

also be but a failure by the same magnitude and intensity as one sees the modern

intensifies into the postmodern.  The resultant malaise could only be worse than the

damage that components of modernity have allegedly inflicted on the church.  Howbeit,

true missional spirit is not fear driven but driven by hope and courage.  This is so,

because it calls people to remember the biblical narrative and God’s repeated challenge

of His people to engage an unknown future by their faith and obedience and by adapting

to God’s mission in overcoming their lack of experience to deal with the unfamiliar.

These occur in a time of unraveling but also a time of meeting new opportunities.  When

one joins God, one does so by faith, obedience, and with the hopeful anticipation of

finding goodness, mercy and salvation.  The noted Kairos speaks more about the

opportunities then it does challenges.  If one combined the two (opportunity to joining

God and opportunity to engage one’s neighbors, including the OCS) together, as one

should, the dichotomy of mission and church ministries (as well as that of sacred and

secular divide) would have been averted.  One would see the resultant unified opportunity

being one for the church to be strengthened in its relationship and partnership with the
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Lord to engage the world with the Lord.   Being so, the aphorism of “joining God in the

neighborhood” would have been faithfully realized.  The journey to finding and joining

God must lead to its destination--the means has an end.

Being Courageous to Arrive

Therefore, one shall be courageous in a threefold way: 1) one courageously

anticipates the possibility that missional imagination has the potential to overcome its

own notional boundaries as reflected by the misgivings towards certainty, by how it curbs

the asking of church questions, by its propensity to delay arrival (at knowing what to do),

to diminish the virtue for churches to simply seeking to be effective, to grow (in number,

too), and to proscribing church overseers to using their spiritual authority to serve and to

oversee.  2) One is courageous to voicing one’s concern towards the possibility that many

strands of the missional fabric might have forged a cryptic negative theology on what

missional is not, instead of on what it is, and that it could become just as complicated and

engineered (by negative theology) as the old paradigms it has deemed problematic.  The

resultant missional concept may cause  many believers to remain in the limbo of

skepticism--of their competence to ever becoming missional.  3) One learns from and

heeds to the prudence missional writers have forwarded to the danger of having missional

imagination consumed by old paradigms.  Yet, one courageously encourages believers to

prepare to “arrive” at the journey’s destination.  One believes that when the criterion of

being with God (and remaining with Him) is achieved, and, as one ensures that the

Scriptures and culture do not become secondary to (and become a quest for simply)
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church effectiveness,229 the Christian narrative in terms of  God’s promises of the

following can be realized: the weak can be made strong, the poor, rich, the lacking in

wisdom, wise, the blind, see, the deaf, hear, the lame, jump without hesitation, and the

church likewise, to be built up to express the fullness as the body of Christ.  Moreover,

the challenge that drove Newbigin and other missional writers in the first place, namely

church decline in the West, can be overcome.  However, to reside with God entails one to

join God first.   The claims in this Section are unpacked in the following Sections.

The Path to Joining God in the Neighborhood: Theology and Beyond

This Section addresses the limitation of theology and the importance of the

qualities of Christians.  One visits a key point of departure of missional conception--

trinitarian theology.

Christians Witness Their Own Encountering of God

As noted earlier, missional imagination was given its inception with the

resurgence of trinitarian theology.  It should be safe to state that the majority of believers

do concur with the doctrine of Trinity and the creeds of the Christian faith as maintained

by the church.  Undoubtedly, there might be a lack of in-depth knowledge on the subject

for many believers; however, if such shortage is to be extrapolated to a scenario of zero

exposure to a verbal form of explicit trinitarian theology (and the doctrine of Trinity), one

finds that the worst Christians can be regressed to would be that of the first generation

church in the Bible.  It would be a state that was neither disastrous, nor one to cause the
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church to experiencing decline.  According to Jurgen Moltmann, the personal

interrelationship of the Father, Son, and the Spirit is emphatically underscored in the NT,

and that is not obtained by deductively formulated doctrines of the Trinity but evidenced

by the salvation history.230  It can be appreciated that the seemingly inability for the

church to enact out of the image and expression of God’s triune nature for it to become

missional might not have been resulted from a lack of appreciation of how the Church

should be shaped, but it has been affected by other sources of distraction.  Roxburgh has

already identified them to be the church’s clinging to faulty paradigms.  What is suspect

here is that beyond doctrine, theology, and discourse, and believers’ knowledge of these,

the quality of the believers in their faithfulness to respond to the words and revelations of

God and the working of the Holy Spirit can also be essential prerequisites for one to meet

God, to join Him, and to witness for Him in one’s circumstance.  Catherine LaCugna puts

it that the heart of Christian life is the encountering with a personal God, who makes

possible our union with Him and communion with each other.231  Whether it be engaging

the OCS, one’s neighbors, or the world, the church needs to make this witness by its own

reality of meeting God (and having met God)—in addition to its message (the gospel) for

people to meet the Savior.  In the experience of meeting God for the believers, one’s

impression of God is one of love, majesty, and invitation; the reverberation of God’s

essence in the believers, be it His nature (i.e., His eternal nature) or His expression (i.e.,

His economy), can not but to be an experience of reciprocation—in love, in adoration, in

one’s humility, in obedience, and in the offering of thanksgiving, praises, as well as

                                                
230 Jurgen Moltmann, “The Unity of the Triune God: Comprehensibility of the Trinity and its Foundation in
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oneself as a living sacrifice.232  Such is the very nature of one’s harmonious cohabitation

with God; such is what God entails of His believers.233 i.e., to love God and to love

people (one’s neighbors and also one’s brethren).  Loving one another in the Lord was

given highlight by the Lord himself as a new commandment.234  The Scripture says in

John 14:21: “They who have my commandments and keep them are those who love me;

and those who love me will be loved by my Father, and I will love them and reveal

myself to them.”  Meeting God and joining Him do not occur by one’s effort alone; God

also takes the initiative to perform the revealing, thus to substantiate the encountering and

the meeting.  The path to seeking God, to meet Him, and to joining Him can be a simple

one; it can be that of listening to God’s word, understanding God’s desire, being obedient

to Him, and to be doers of His word.

The Limitation of Theology

Though one believes that verbalized knowledge (what is announced, preached,

and covered by discourse), even in the case of a missional “theology”, would surely be

used by God for the upbuilding and encouragement of the saints; however, there is

always the possibility that the fuller, if not the full, knowledge of God is not to be gained

by spoken words alone—discourses, lectures, or even a manual for joining God and

engaging one’s neighbors.  This appreciation casts a positive light on missional writer’s

effort in cultivating the missional imagination by its practitioners rather than by dictating

what it ought to be.  Words can be inadequate to contain God whom one encounters, as

the encounter would surely surpass the cognitive to involve the emotive and experiential
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dimensions.  In this appreciation, it would not be a reluctance but one of revelation when

God answered Moses’s query of His Name with the remarkably unadorned, “I am who I

am”.235

Even as the missional conversation was started by Barth with the resurgence of

trinitarian theology, the limitation of the doctrine of the Trinity, if not a “Trinitarian

Missional Theology”, would be exactly as the doctrine of Trinity sets out to become: it is

to “guide” believers.  A doctrine neither enforces believers to become, nor does it

guarantee a favorable outcome of its audience.  The reported failure of the missional

movement testifies to this limitation.  Theologies and doctrines are necessarily verbal, but

the God they address is a Spirit.  The taxing reality of the task to applying the missional

concept to fruition is appreciable.

A willing obedience of believer to God’s calling is required.  Barnes notes that

Augustine invoked Matthew 5:8 in his polemical engagement with the anti-Nicene

Homoians; to Augustine, the knowledge from the sight of propositions of the faith (the

Creed) is conditioned by the relative purity of heart of the believer.236  One can add to

this perspective on “knowing” God by highlighting what Jesus says in John 14:21: “They

who have my commandments and keep them are those who love me; and those who love

me will be loved by my Father, and I will love them and reveal myself to them.”  The

writer of Hebrews speaks the same; Hebrews 12:14 reads: “Pursue peace with everyone,

and the holiness without which no one will see the Lord.”—much less joining Him.

Similar to one of the findings of the biblical chapter, the believers’ actions, degree of
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purity of the heart, as well as their state of holiness, namely moral quality of one’s intent,

behavior and thoughts, as well as obedience in action are all necessitated for one to know

God who is triune.  Without these traits in the believers in a detectable state, mediated by

the Holy Spirit, one not only does not really know God (by a personal encountering of the

Lord), one does not have the knowledge of God (by the biblical description of what

knowing God is about), and one would not be able to join God.

Missional by Being Incarnational

A personal encounter with God has been the hallmark of the essence of salvation

in the New Testament account--whether it be for Jesus’s disciples, the conversion of the

Apostle Paul, or the many who have received healing and practical help from Jesus.  If an

encounter with God (in the measure that He had intended) is possible by anything else

than the physical advent of God, then Christ’s incarnation would have been, in part,

redundant.237  This Section furthers the discussion on the qualities of believers and

addresses the calling for the church to engage its neighbors incarnationally--extending its

witness by its presence.

Following the Path of Jesus

As Job in his trials realizes that religious piety was unable to help him (and he

appealed for God’s appearance),238 an engagement of God with people through His laws

                                                                                                                                                
236 Michel R. Barnes, “The Visible Christ and the Invisible Trinity: Mt. 5:8 in Augustine’s Trinitarian
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237 Here “in part” points to the fact that other than to allow a believer to meet Jesus, substitutionary
atonement alone still entails Christ’s incarnation--and sacrifice on the cross.
238 In Job 23:2-6, Job says: “Today also my complaint is bitter; his hand is heavy despite my groaning.
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and prophets alone can only lead to an impasse of the God-people relationship.  This is

best testified by the persecution Jesus suffered from people who were religious and ought

to have known God and him best.  Other than to accomplish atonement for His creation,

God uses his physical presence to manifest Himself to the world, hence, believers heed to

the nature of that witness and consider that God is to be comprehended to the fullest

possible extent with (and only with) the joint-effort of all of our faculties as human

beings, i.e., an encounter of the sort is spiritual, cognitive, and experiential.  One also

considers if God’s triune and relational nature can not be appreciated by one’s mental

capacity alone but by one’s being in the collective and relational experiences of the

church, having its members united in, and connected by, love, as well as being united to

Christ (as members of his body).  As such, one anticipates this knowing, encountering,

and the joining of God, to be replicable not just by doctrines, words of discourse, or

thoughts of theology alone, but again by the knowing plus the being.  LaCugna also notes

that confessing faith is incomplete unless it becomes a form of life.239  Here, I would

posit that the most glorifying of God’s essence, of His very being, does not occur in the

spiritual realm (or in God’s immanence) but in the flesh and in creation, i.e., in God’s

economy.  God’s glory is to be seen, exposed to, and experienced, as how Jesus has

substantiated it.  The Word did become flesh only to save sinners; God came to do

                                                                                                                                                
Oh, that I knew where I might find him, that I might come even to his dwelling! I would lay my case before
him, and fill my mouth with arguments. I would learn what he would answer me, and understand what he
would say to me. Would he contend with me in the greatness of his power? No; but he would give heed to
me.”
239 Ibid., 377.
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more.240   God, who is a spirit, became flesh and gained a body (a physical and a singular

one, as well as a physical and a corporal one, the Church); God created and came to

manifest His glory in the world He created.  It is realized via Jesus, who was that part of

the Trinity that is visible.  God the Father did bear witness to the fact that Jesus had

glorified Him.241  If he is the reflection of God's glory and the exact imprint of God's very

being,242 to glorify God is, thus, to have Christ’s body, namely the Church (and

Christians) to continue the same witness: making Christ visible (e.g., his light of

enlightenment), tangible (e.g., his love in action), and heard (e.g., his message of the

coming Kingdom preached) again.  In this respect, Christ, as well as believers, use their

life to testify to God’s faithfulness and goodness.

The flesh has become a disparaging term because of the world’s fallen nature.

The redeemed one’s are called to be incarnational, because Jesus sends them into the

world.243  Therefore, to join God can not but to be consummated incarnationally

following the same path of Jesus Christ.

                                                
240 As John says in John 1:14: “And the Word became flesh and lived among us, and we have seen his
glory, the glory as of a father's only son, full of grace and truth.” and in 1 John 1:1, 2, “1:1 We declare to
you what was from the beginning, what we have heard, what we have seen with our eyes, what we have
looked at and touched with our hands, concerning the word of life--this life was revealed, and we have seen
it and testify to it, and declare to you the eternal life that was with the Father and was revealed to us--.”
241 See John 12:28.
242 See Hebrew 1:3.
243 See John 17:18.
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By One’s Total Life

Roxburgh and Boren also maintain that salvation is not just saving people from

sin but to save them to live life as God intended in the world—a life that is practical and

embodied in the everyday.244  They attach importance to the presence, practice of love,

and engagement of the neighborhood of God’s missional people.245  To Roxburgh and

Romanuk, missional leaders take Jesus’s incarnation seriously to understand God’s

activities with, through, in, and amongst believers.246  If God’s people is to represent God

as His people, His priests,  and the extension of Christ (as his body) they are to manifest

that part of the Trinity that was presented to the world by the way that had already been

illustrated--by Christ and by his incarnation.  This entails God’s people to be present in

the world, in communities, in neighborhoods, in people’s lives, to meet, to engage, to

love, to heal, to embrace, to feed, to enlighten, and to make sacrifices for.  These are to be

realized in holistic and tangible ways, e.g., to love is not just saying so, but also being so.

This is why one ought to see God’s economy as being the high point of God’s expression.

The Bible also stipulates believers to love not only with words but also with action,247 as

well as to be doers of the word and not just hearers.248

Newbigin consolidates his appreciation of the Christian message and deeds; to

him, the central reality of being God’s people is neither word nor act, but the total life of

the community enabled by God’s Spirit to live and to share Christ’s passion and the

power of Christ’s resurrection.249  The work of the church, its engagement of the

                                                
244 Roxburgh and Boren, Introducing the Missional Church, 103.
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neighborhood, with the people they encounter, as well as the world is a part of the

church’s being.  The church, being the body of Christ, is indwelled by the same Spirit

that Christ received and must naturally express the same life that Christ has expressed.

One joins God in His way of manifestation, and the church needs to join God in his

incarnation, because it is the Church’s eternal nature and reality that the Church is

Christ’s body.

Missional is Willful and Active Participation of the Will of God

Ensuing from the discussion on the being and identity of the church as having the

life and nature of God, the trinitarian content of missional awareness and ministry will be

addressed here and in the ensuing Sections.  The Holy Spirit or pneumatology will be the

point of departure of this Section, and the work of the Holy Spirit in the believers’

obedience to the Lord is stressed—as the prerequisite of being missional.

According to Andrew Purves, the modernists have largely reconstrued God in a

unitarian manner.250  A similar concern is reported by Kevin Hector when he states that

the traditional doctrines of the Trinity is bent toward binitarianism.251  To him, such

regime reduces the Holy Spirit to simply a name for the love the Father and the Son share

for one another, and that it merely serves to make known what Christ has accomplished

in people.252  The church has been familiar with the persons of the Father and the Son, but

the Holy Spirit can be relegated to an appendix of the God discourse.  One appreciates

that it is the Holy Spirit who is sent to indwell the believers and substantiating the

                                                
250 Andrew Purves, “The Trinitarian Basis For a Christian Practical Theology,” International Journal of
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251 Kevin W. Hector, “The Mediation of Christ’s Normative Spirit: a Constructive Reading of
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presence of the triune God in the believers, and it is the Holy Spirit who empowers the

believers (and the church) to manifest the reality of God’s promises.253  Hector, too,

highlights that the Holy Spirit, indwells believers, writes God’s law on the believers’

hearts, performs regeneration, and bears witness to Christ, convicts people of sin, and

leads believers to all truth.254  As the Scripture stipulates that believers be doers of the

word and not just hearers,255 to enter into God’s truth does not simply imply having the

knowledge of God’s word but for believers to live in its realities--as Christ has lived and

revealed himself to be the Truth.256

As discussed in the biblical foundation Chapter, the believers’ realities are their

priesthood, their identity as citizens of God’s Kingdom, a holy nation, as well as people

who possess God’s life and missionary nature.  Hector, too, reports that the mark of

redemption for believers as presented in Friedrich Schleiermacher’s pneumatology is

precisely Christ’s activity being imported to them, and they reproduce the activity as their

own.257  I agree with these views but would stress, if not to advance, Schleiermacher’s

claim on two fronts: 1) I see the Holy Spirit to import not only the activity of Christ but

his nature to believers.  The Scripture says in 2 Peter 1:4: “Thus he has given us, through

these things, his precious and very great promises, so that through them you may escape

from the corruption that is in the world because of lust, and may become participants of

the divine nature.”  In 1 Corinthians 6:17, one reads: “But anyone united to the Lord

becomes one spirit with him.”  There is no indication that the Spirit comes merely to

                                                                                                                                                
252 Ibid.
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254 Hector, “The Mediation of Christ’s Normative Spirit,” 2.
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256 See John 14:6.
257 Hector, “The Mediation of Christ’s Normative Spirit,” 2.
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exert his influence on the believers.  2) The manifesting of the activity of Christ is not a

passive process experienced by the believers—to be completed simply when the “activity

of Christ” is imported to them.  This process entails the active participation of the

believer via their obedience.  Elliott E. Johnson appreciates the same, and he stresses that

the performative force of God’s law requires the response of the stewards (or believers)

by their obedience.258  Johnson, too, attributes the ability for God’s believers to succeed

in their stewardship by the indwelling and empowerment of the Holy Spirit, but he also

states that this empowerment does not negate their independent (thus willful) response.259

The human obedience involves more than just human activities (which can be

coerced, performed indifferently or unwillingly); the “human will” (to will and be

willing) must be appropriated in the process.  In Philippians 2:8, one reads: “he humbled

himself and became obedient to the point of death-- even death on a cross.”  Christ’s

three prayers in Gethsemane (in Matthew 26) give graphic realism to Christ exercising

his will to obey the will of the Father.  The Father’s will becomes his.  It is by this

manner, the believers’ participation in the life of the Trinity is truly substantiated: the

believers are not only influenced by the Holy Spirit and observing the activities of Christ

miraculously becoming their activities; instead, they willingly obey the Father by the

fellowship they have with the Spirit, and they continue the witness of Christ by their

actions.  They are given the opportunity to relive the “being” (having the Holy Spirit) and

“becoming” (having their new life willfully exercised) in the same experience of their

Savoir.  The “will” of the believers are also made to be embodied by the Holy Spirit as

believers exercise their will to have it yielded, as a vessel, to the will of God.  The

                                                
258 Elliott E, Johnson, “A Biblical Theology of God’s Glory,” Bibliotheca Sacra 169, no. 676 (October-
December 2012): 406.
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Scripture speaks of such obedience as an outcome of one receiving the Holy Spirit: “who

have been chosen and destined by God the Father and sanctified by the Spirit to be

obedient to Jesus Christ…”260   The essence of Philippians 2 is about the humility and

obedience of Christ, but it prescribes and evokes the same obedience of the believers.

The scripture bears witness to the act of “willing” by God’s people after the pouring out

of the Holy Spirit to be genuinely powerful and genuinely a part of the participation of

believers in the reality of the Trinity.  Without the response of a “willful” obedience of

believers, the meeting and the joining of God in His trinitarian reality can not but be

suspended: the Holy Spirit is not heeded to, the Son is not manifested (in activities and in

nature), and God, is neither encountered nor joined.

In summary, the discussion sets the stage to “refine” the existing missional view

that an emphasis on the “mission of God” necessarily limits the agency of mission to

God; the obedience of the church is unfolded into its willingness, and that in turn, points

to a sharing of that agency.

                                                                                                                                                
259 Ibid., 409.
260 See 1 Peter 1:2a.
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A Reflection to Correlate the Peculiarities of the  Economic Trinity and the

Immanent Trinity for Missional Consideration, Part- I: The Church Should be

Emboldened to Take Ownership of God’s Mission

The forging discussions (on being incarnational and on believers’ participation in

Christ’s willing obedience) attach importance on the experiential aspect of the

relationship believers have with God and how this relationship can be furthered into their

relationship with their neighbors.  This Section builds on that foundation and continues

the consideration of the trinitarian thought and theology, and my effort is geared to refine

(not to rebuff) the missional claim on the residence of the agency of mission.

Taking Ownership of God’s Mission

The idea that God is made known mainly through the experiential path can be met

with some misgiving, as this line of thinking crosses the polemic on whether the

immanent Trinity and the economic Trinity can be collapsed—e.g., into one incident.

Karl Rahner’s edict, the Rahner’s Rule, which states: “The economic Trinity is the

immanent Trinity, and the immanent Trinity is the economic Trinity” has been a

stimulant for much discussion in the renewal of the Trinitarian theology.  Fred Sanders

reports that many theologians subscribe to Rahner’s Rule and deem it conducive to bring

together God and the World; however, when the Trinity is thoroughly economized, God’s

triune nature would have been made a function of the world, thus making one’s theology

an approximate to modalism.261  Andrew Purves also reports that such a diminishing of

“God’s being” to “God’s being for us” tends to make God, a conceptual construction

                                                
261 Fred Sanders, “Entangled in the Trinity: Economic and Immanent Trinity in Recent Theology,” Dialog:
A Journal of Theology 40, no. 3 (Fall 2001): 177
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from the reflection on one’s personal experiences.262  In spite of this concern, Stanley

Grenz notes that Rahner, as well as Barth (who pioneered the missional concept), have

not deserted the classical belief that God’s immanent nature to be independent of

historical events.263   Sanders notes that according to LaCugna, there is neither an

immanent Trinity nor an economic Trinity, there is but the oikonomia, which is the

realization of the theologia in the world,264 and that the task of theology is to delineate the

meaning for believers in their participation in the life of God.265  In the participation of

the life of God, as well as being the body (hence the extension of Christ), it is believed

that as the Lord they follow, Christians must also join him in his burden, sense of calling,

and his conviction (with confidence) in the purpose of his presence in the world.  It is

here one solemnly considers that the church is not merely performing as God directs and

otherwise playing no part in the agency of God’s mission.  Though the willful obedience

of the believers is necessary, the church is not merely called to be obedient to God’s will

as expressed in His economy and mission.  The church is expected to take ownership of

God’s will and initiative after they are known; the New Testament Bible promotes no

other Christian attitude than such.266

                                                
262 Purves, “The Trinitarian Basis For a Christian Practical Theology,” 233.
263 Stanley Grenz, Rediscovering the Triune God: The Trinity in contemporary theology. (Minneapolis,
MN: Augsburg, 2004), 21.
264 LaCugna defines oikonomia as the economy of salvation, and theologia, God’s eternal being in her
book, God for Us, 8.
265 Sanders, “Entangled in the Trinity,”180.
266 Believers are united with Christ in his life, death on the cross, in his resurrection (See Romans 6:3-8),
and in continuing the work as God’s witnesses to the world (See Acts 1:8 and 1 Timothy 6:12), to
extending their encounter with the Lord to others.
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Sharing God’s Agency in Mission

LaCugna furthers this line of contemplation; she asserts that God is not self-

enclosed but seeks communion with His creation, and the heart of Christian life is to

encounter a personal God and having God to enable believers to be in union with Him

and communion with each other.267   If the theological vector of this appreciation can be

extended in the direction of  its noted momentum; one considers: “is the Trinity an open

system only in principle but is in fact hermetically sealed in economy (in practice) to

people?”  If the answer to this question is anything but a resounding “God is a closed

system,” one would anticipate a coherent connection between oikonomia to theologia,

that they are neither two, nor they, not two, but that they are a continuum.  As the three

divine persons are depicted by perichoresis to be in one another, the Father in heaven is

expressed (and glorified) by the Son--and this expression was fully participated by the

Spirit in the Son.  One also contemplates if the introduction of the Church in God’s

mission implied something equally utter and glorious—of the Church’s participation in

the Trinity.  As the Lord prayed, “…that they may all be one.  As you, Father, are in me

and I am in you, may they also be in us, so that the world may believe that you have sent

me.”268  What prevents theology to consider believers to be in Christ, thus to be in the

Trinity and to share the same process of expressing the life of God by the presence and

participation of the same Spirit?  Could this be the critical encumbrance keeping

oikonomia and  theologia asunder--that the believers have been beholding the Trinity

from the outside (as a bystander), so they perceive God’s immanence and economy as

two (i.e., God is there, and the believers, His creation, here)?  This thought is a practical

                                                
267 LaCugna, God for Us, 320.
268 See John 17:21.
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one, and it applies to the church’s being and becoming (its status and ministry) to be

joined with the Lord.  The Holy Spirit came not to confine God a Spirit—after the

incarnation of the Lord--but to realize (or continue to maintain) a bodily and glorious

manifestation, i.e., the Church, body of Christ.269  Van Gelder and Zscheile caution

believers not to stress the instrumental (what the church does) dimension of the church at

the expense of the representational dimension (speaking of the church’s being).270  To

them, this placement of emphasis that the church is but an instrument of God does not do

justice to the notion that it is God, who is doing work through the church, but the

opposite: the church is made to appear as the one to bear the primary responsibility.271  If

God’s economy and His immanence, as well as members of the Trinity, are not separate

entities (or collapsed into an unduly simplified version of One God) but a continuum, and

if the redeemed and Holy Spirit filled church is an intimate constituent of God’s

economy, then it would be reasonable for the church to be emboldened to consider that

other than sharing the life, being (as body of Christ) of Christ, they are also to take

ownership, if not sharing the agency, of God’s mission even as it is originated of God.

A Reflection to Correlate the Peculiarities of the  Economic Trinity and the

Immanent Trinity, Part-II: Missional Naturally Nece ssitates the Preaching of the

Good News

This Section addresses the importance of verbalizing of the gospel as one

becomes missional.  My effort here is to show that God’s desire to bring salvation to

people is naturally embodied in the life of believers and their missional existence.  This

                                                
269 See Colossians 1:24, Ephesians 4:12.
270 Van Gelder, Zscheile, and Roxburgh, The Missional Church in Perspective, 106.
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discussion is deemed important, as the societal pressure to keep one’s religion in one’s

private sphere has made it obvious: without clarity, the legitimacy for the church to

engage the OCS with the possibility and the desire to “also” (other than conferring other

practical supports to them) making them disciples of the Lord is unsettled.

The Imperfect Can Preach about the Perfect

The sharing of the gospel message is important to the Christian faith.  Todd

Billings exhorts believers that believers can distort their appreciation of being

incarnational at the expense of the preaching the gospel (and testifying to the life, death,

and resurrection of Christ); he points out that one’s slogan can be reduced to “live the

Good News rather than preach the Good News.”272  It is appreciated that at times, the

opposite concern may be more prominent, and it explains why the purported saying of

Saint Francis of Assisi, namely “preach the Gospel always and when necessary use

words.” reverberates with many Christians.  As discussed, God’s immanence and

economy exist as a continuum.  Similarly, the Christians’ message, virtues, and their

reality as a new creation in the Lord (having the life of God and living as Christ’s body

and extension) should be considered without disjoining.  The authentic Christian

testimony is not only the teaching and expectation of Christ and the apostles;273

Christians witness for the Lord by words and also by their deeds.274  However, what is

preached in words need not be restrained by the Christians’ progress towards maturity or

                                                                                                                                                
271 Ibid., 107.
272 Todd Billings, “The Problem with Incarnational Ministry,” Christianity Today (July/August 2012): 58-
63. Accessed December 4, 2017. http://jtoddbillings.com/2012/12/the-problem-with-incarnational-min-
istry/  by Todd Billings.
273 e.g., See Matthew 3:8 (teaching of Christ) and Ephesians 4:1 (teaching of the Apostle Paul).
274 This has been discussed in the forgoing Sections, but the following Bible passages further evidence this:
Galatians 1:23, 24; 1 Peter 2:12; 1 Timothy 3:7-12.
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by the reality of God that the believers are able to manifest, e.g., believers who have not

seen the day of resurrection can definitely preach about it; believers who have not

reached perfection can nevertheless lead others to learn of the biblical message on

perfection.  Christ’s ministry on earth was no different.  Ensuing from the discussion on

the relationship between God’s immanence and His economy, it is meaningful to

remember that our Lord’s self-limitation in his incarnation, namely to become a human,

does not inhibit his possession of the divine reality.  Correspondingly, God’s nature, His

promises, and capacity are not to be limited by, and to, what He has expressed, fulfilled,

and revealed.  Beyond what God has already expressed and revealed through Christ, God

would remain sovereign and free to transcribing yet more of His immanent nature into

His economy—the expressed, tangible, and visible glory of Himself.  Much of it is to be

substantiated in the believers, as the Lord says, “Very truly, I tell you, the one who

believes in me will also do the works that I do and, in fact, will do greater works than

these…”275  Further, the Christians’ testimony to the world also contains elements that

are intangible (i.e., not all are expressed by deeds), unattainable (as of yet), and even

unfathomable (such as God’s everlasting nature beyond His economy).  No believer can

boast to know all there is to know about God, but the full gospel message can and should

still be preached.

The Finite can Preach about the Infinite

As with the peculiarities that exist between God’s immanence and economy, the

Christian engagement of the world is not restricted to only what they are able to express

via their deeds.  The reasons supporting this notion are at least twofold:

                                                
275 John 14:12.
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Firstly, there exists a future and supernatural content and connotation within the

gospel message that are not necessarily within reach by the believers for the time being,

such as the Lord’s second coming, the resurrection of the dead, the Lord’s reign, and the

comprehensive substantiation of the Kingdom of God on earth, etc.  These limitations are

no reason for believers to be fainthearted in expressing their narrative as one of otherly

and supernatural.  The world does not always intimidate Christians for their supernatural

belief and message.  Newbigin asserts that there are needs of the human spirit which are

not at odds with the supernatural elements of “religions” (in general), and there are needs

that can not be met by pure rationality; in addition, he reports that religious bodies (not

exclusive to Christianity) that tried to accommodate to the rationalism of the

enlightenment are the ones experiencing decline.276  His point is still valid today.  A 2016

study reported in McClean’s on the nature of successful and failing churches in Canada

showed similar findings: in growing congregations, 65.9% of the respondents agreed

strongly that Christians have access to supernatural powers, whereas in declining

congregations, the figure was 37.4%; the figures in the same survey for clergy

respondents were 38.5% and 0%, respectively, for growing and declining

congregations.277

Secondly, Christians are called to embark on a journey towards maturity,

individually and corporately, they are called to mature into the full stature of Christ;278 all

are still on their way.  Therefore, the Christian deeds alone are inadequate to make known

                                                
276 Newbigin, The Gospel in a Pluralist Society, 213.
277 Patricia Treble, “Nine Interesting Data Points on the State of Today’s Protestant Churches: A Closer
Look at the Data Girding a Major New Peer-Reviewed Study about the Nature of Successful—and
Failing—Churches,” MaClean’s, November 16, 2016, Accessed January 9, 2018. http://www.m-
acleans.ca/society/nine-interesting-data-points-on-the-state-of-todays-protestant-churches/.
278 See Ephesians 4:12, 13
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the full message of the gospel to one’s neighbors, let alone the full reality of God.  In

terms of the Christian deeds and virtues, what can not be realized at any given moment

does not negate what can be realized in time.  The Christians are not inhibited to share

with their neighbors the full message of the gospel and all parts of the Scriptures even

when they are imperfect and finite.  In fact, the coexistence of the attained and the yet to

attain and the resultant tension between the two do not paint a dejected picture of

Christians, their faith, or their Savior.  The tension does the opposite: what it (the tension)

confers are the most vivid and powerful testimonies that Christians can possibly present

the world of their Kingdom message—in its power and authenticity.  These include the

coexistence of the following: the examples include one’s unbelief and belief (this verifies

that faith is intentional and not passive), one’s grief for failures (as a Christian) and one’s

rejoicing for victories (that remarkably, they both showcase the Christians to be holy);279

one’s unresolved hardship and one’s heart of thanksgiving (that the peace from God is

truly otherly to the world),280 and one’s inclination towards self-preservation and one’s

desire to make sacrifices for the Lord and the world (that they are walking the same path

their Lord walked as he struggled with and overcame the same in Gethsemane).281  These

tensions only make Christians humans, their message authentic, and their priestly rank

qualified.282

                                                
279 See 2 Corinthians 7:11.
280 See Romans 5:3.
281 In Matthew 26:39-44, Jesus prayed three times to consult the Father if the cup of his passion could be
removed from him, but three times he resolved to do the Father’s will instead of his.  Jesus’ courage was
made perceptible, and his sacrifice, authentic in the presence of genuine perturbation of the cross.
282 Hebrew 4:14-16, and 2:17, 18
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Ultimately, Missional is for the Sake of the Gospel

In a time when missional advocates see discontinuous changes, when Christianity

is finding itself increasingly marginalized, there is no reason for Christians to be reticent

and bashful about their salvation, the Good News they have heard and believed, and most

of all, of the Creator who has given them His own everlasting life and has indwelled them

by the Holy Spirit.  The total life characterized by Newbigin includes Christian love in

action, but it also includes the Christian’s passion, confidence, and burden in the sharing

of the Christian message, the Gospel.  Newbigin opposes the setting of word and deed,

preaching and action against each other; to him, preaching is meaningless without

healing, and healing needs explanation in light of the gospel to bear its intended

meaning.283  One thinks of Apostle Paul’s words in 1 Corinthians 9:22, 23: “…I have

become all things to all people, that I might by all means save some. I do it all for the

sake of the gospel, so that I may share in its blessings.”  One also meditates on Christ’s

incarnation: he came to serve so that the world might be saved for all eternity.  Salvation

encompasses everything Christ did in his incarnation, but all efforts were intended for the

sake of people to receive everlasting life.  Christ’s serving, such as healing, feeding, or

teaching, was never the ends in themselves; Christ came to serve, so that people might be

saved from their fate of death and separation from God and to begin a new life as a new

creation.284  The temporal service (what is done in time) is performed, so that its

recipients may reap everlasting benefit; the temporal life is sacrificed, so that one may

accomplish everlasting good.  Such have been the aspiration of the Apostle Paul, and

                                                
283 Newbigin, The Gospel in a Pluralist Society,132.
284 In John 10:10b,  Jesus says, “…I came that they may have life, and have it abundantly.” In John 6:40,
Jesus says, “This is indeed the will of my Father, that all who see the Son and believe in him may have
eternal life; and I will raise them up on the last day."
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Christ, and it is in keeping with the Christian belief.  In fact, the Apostle Paul even

writes, “If for this life only we have hoped in Christ, we are of all people most to be

pitied.”285  Missional must exemplify this vision--that missional, and everything the

Christians do, is to fulfill Christ’s Great Commission,286 as this is no different from the

will of the Father, namely to lead people to Christ, so that they may have everlasting

life.287  Newbigin contemplated on how the gospel could re-engage one’s culture.  The

engagement, a re-introduction of the gospel to the culture of his time, was at the core of

his concern.  It was the discovery that his sending nation has become a mission

destination that drove him on the quest for a new paradigm to bring the gospel to his

compatriots, as well as people in the post Christendom West.  It was also the

denominational decline of recent decades that rallied other seekers to do the same.  If

being missional is the common theme they have championed, even as one has carefully

made the disclaimer that missional is not a problem solving “tool” to be wielded in the

paradigms of modernity, one does not make the mistake to relegating the preaching of the

gospel to the backdrop of the Christian’s expression.  The shift of the centre of gravity in

the church’s missional contemplation from christology and ecclesiology (i.e., being based

on the Great Commission and the church’s faithful execution of it) to that of the

trinitarian theology (God being the agent of His mission) should have no impact on the

Lord’s Great Commission (and its execution) as the most outstanding obligation the Lord

entails the Church.  The Trinity is about God’s total expression, and it contains His

message of salvation—and the Church living and preaching it.  It is natural that as one

expresses a desire to join God in the neighborhood, one also joins God in His burden and

                                                
285 1 Corinthians 15:19.
286 See Matthew 28:19, 20.
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effort in bringing the gospel to one’s neighbors.  This is the reason given by the Apostle

Paul of his effort, purpose, and sacrifice.

In view of one’s engagement with the OCS, or other people, in a time when

Christianity is increasingly becoming marginalized, the believers need to be emboldened

by their shared agency of God’s mission, but they also need to be encouraged to share

their Good News with confidence and authenticity, as did their Lord, with word and with

action.

In addition to the synergy of word and deed of the total life of the believers

spoken by Newbigin, two additional  related considerations of the notion of  total life will

be discussed in the following Sections: 1) total life has a perpetual quality, that Christians

should be missional at all times; 2) total life has a corporate connotation, that it involves

all members of the church, including the church’s overseers.

A Perpetual Connotation of the Total Life of Missional Christians: Introducing the

New Inland

This Section contains my reflection over the meaning of one’s neighborhood.  I

intend to use it to further refine my working definition of being missional.

The call for missional Christians to engage their neighborhood has been made.

The meaning of neighborhood can be understood in the most direct sense—that it has to

do with one’s residence in the community.  However, this appreciation can be

ambitiously expanded.  In Luke 10, Jesus instructs the seventy to venture out to work as

migrant workers.  They are asked not to greet people enroute but offer their peace, labor,

as well as companionship to the people they stayed with.  Of the many takes of this bit of

                                                                                                                                                
287 See John 6:40.
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Jesus’s instruction, one is struck with two key questions: who are one’s neighbors?  and

“where is one’s neighborhood?  Certainly one’s  physical residence offers decisive

answers to these questions, and instantly one’s missional imagination roams.  Has

anything been overlooked?  Mission ought not be spoken in future terms (temporally) or

in terms of otherly places (spatially) while thinking mostly of strangers yet to meet in

one’s residential neighborhood, because it never fails, as one engages the field, one

always ends up doing so in terms of “here” and “now”.  Therefore, one needs to cultivate

a habit to be intentionally missional (living with the awareness that God sends believers

where they are to represent Christ in word and in action) in one’s everyday encounters.

One ought not overlook the obvious: they are one’s everyday spaces--at work, in school,

and in the market.  These are the “now”, “here”, and “already”  places.  It is possible that

Jesus’s instruction to the seventy (on that occasion) to not engaging people on the road

was given, so that there is no chance for his disciples to miss the main venue Jesus had

intended them to be incarnational: they were sent to represent Jesus where they would

spend “most” of their time—weekdays, workdays, and school days.

James Hudson Taylor III tables the concept of the “New Inland” in 1992 as part

of his reflection over the founding of the China Inland Mission by his forefathers.288

Hudson Taylor started the China Inland Mission in 1865 to send missionaries into

China’s inland.  China’s inland in the 19th century was underdeveloped, not well traveled,

and it was a place where Christianity was also underdeveloped.  In 1992, Taylor III

forwarded the notion of the “New Inland”: as with China’s inland in the 19th century, it is

                                                

288 James Hudson Taylor III was the keynote speaker at the assembly entitled “The Call of God, The Cry of
the World” of the Chinese Missionary Convention of Canada held at the Trinity Western University,
Langley, B.C. Canada, from August 17-22, 1992.
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a place that is spiritually underdeveloped, treacherous in terms of the opposition a

missional Christian might encounter, it is not well traveled by Christians, and above all, it

is a place where churches, ministers, and missionaries do not usually operate.  To Taylor

III, the New Inland is indeed one’s workplace, marketplace, and school.  Unpacking the

New Inland concept requires wisdom, imagination, and courage, but it also entails one to

be ambitious.  The notion of creative access can be adopted by missional imagination in

light of the New Inland concept.  For this thesis, one contemplates how the concept of the

New Inland is to be reckoned for settings where one engages the OCS, especially in the

settings, where opportunities have already been presented to Christians.  One zeros in on

the apparent need for Christians who meet and interact with OCS’s on a routine basis

(i.e., their Christian classmates, teachers, and colleagues…) to be built up in their

missional stance—aided  by believers more experienced in their faith and in ministering

to others.

One Might Meet and Join the Lord at the Cross: the Possible Cost for Christians to

Become Missional

If the missional minded Christians, clergies, and church leaders were to be the

practitioners, facilitators, cultivators, and the encouragers to all believers, they would be

observant  to what postmodernity might do to corrupt missional thinking.  The self-

serving nature and the reflexive roaming of postmodernity are guarded against lest

missional imagination perverts.  One learns from the Scriptures, such as the account of

Jesus sending the seventy, to gain in wisdom.  The invocation of the Scriptures is made

not for the savoring of nostalgia, but for the shaping and the transformation of the
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believers.  If one stayed true to this purposive and intrepid path of contemplation, the

extreme possible scenarios of the term, missional must also be imagined.  In light of the

biblical narrative on the cost of being Christians,289 as well as the missional axiom

reported in this thesis, namely “to join the Lord”, to become missional might entail no

less than the bearing of the cross, i.e., to make personal sacrifices, by missional

Christians.  If missional is not forwarded as yet another method or strategy for Christian

ministry, if missional is about Christians joining the Lord, one joins the Lord and

following him by the only way he has given.  Christ shows no hesitation to stipulate his

disciples to take up the cross as they follow him.290  According to Roxburgh, a totally

open-ended exploration in missional consideration leads only to confusion and chaos;

leaders need to articulate the boundaries for people to unleash their imagination and

creativity.291  I would respond by stating that the cross is an important delimiter for

missional imagination.  The nature of personal sacrifice in going missional can not be

excluded from one’s imagination of being missional, as it is found in the very essence of

Christ’s incarnation.  The cross is considered, because other than the societal constrain to

marginalize Christianity, Christians can also face power sanctioned (policy based)

secularism in the West.  Secularism is welcomed by Newbigin, as he sees the effort to

result in the opposite: people’s interest in religious belief would actually be

invigorated.292  Newbigin welcomes the presence of a measure of plurality, too, for our

society, as it prevents our society from becoming monochromatic; however, he rejects the

                                                
289 For example, in John 15:19, 20, according to Jesus, the extension of the grievance the world has against
him to his believers is unavoidable.
290 See Matthew 16:24.
291 Roxburgh and Romanuk, The Missional Leader, 178.
292 Newbigin, The Gospel in a Pluralist Society, 212.
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ideology of pluralism; to him, the subjective and relative worldview is not an invitation

Christians must accept.293

What does the future hold for Christians in terms of their missional imagination

and missional living in light of the notion of the New Inland?  One fact stands: even Jesus

faced the same tension in his time and ministry on earth.  Will one’s imagination be

limited by the dictum of the society--of the temporal sort--or will it be set free by the

possibilities, as well as the mandates the Scriptures reveal—as having everlasting

validity?  As missional imagination is performed with a remembrance of the biblical

narrative, one also remembers the cost Christians throughout history have never ceased to

furnish for their identity.  It is Christ who says, “…Because you do not belong to the

world, but I have chosen you out of the world-- therefore the world hates you.”294  One

contemplates the possibility that the failure to missional transformation (as reported by

Roxburgh) has also been contributed, in part, by believers having declined the cost (the

cross) to follow, as well as to join, the Lord.  If society should become more assertive in

its terms for anything that is Christian to cease outside the church walls,295 and if such

were to dictate one’s missional imagination (to bring the gospel to the world, in the New

Inland, and where the Lord might be asking Christians to join him), then missional, if not

Christianity, truly risks capitulation.

Missional Christians set an important criterion for missional thinking to include

that possible cost one might need to furnish—as one’s qualification to meet and to join

the Lord.  It may be put that sometimes, even Christians meet God at the cross—not to

                                                
293 Ibid., 244.
294 John 15:19b.
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repent as sinners but to join Him as the Lord’s disciples.  Newbigin also reminds his

readers that the Lord’s ministry calls believers to a discipleship that is costly, and that

discipleship can not mean less,296 as Jesus is both passionate and uncompromising to

what is involved for people to come to the fullness of life with him.297  Being with the

Lord where he is and being a part of what he is up to in one’s neighborhood can indeed

be costly.  Fortunately, missional-minded believers of all ages have paid the price.  Their

spirit and imagination have roamed free, and sometimes, they ended up where they

started--at the cross—to suffer with their Lord where he is in the world.

                                                                                                                                                
295 The expression, church wall, need not be literal.  It can denote any barriers that confine the Christian
faith to their private sphere.
296 Newbigin, The Gospel in a Pluralist Society, 212.
297 Ibid., 244.
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The Corporate Connotation of Being Missional Includes All Believers: a Case for

Church Leaders to be and Remain Leaders as the Church Goes Missional

Other than noting the importance for all members of the church to be on board to

become missional, and following the bottom-up approach advocated by missional writers

in missional imagination and transformation, this Section, lastly, gives considerations to

the top stratum of the church (in the classical appreciation of the church’s organization, if

not of most establishments).  My case is this: church leaders are also expected to be

missional--without the abandonment of their office as leaders.

Roxburgh also examined the sending of the seventy by Jesus in Luke 10.  He sees

that the locale of God’s activity is in the homes, in the field at work, and in the meeting

places of the everyday life of ordinary people; he stresses that the seventy are sent to

embody and to announce God’s reconciling and healing future in the neighborhood.298

The active participation of all members of the church is deemed necessary if its ministry

is to join God in the neighborhood in the literal sense.  The missional church takes the

gospel and the Christian virtue into people’s lives.  This kind of engagement does not

occur exclusively inside the church building or in explicit Christian settings, and it

coincides with the New Inland vision forwarded by Taylor III.  Roxburgh has the same

appreciation; he notes that instead of setting up closed communities to attract people,

Jesus is seen to send his disciples to dwell among people (as in Luke 10) to announcing

God’s future has come to them.299  However, the setting of Jesus’s earthly ministry (as

documented in Luke 10) occurred before the completion of his redemptive task and

before the coming of the Holy Spirit.  Though this mode of outward venturing to serve

                                                
298 Roxburgh, Joining God, Remaking Church, Changing the World: 51.
299 Roxburgh, Missional: Joining God in the Neighborhood, 155.
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the world by practical services and by the preaching of the Good News by believers

continued into the later Apostolic and the Church Age,300 Luke 10 does not showcase the

semblance of the church fully in terms of how it will eventually become in the future.  

The future did arrive, and the church depicted by the New Testament Bible after

the Pentecost is a structured entity; it is the body of Christ with Christ as its head.301  The

hierarchical nature of the church does not stop there; the church receives its teachings

from  the Apostles,302 and its ministry, led by elders and overseers.303  Moreover, it has

the Great Commission to make disciples of all nations, but it also has an important

mandate for self-care and the building up of its members; the teaching of disciples is a

part of the Great Commission.304  A lot of  these activities not only took place within the

church, house churches,305 or larger assemblies,306 they also took place within the matrix

of the Church’s corporeal structure as described in Ephesians 4:1-16.307  Responding to

the concerns of ecclesiocentrism and clericalism, it is noted that missional imagination is

not hesitant or timid to include church leaders to becoming missional, too.  It needs to be

said that they can be (and need to be) missional whilst being church leaders at the same

time.  Newbigin also expresses his qualm to the fact that in some Christian circles, it is

                                                                                                                                                

300 The Apostolic age is defined as the era when the apostles were alive by Matthew S. DeMoss and J.
Edward Miller, Zondervan Dictionary of Bible and Theology Words (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 2002),
27. The Church age is defined as the time from the establishment of the church on the Day of Pentecost
until the future return of Christ by DeMoss and Miller, 51.
301 See Ephesians 1:23, and 5:23.
302 See Romans 1:5, 1 Timothy 2:7, 2 Timothy 1:11, and Titus 1:1.
303 See 1 Peter 5:1-6.  The rank and duties of elders, as well as their authorities are listed.
304 In Matthew 28:19, 20, the instruction (the Great Commission) given by Jesus was to make disciples of
him and to teach the disciples to obey everything that Jesus had commanded of them; the attention is paid
to all people: those that needed salvation and also the disciples, who needed to learn and to obey Jesus’
teachings..
305 See Romans 16:5.
306 See Acts 20:7, 8.
307 The word, matrix, is used here to denotes the multidimensional interaction of a member of the body of
Christ with other members of the body.
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unfashionable to speak of ordained ministry, but he encourages ministerial priesthood to

serve faithfully, as they are called, to nourish, to sustain, and to guide the priestly work of

all believers—as all become missional.308  As for the noted hesitation to apply a top-

down formation in church ministry resulting from the dread of the managing and control

mentality of leadership of modernity (or otherwise), church overseers could end up being

considered, or even labeled, as “missional leaders” (in missional conversation).  This

subtlety in designation, i.e., the use of the prefix, “missional”, before “leaders” may

deplete church leaders of a sense of God ordained status to oversee, to teach, to envision,

to guard, and, above all, to lead.  Direct intervention by church leaders becomes onerous

to imagine, and leaders’ capacities are limited to those of fostering, facilitating, and

cultivating.  Theology has added impetus to this motion.  The trinitarian theology has

helped in guiding missional imagination, especially in empowering all believers to be

active participants of the church’s missionary nature.  However, this liberating breath of

development can be misappropriated to restrain Christians in their calling: church

members might be encapsulated in a homogeneous standing, capacity, as well as office in

the name of egalitarianism.309  While critiquing ecclesial individualism, Miroslav Volf

also rejects the old-style hierarchical holism.310  He asserts that the more a church is

characterized by a decentralized distribution of power, the more it would correspond to

the communion of the Trinity.311  His dialogue with Joseph Cardinal Ratzinger, a

                                                                                                                                                

308 Newbigin, The Gospel in a Pluralist Society, 235.
309 Miroslav Volf, After Our Likeness: The Church as the Image of the Trinity (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans,
1998) 3,  According to Volf, egalitarianism is used in the sense that the responsibility for the corporate life
of the church rests on all members of the local community.
310 Ibid. Volf highlights two paths modernity (and postmodernity) have led in advancing the understanding
of church’s voluntarism and egalitarianism: they are either individualism or its opposite, coercive
authoritarianism.
311 Ibid., 236.
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proponent of the hierarchical nature of the church, transpires a concern of his that

hierarchy is necessarily incredulous, and that ecclesial hierarchy impedes participation of

Christians in church.312  One lauds his exploration to better ecclesiology, as well as for

missional Christians to anticipate a new and unencumbered grassroots driven paradigm

for the church to be missional.  However, by extrapolation, one finds it possible for these

efforts to lead one away from the pattern of the salvation history of the church--as

evidenced in God’s economy.  In God’s economy, and in human situations, where one

finds redemption, the leaders remain leaders, but they naturally behave as servants.  On

this note, the Lord has set not only the example but the pattern for leaders.  He is Lord,

but he behaved as a servant; he even died in our behalf, and he gave us everlasting life by

the Holy Spirit making us his brothers and sisters.313

In our salvation, death is conquered by the Lord’s forward motion into death and

resurrection, not by regressing to Eden to undo, to correct, or to prevent the fall of Adam

and Eve.  The life God gives and the grace He bestows are new—not a refurbished old.

Correspondingly, one asks if the hierarchy, clerical system, programmes, and even the

strategic approach to ministry are the evils to tackle, or if it were the believers who

needed redemption, so that elders and clergies, are made true to their status as servants-

overseers, church programmes, serving God’s mission, and ministry strategies, inspired

by the Holy Spirit.  Surely both approaches (removing the opportunity for people to sin

and to fail, and to removing people’s sin) can benefit the Church, but which of the two

                                                
312 Ibid., 72.
313 1 Peter 5:1-3 states this principle, “Now as an elder myself and a witness of the sufferings of Christ, as
well as one who shares in the glory to be revealed, I exhort the elders among you to tend the flock of God
that is in your charge, exercising the oversight, not under compulsion but willingly, as God would have you
do it-- not for sordid gain but eagerly. Do not lord it over those in your charge, but be examples to the
flock.” The overseers remain overseers but use their office to serve—as servants.
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fares better before the scrutiny of the salvation history of the triune God for the church--

as well as the life of humility and sacrifice of the Lord who’s identity has always been

our Lord despite his humility and servanthood?  In this light, one can say with confidence

that missional leaders are also called to join the Lord, with a sense of conviction, in their

care for the church as servants but also as true leaders.

Equipped with the knowledge gathered thus far and emboldened by the

understanding of the meaning and significance of being missional, one turns to the field,

to engage one’s neighbors, the OCS’s, to seek to learn from them, too, so that one can

better minister to them missionally
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CHAPTER 4. Methodology for Field Research

Chapter Introduction

As discussed in the forgoing Chapters, this research is part of a thesis work aimed

to advance one component of the ministry operation of my church (with an eye to extend

one’s knowledge to further the ministry of other local churches), and it has to do with the

church’s ministry for the OCS.  The task is not only to better the church’s serving of a

given people group, but it is also to resolve the church’s own need for growth,

development, and self-realization.  The existing vision of the church, as well as that of the

researcher, is to take on a less compartmentalized approach to practicing church ministry

and to prescribing a ministry that embraces a continuum of the sacred (i.e., of religiosity)

and the secular (i.e., to asserting the church as a good neighbor in the community to

whom it serves).  To meet the challenge, one seeks to understand the dreams, aspirations,

and challenges of the OCS, as well as to appreciate their interest, if not a yearning, on the

existential meaning of life and more—in knowing God.  Meanwhile, one seeks to better

interpret the church’s reasons for being, so that it aligns its practice with its belief in

responding to the need of the people (and the world), as well as its Lord, Jesus Christ,

who is the head of the Church.  The consideration of the church’s ministry delimited to

its involvement with the OCS is thus a point of entry to what can be further cultivated to

a renewed effort that envelops the whole of the church’s ministry (practice wise), identity

(as appreciated by onlookers), and self-awareness (as grasped by the church itself).  The

discoveries made and lessons learned are envisioned to be both practical and transferable

to other components of the church ministry.
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The Biblical and Theological Chapters have laid the groundwork necessary to

form a conceptual framework that combines doctrines, theology, and belief.  The

conceptual framework, in turn, forms an appreciation of what is understood and needing

implementation, what is assumed and needing testing, and what is yet to be made known,

thus needing investigation.  The research in this thesis does not take place exclusively in

the field, i.e., by survey and interviews, but has already begun in the literature review and

reflection documented in the foregoing Chapters.  The field research that ensued is a

continuation of the effort.

Purpose of the Field Research

The missional approach is not the only paradigm adopted by the churches,314 but

it is promising to facilitate the church (such as the one I pastor) to better serve, and to

minister to the stated people group, and to advance the whole congregation to be

practitioners of faithful and authentic Christian living, and disciples who are engaging the

world with the Lord.

As part of the DMin thesis, the overarching effort of the research is one of

contextual and practical theology.315  Other than clarifying the vision cast by the term

“missional”, the field research investigates the following (and detailed in the survey

questionnaire and interview guideline questions);316 one seeks to learn and to appreciate

                                                
314 Other church ministry models have been reported by Roxburgh (Roxburgh, Joining God, Remaking
Church, Changing the World, 18-20); they include the Market-driven Seeker model, the Hub-and-Spoke
(centralized and expert-driven) model of denominations, and the Natural Church Development model (e.g.,
to attain healthy, vital and growing congregations).
315 Practical Theology is defined as one that deals with Christian life and practice with in the Church and in
relation to wider society.  Paul Ballard and john Pritchard, Practical Theology in Action: Christian
Thinking in the Service of Church and Society (London SW, 2nd ed. 2006), 1.
316 See Appendices 1 to 3.
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the practical challenges faced by the OCS, the emotional burdens that are outstanding to

them, their aspirations, their anxieties, their desire in seeking the meaning of existence

and in knowing God; one also seeks to discern how the church can contribute to their

journey in Canada in practical ways, how the church’s serving can be made holistic (to

include deeds and words), to involve the whole congregation (bottom and top), to express

the total life of the church (as a bodily extension of Christ), and to be situated in the

Lord’s desire (in action and venue).  Recommendations are made in later Sections of the

thesis for ministry and for future research effort.

Research Design

The field research component of this thesis was designed and operationalized

following the recommendation of Miles et. al.:317 a conceptual framework (to identify

what need to be studied) was established by biblical, theological studies, and literature

reviews on the Missional concept, as well as by my ministry experience.  The resultant

constructs of the OCS, e.g., culture, identity, aspirations, and exigency, offer clues as to

what should be investigated.  The degree of prior instrumentation (i.e., methods of data

collection), as delineated by Miles et. al., is governed by the balance of an inductive

(observation to theory) and a deductive (hypothesis to confirmation) configuration of the

research.318  A multi-method approach advocated in the book, Qualitative Research,319

was adopted in the research to allow different perspectives in the data to be considered to

                                                
317 Matthew B. Miles, Michael Huberman, and Jonny Saldana. Qualitative Data Analysis. 3 edition
(Thousand Oaks, California: Sage Publications, 2013), 20.
318 Ibid., 38.
319 Tim Sensing. Qualitative Research: A Multi-Methods Approach to Projects for Doctor of Ministry
Thesis (Eugene, Or.: Wipf & Stock, 2011), 54.
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afford a deeper understanding.  This also enabled methodological triangulation320 to be

applied to crosscheck data and to provides a thicker interpretation of results.321

Observation data, survey responses, interview data, written documents (other’s reports

and findings) were used.  Narrative technique322 were adopted to enrich the open-ended

interview; it sheds light on participant’s effort to impose orders and to making sense of

their experiences.  The following outlines the research components carried out.

Survey and Interviews Involving the OCS

A total of 25 OCS were interviewed, and 109, surveyed.  The length of the

interview was ca. 45 minutes (longer in group settings), and the time required for

completing the survey questionnaire was ca. 25 minutes.  In addition, narrative studies

(longer interviews) of ca. 90 minutes on 2 cases (participants) were performed (one was

selected from the interview).  Part of the survey data was subjected to statistical analysis;

based on the notion of Miles et. al., the mixed genre of using qualitative and quantitative

analysis strengthens or modifies analytical findings as they support, corroborate (or

contradict) one another.323  The survey questionnaire and list of leading questions used in

the OCS interview are appended in Appendices 1 and 2.

                                                
320 Ibid., 74.
321.Ibid., 72.
322 Ibid., 157.
323 Miles and Huberman, Qualitative Data Analysis, 43.
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Sampling Method

Sample size was set by procedural feasibility.324  Purposive sampling was used for

interviews.325  Narrative studies with 2 participants were performed with reputational

case selection strategy described by Miles et al.326  Stratified sampling327 was used for the

survey.  Respondents’ awareness of Christianity, their expectation, and impression of the

Christian faith and the church were investigated.  For the survey, respondents were

treated in strata (sub populations) of 30 to 35 students per stratum.  They consist of the

following groups: 1. first and second year students (including students in the English for

Academic Purposes programmes), 2. third and forth year students, 3. graduate students,

and graduates (including those who have entered the work force during the past five

years).  The effort for this breakdown aims to gathering data that might be more

homogeneous within each stratum, and it may uncover variation in the cross section of

the OCS considered.

Interviews Involving Ministry Workers

Interviews of ministry workers were done in narrative style with open ended

approach.   Participants were people who possessed awareness and experience of the

OCS ministry (in clerical or lay capacity), so that more depth (by their experience and

intent) can be afforded to the data.  Twenty-five Christian ministry workers were

interviewed to gather their experiences and reflections in serving and in ministering to the

                                                

324 See also the Section on “Recommendations for Future Research”.
325 Sensing. Qualitative Research, 83.
326 Miles and Huberman, Qualitative Data Analysis, 32.
327 Alan H. Kvanli. Statistics: A Computer Integrated Approach. (St. Paul, MN: West Publishing, 1988),
346.
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OCS.  A polyvocal model (researcher and participants jointly tell their stories) was used

at times during the interviews.  The length of the interview was ca. 45 minutes—longer in

group setting.  The list of leading questions used in the interviews of ministry workers is

appended in Appendix-3.

Sampling

Purposive sampling was used: people from Christian ministries, churches, Bible

study groups, and Fellowships, that have experience in working with the OCS were

contacted for recruitment for the interview.

Recruiting OCS for Survey

For the survey, participants of studies were recruited from Halifax, Nova Scotia,

and other cities in Nova Scotia, as well as from people who have been students of post-

secondary programmes in Nova Scotia.  Each fall, the HCCC holds a new students

welcoming dinner for the incoming OCS.328  The church also works with local campus

fellowships to meet new students each year to welcome them at different campuses in

Nova Scotia.  A database of incoming OCS has been compiled over the past nine years;

this is one source from which research participants were recruited.  Random encounters

were also used as a method on college campuses.  For candidates who were not met by

random encounters, a Letter of Invitation was sent via E-mail to initiate the dialogue.

First contacts were also made by telephone.  Arrangements were made with those who

                                                
328 This is the Halifax Chinese Christian Church (958 Barrington Street, Halifax, Nova Scotia).  It is the
church I have pastored since January, 2008.  It is an independent evangelical Christian church, but it has
working relations with, and receives ordination from, the Association of Chinese Evangelical Ministries
(Canada)—based in Markham, Ontario.
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agreed to be survey respondents to have the written Letter of Invitation, Consent form,

survey questionnaire forwarded to them in person or via E-mail.

Recruiting OCS for Interviews

For interviews, as purposive sampling was used, only Christians were recruited.

They were also selected from the same database as described above.  No effort was made

to exclude people who have completed the survey to become candidates for the

interviews.  Participants were recruited mostly from Halifax (Nova Scotia) and in other

cities in Nova Scotia--or from people who have been students of post-secondary

programs in Nova Scotia.

Recruiting Ministry Workers for Interviews

Participants for ministry workers’ interview were recruited from local churches,

Christian fellowships, and Bible study groups.  Invitations for potential participants were

made by an invitation letter sent by E-mail or by phone call.

Consent

Arrangements were made with candidates who were willing to complete the

survey questionnaire or to be interviewed to have the consent form and invitation letter (if

the original invitation was made by phone) forwarded to them.   Consent forms were read

to interviewees in person before the interview.  Consent forms were signed--for in person

sessions by both the interviewer and the interviewees.  They were also exchanged
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verbally for participants who preferred giving verbal consent, as well as for interviewees

who participated in the interview via web-based method.

Risks and their Mitigation

OCS respondents/participants with possible political affiliation in China (e.g.

possible membership and pledge of loyalty with political Parties, and being state

sponsored students) was anticipated.  Risks, such as anxiety to participants and the

reduction of data quality (when respondents/participants had reservations of the study)

were mitigated by several layers of effort: they include the volunteering nature of

participation, the transparency of the research effort (and the fact that it is designed to be

a non-political study), preclusion of politically sensitive questions in the survey and

interviews, the focus on the generalizable social, moral, and psychological

phenomenon—as opposed to the publishing of particulars that might make participants

identifiable—in the write-up—by the maintenance of confidentiality and anonymity in

data storage and reporting, by participants’ standing to be the first to review the write-ups

of the research and thesis, as well as their right to censor their material from reporting.

No immediate risk to the participants of this study was anticipated.

Confidentiality

For OCS Survey

All survey forms were completed with anonymity; for this reason, respondents

were not able to withdraw their input after the completed survey forms were returned.

Survey forms completed as E-mail attachment were sent to my personal mailbox and
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printed out at once, and the files were deleted immediately.329  All printed records of the

survey will be kept for two years,330 after which printed documents will be destroyed by

shredding.

For Interviews Involving OCS and Ministry Workers

For interviews, anonymity was also strictly maintained; neither names nor

pseudonyms were used in the research’s write-up; effort was exerted to ensuring non-

identifiability of participants in the thesis.  Direct quotations from the interviewees were

not reported to further ensure non-identifiability.  Interviewees were granted the right to

refuse to answer any question at anytime, to withdraw their participation, as well as their

data, at any point before or during the interview, and to censor the inclusion in their

inputs for up to 4 weeks after the research’s write-up is shared with them.  Records of the

interviews (notes and processed notes) are kept in a locked cabinet only the researcher

can access.  They will be kept for two years, after which all printed interview notes will

be shredded.331

                                                
329 This was decided, so that there will be no need to keep track of all computer back up’s including hard
disc images created for the next two years.
330 The expiry date is arbitrarily set for July 31, 2020—two years after the expiry date of the approval date
of the Research Ethics Board’s approval for the research.
331 The expiry date is arbitrarily set for July 31, 2020—two years after the expiry date of the approval date
of the Research Ethics Board’s approval for the research.
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Incentive for Research Participants

For the survey, each respondent received a $5 Tim Horton’s gift card (or cash).

For the interview, each participant received a $10 Tim Horton’s gift card.  A $20 Tim

Horton’s gift card was given to each participant of the longer narrative study.  These were

done as a token of appreciation only.332

                                                
332 According to Shimon et al., incentives do little to affect the quality of surveys.  James S. Cole, Shimon
A. Sarraf, and Xiaolin Wang, “Does Use of Survey Incentives Degrade Data Quality?” (paper presented at
the Annual Forum of the Association for Institutional Research, Denver, CO, May, 2015), 22, accessed
September 2017, http://nsse.indiana.edu/pdf/presentations/2015/AIR_Forum_2015_Cole_Sarraf_W-
ang_paper.pdf,  inc
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CHAPTER 5. Results and Discussion of Field Research

Chapter Introduction

This Chapter describes the data gathered, and the analysis performed.  Due to the

nature that quantitative and qualitative findings are both used in my thesis to strengthen

and to corroborate one another, parts of the synthesis from research output to result and

conclusion are, to some degree, withheld until both sets of findings are at hand.  To offset

the pedantic reporting of data and analysis (while not jumping to conclusions), ideas

synthesized that are interim, as well as those that aided the focus of subsequent research,

are reported without delays; Sections of intermediate reflection on findings are also

inserted.  Both deductive (theory to confirmation) and inductive (observation to theory)

approaches are applied to reaching insights on how the OCS may be engaged to serve by

the local church missionally.  The practicality of these insights are maximized by the

combined merits of the findings from biblical studies, theological reflections, and field

research of this thesis as they compliment, corroborate, and even extend one another in

synergy.  Such explorative and validative triangulation also exist within the experimental

design and data analysis.  As indicated in the Methodology Chapter, multi-methods

approach—survey, interviews, and narrative studies were utilized.  In addition, mixed-

methods data analysis, as described by Matthew B. Miles et al. were applied:333

quantitative data gathered from survey questionnaire were analyzed by statistical

                                                
333 Matthew B. Miles, Michael Huberman, and Johnny Saldana, Qualitative Data Analysis, 3rd ed.
(Thousand Oaks, California: Sage Publications, 2013), 43.
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methods,334 whilst qualitative data gathered from interviews and narrative studies were

analyzed by coding, categorizing, and theorizing as described by Johnny Saldana.335

Survey Data and Analysis

A General Description of the Survey Respondents

The objective of the OCS survey is to ascertain the Canadian experience of the

Chinese students, which considers their departure from home, their settling down in

Canada, their living, learning, social interaction, academic challenges, aspirations,

emotional state, and their impression of, as well as their personal experience with,

Christianity.336  Chinese students and graduates from seven universities and colleges in

Nova Scotia were involved; these universities included Acadia University, Cape Breton

University, Dalhousie University, Mount Saint Vincent University, The Nova Scotia

College of Art and Design, Nova Scotia Community College, and Saint Mary’s

University.337  Analysis was confined to 109 respondents who gave valid answers to each

item on the scale.  Male and female respondents were 57 and 52, respectively (see Figure

1).

                                                
334 Statistical analysis was performed in consultation and with the assistance of Ms. Xiaoqing Zhuang,
statistician at Service Nova Scotia, Government of Nova Scotia, Canada;
335 Johnny Saldana, The Coding Manual for Qualitative Researcher,3rd ed. (Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage,
2016).
336 The questionnaire is appended in Appendix 1.  The questionnaire was written in Chinese and English
but was designed for Chinese respondents; certain nuance in the meaning of the questions are difficult to
translate with precision into English, so paraphrasing has been done where needed in the thesis.
337 These institutions are listed in alphabetical order.
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Figure 1. Bar chart showing OCS survey respondents by Gender
Blue color designates male respondents, pink, female, and red, total.  Both the number of respondents and
the percentage of numbers are illustrated.

The samples were divided into three subgroups based on the respondents’

academic progress (this is also shown to relate to the age of the respondents); these three

groups are shown in Figure 2 as follows: group-1: Language student (English as second

language for academic purpose), year-1 and –2 of university; group 2: year-3 and –4 in

university; group 3: university graduates and graduate students.  Group-1, -2, and -3

constitute 34%, 32%, and 34% (rounded to the nearest integer), respectively, of the

sample; respondents in these three groups are also referred to as G1, G2, and G3 for later

analysis.  These three major groups were analyzed with non-parametric procedures.338

                                                
338 In nonparametric statistics, no assumption is made on the distribution (normal or not) of data.. This said,
each of the three groups’ sample size exceeded that of 30 (the actual number of respondents were 37, 35,
and 37, for groups-1, -2, and -3), one has the options to assume normality in the samples’ distribution, and
parametric statistics is commonly used even for ordinal data, such as scores from likert scale of this
investigation.
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Figure 2. Bar Chart showing OCS Survey respondents by academic progress and gender
Blue color designates male respondents and pink, female.  Both the number of respondents and the
percentage of numbers are illustrated.

The respondents’ academic programme and religious affiliation are illustrated in

Figures-3 and -4.  Male and female representation were comparable in the total sample--

52% and 48% (rounded off to the nearest integer) for male and female, respectively.  In

the sample set, 44% of the respondents were students of commerce, 33%, science, 14%,

social science, 5% trade or technology, and 5%, others.  In terms of religious affiliation,

37% of the respondents espouse Christianity, 33%, agnosticism, 14%, atheism, 6%,

Buddhism 1%, Islam, 1%, Taoism, 9% other (including belief in science, philosophy, and

others unspecified).  For comparative study purposes in this thesis, selected statistical

analysis were done by grouping respondents into those of Christians and non-Christians.
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Figure 3. Bar chart showing OCS survey of respondents by academic program
Blue color designates male respondents, and pink, female.  Both the number of respondents and the
percentage of numbers are illustrated.
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Figure 4. Bar chart showing OCS survey respondents by religious affiliation
Blue color designates male respondents, and pink, female.  Both the number of respondents and the
percentage of numbers are illustrated.

Statistical analysis on Information Gathered from Survey Questionnaire

Eighteen of the 40 questions of the survey involved the use of a five-point Likert

scale.  Selected statistical analysis were carried out on the ordinal data gathered.339

Numeric values (or coding) were assigned to quantify the survey responses.  Reverse

coding was made for the responses of negatively oriented questions.340  Data quality was

tested by calculating Cronbach’s alpha coefficient.  Intra-data comparison was performed

with Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test to see if response variation existed amongst different

                                                
339 Ordinal data was gathered from the questionnaires, in which respondents were asked to give their
response in a five-point Likert scale with a neutral point, and all statistical analysis was performed using R
Studio. RStudio Team, RStudio: Integrated Development for R (3.5.0), Windows, (RStudio, Inc.: Boston,
MA, 2018).
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subgroups in the sample; it was followed by post hoc Dunn’s test to identify which

subgroup components did differ.  Factor analysis was performed to uncover the

underlying factors that drove responses.  Pairwise comparison using Wilcoxon rank sum

test was also performed to determine if Christian and non-Christian subgroups differed.

Results and Discussion with Statistical Analysis

Internal Consistency Reliability of Data

Cronbach’s alpha coefficient on the data set was calculated on the data set

collected from 109 respondents to ascertain the data’s internal consistency reliability.

The alpha value was 0.73 at 95% confidence level.  This shows that 73% of variance in

the scores associated with 18 items were reliable variation, and the data were subjected to

subsequent analysis.341

Exploring the Presence Of Variations Within the Tested Population: Amongst 6

Subgroups

The sample set was divided into 6 subgroups based on respondents’ academic

progress (also related to age) and their affiliation to Christianity (believer or not) to

establish if significant differences existed within the researched demographic.  The

outcome of the Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test (KW test hereafter) is mainly used to guide

the researcher on areas to focus in subsequent investigation (interviews).  The six

                                                                                                                                                
340 . This was done for the calculation of correlation amongst variables.
341 A Cronbach alpha of >0.70 is generally considered adequate for exploratory research.  Cronbach alpha
could be increased to 0.75 by dropping question 8 in the questionnaire, but considering the increase is not
striking or needed, all 18 items were kept.
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subgroups are Christian young (C1), Christian older (C2), Christian oldest (C3), non-

Christian young (N1), non-Christian older (N2), and non-Christian oldest (N3).342

On survey item/question 21, namely “You are feeling a lot of stress”, the KW test

showed a p-value of 0.0403 which was below the 0.05 (cut-off for accepting the null

hypothesis, Ho, at 95% confidence level);343 the result thus reveals that difference does

exist amongst the subgroups.344  The post-hoc Dunn’s test followed, and of the 15

possible pairs (i.e., the paring combinations from 6 subgroups) compared, subgroup 1

(C1) and subgroup 2 (C2) were found to be significantly different (p adjusted =

0.04322).345   Using boxplot, the response medians for the 6 subgroups are illustrated in

Figure 5.  The variation between C1 and C2 is notable, and the two groups also appeared

to be the two most digress of all subgroups, i.e., C1 is the most spirited (in relative

terms), and C2 is reportedly the most stressed (also in relative terms).

An Intermediate Reflection

Though the two groups, C1 and C2, differ in attributes that include age, academic

progress, and length of exposure to life in Canada, etc., the two subgroups are both

Christians.  Possible nature of this variation--as conjectured--between C1 and C2 could

be in tandem with the following phenomena that might become more conspicuous over

                                                
342 C1 and N1 students include year-1 and year-2 college students, as well as students in pre-college ESL
(English as Second Language) or EAP (English for Academic Purposes) programs.
343 The null hypothesis, Ho, states that there is no significant difference; it is rejected when the p (calculated
probability) is < 0.05 (or α, the confidence level selected in the test) in favor of the alternative hypothesis
Ha, which states that there is significant difference at the confidence level established.
344 Kruskal-Wallis Rank Sum Test is used to determine if the medians of two or more subgroups in the
population are different.
345 The p-adjusted value was performed with the Benjamini-Hochberg method using R Studio.
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time for believers:346 the path of believers involves the making of sacrifices, and it is in

itself challenging;347 Christians and the “world” (speaking mostly of its value systems

that are at odds with the biblical one) are subjects of discord, and this creates conflict

within one’s psyche and experience; the Christians’ sense of their innate natures (the old-

natures) that are antipathetic to the new life they are cultivating as believers is quickened

(as is one of the teachings of Christianity);348 it is also possible that Christian respondents

were more at ease, if not more eager, to express their challenge in a survey that they have

been informed to be geared to serve them.  These assumptions are by no means

exhaustive, but they are made within the conceptual framework of the researcher (by

ministry experience and past observations) that are deemed noteworthy for further

investigation both deductively--testing if the observation is a valid experience for the

OCS--and inductive mode--to see if the church can better minister to the Christian OCS

with a better appreciation of their experience.349

                                                
346 Many possibilities exist; here I have assembled some possibilities in a deductive mode to follow up as I
interviews Christian OCS.
347 In Luke 9:23 and 14:27, Jesus highlights the necessity for believers to take up their crosses to follow
him, and this reveals the exacting nature for one to being his disciples.
348 In 1 Peter 2:11, Peter describes the desires of the flesh to be waging war against one’s soul.  Paul writes
in Romans 8:13 appealing believers to live by the Spirit and put to death the deeds (i.e., ungodly ones) of
the body.
349 Miles et al. Qualitative Data Analysis, 20, describe the conceptual framework as what explains the main
things (factors, variables, or constructs) to be studied, and the presumed interrelationships amongst them.
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Figure 5. Boxplot showing the distribution of data gathered from respondents in the 5
subgroups to question-21 (“You are feeling a lot of stress.” in the survey
questionnaire; X axis: likert scale; Y axis: subgroups C1, C2, C3, N1, N2, and N3

The coded likert scale is represented on the X axis.  Number 1 to 6 are the 6 subgroups: 1 = C1, 2 = C2, 3
= C3, 4 = N1, 5 = N2, and 6 = N3.  The box contains 75% of the data for each subgroup; the bold line in
each box denotes the medium, and the highest and lowest values in the data are also marked for each of
the subgroups.  Scores on the Y-axis are encoded Likert scores (-2 = strongly disagree, -1 = disagree, 0 =
neutral, 1 =  agree, 2 =  strongly agree.)
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Finding Correlation Amongst Variables: Testing All Samples as One Group

A correlation matrix was generated using Spearman’s Rank Correlation method,

and the results are illustrated graphically in Figure 6 (schematically) and 7 (containing

figures).350  The survey was partly set up to learn from the OCS respondents their

experience in Canada, so the churches are better informed as they serve them.  Only one

question was asked (that used the Likert scale) on respondents’ impression of

Christianity.351

                                                
350 Spearman’s rank correlation (denoted as ρ) is used for nonparametric data, as it makes no assumption on
the normality of population distribution data. It is also suitable for ordinal data (such as the data from the
Likert scale of the survey).
351 The other faith and Christianity related questions in the survey do not involve the use the likert scale.
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Figure 6. Correlation Matrix showing the existence, strength, and direction (positive or
negative) of correlation amongst data gathered with Likert scale.

Eighteen variables, Q7-Q23 and Q26 (items in the questionnaire), were considered; their numbers
coincide with the question numbers in the questionnaire.  The circle dots represent the presence of the
interdependence between items on a scale of –1 to 1 (the vertical axis).  Only correlation values >0.20,
with p > 0.05 are reported.  The strength of the relationship is indicated by the size of the circle.  Circles
with red shades indicate negative correlation, and blue, positive correlation.
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Figure 7. Correlation Matrix showing the existence, strength, and direction (positive or
negative) of correlation amongst data gathered with Likert scale.

Correlation values are displayed in this Figure. Eighteen variables, Q7-Q23 and Q26 (items in the
questionnaire), were considered; their numbers coincide with the question numbers in the questionnaire. ).
The absolute values of correlation >0.20, with p > 0.05 are highlighted; blue highlight denote positive
correlation, and red, negative.
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Challenges Encountered

The following is a summary of the general findings on correlations calculated.  By

treating the entire sample set as one group, the following results are highlighted.

Respondents’ sense of “coming to Canada to be a source of inspiration for them to work

hard” (item-7) correlated strongly with item-9, their sense that “coming to Canada has

affected them in positive ways.” (ρ = 0.51). 352  Item-11, “It is emotionally challenging

being away from home”, is strongly correlated to item-12, “daily living is challenging

away from home.” (ρ = 0.5).  A lingering sense of loneliness (item-19) is moderately

correlated to the following: item-12, logistic challenge to being away from home (ρ =

0.37), item-21, feeling a lot of stress (ρ = 0.37), item-23, stress from self expectation in

academic performance (ρ = 0.37), item-20, difficulty (including reluctance) in sharing

one’s challenge with one’s parents (ρ = 0.31), item-16, “the fact that one’s challenges are

not being appreciated by others” (ρ = 0.34), and item-14, difficulty in making (meeting)

good friends (ρ = 0.39).  The sense that “it is difficult to share with one’s parents and

family of one’s challenges” (item-20) is moderately correlated to item-21, “You are

feeling of a lot of stress” (ρ =  0.36).  The “lingering sense of loneliness” (item-19) is

moderately and negatively correlated to item-8, “getting used to life in Canada is easy” (ρ

= -0.28) .  The “lingering sense of loneliness” (item-19) is highly correlated to item-22,

“often feeling depressed” (ρ = 0.62).

                                                
352 Here correlation that are deemed strong, moderate, and weak refer to correlation coefficient of 0.1 to
<0.3, >=0.3 to <0.5, and >=0.5, respectively.
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Academic Experience in Canada

Responses gathered on one’s academic experience in Canada showed moderate

correlation to strong correlation between the stress from “self-expectation for academic

performance” (item-23) and item-22, “frequently feeling depressed”, (ρ =  0.52).  The

stress from one’s self-expectation (item-23) is also strongly correlated to item-15, “the

stress from others’ expectation” (ρ = 0.59).  These two are moderately correlated to item-

13, that one “has under-estimated the academic challenges in Canada” (ρ = 0.41 and 0.45

for stress from others’ and stress from self expectation).

Impression of Christianity (All Respondent Treated as One Group)

On one’s impression of Christianity (item-26), when all samples were analyzed as

one group, a weak positive correlation existed between respondent’s impression of

Christianity and item-7, “coming to Canada is a source of inspiration” (ρ = 0.27).  The

above findings alerted the research to direct attention in interviews to ascertain possible

causal ties in the items that showed correlation and to relate the OCS’s need and

challenge to the missional presence of the church in their midst.

Testing Data When Grouped into Three Subgroups by Academic Progress

Correlation between a Lingering Sense of Loneliness and Logistic Challenge of Living

Away from Home

The correlation between one’s sense of loneliness (item-19) and that of logistic

challenge of living away from home (item-12) were strong (ρ = 0.55), moderate (ρ =

0.34), and weak (ρ = 0.22) for G1, G2, and G3, respectively.  The descending pattern of
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this finding coincides with that of the response pattern of the three groups, which were

40.55%, 34.28%, and 29.73% for G1, G2, and G3, that showed agreement to strong

agreement to experiencing logistic challenge being away from home.

It can be anticipated that as OCS’ settle down and become more familiar to their

environment and undertakings, they would feel less challenged, as well as less troubled

emotionally going about their routines.353

Responses on “Feeling Depressed Frequently” and Correlation between Logistic

Challenge Felt and Feeling Depressed Frequently

The three groups’ survey responses for “feeling depressed frequently” (item-22)

were similar (21.62%, 22.85%, and 16.22% for G1, G2, and G3, respectively, showing

agreement to strong agreement); however, the correlation between logistic challenge felt

while being away from home (item-12) and “feeling depressed frequently” (item-22)

were strong (0.64), weak (0.18), and weaker (0.11) for G1, G2, and G3.

Finding of this Section and the preceding one suggest that for the newly arrived

OCS, most of their senses of loneliness and being depressed is associated with their

logistic challenge in settling down; this finding highlights this subgroup’s need when they

first arrive Canada, and it also does, opportunities for the church to serve them.

                                                
353 Here one can only safely say that this correlation shows the two to occur simultaneously--again due to
the fact that correlation does not forward inference on causality.  This said, the possible casual tie of the
two is anticipated to be a reported experience, and finding that is one of the inductive aspect of the
research.
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Correlation between a Lingering Sense of Loneliness and Being Emotionally

Challenged Away from Home

Correlation matrices were later calculated for the three subgroups, G1, G2, and

G3 (young—language student, year-1, and –2 of college, more mature—year-3 and –4 of

college, and most mature—graduates and beyond).  The profile of the these three

matrices was similar to that of G0 (all data treated as one group).  Nuances of items

correlation moving from G1, G2, and G3 that are highlighted here are as follows: Data

shows that 37.84%, 34.28%, and 35.13% of respondents indicated agreement to strong

agreement that they experience a lingering sense of loneliness for G1, G2, and G3,

respectively.354  However, the correlation between one’s sense of loneliness and that of

emotional challenged from being away from home for these three subgroups were weak

(ρ = 0.14, G1), moderate (ρ = 0.45, G2), and weak (ρ = 0.14, G3), respectively.

It should be noted that correlation makes no claim on causal relationships, but one

notes the premise that as the OCS’ curriculum advances, a relationship is more

pronounced between one’s emotional challenge from being away from home and one’s

sense of loneliness.  The “enhanced” relationship between one’s sense of loneliness and

being emotionally challenged away from home for G2 is noted.  It is noted that after the

OCS’ initial effort to settle down, a “second wave” of stress inducing experience is

encountered; the survey suggests this experience is related to their academic

advancement.

                                                
354 The percentile figures reported are descriptive statistics that measures frequency (a basic feature of the
data from samples); the correlation calculated are by inferential statistics that makes inferences on the
population.  The two are juxtaposed, as random samples are a part of the population.
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Feelings Pertaining to Depression, Loneliness, and Stress

The correlation between frequently feeling depressed (item-22) and having a

lingering sense of loneliness (item-19) were very strong (ρ = 0.75), strong (ρ = 0.54), and

strong (ρ = 0.58) for G1, -2, and –3, respectively.  On the other hand, the correlation

between “feeling a lot of stress” (item-21) and “being depressed frequently” (item-22)

were strong (0.61), strong (0.51), and weak (0.27) for G1, G2, and G3, respectively.  It is

noted that the survey responses for “feeling a lot of stress” showed an inverted pattern (in

terms of the item’s correlation) to “feeling depressed frequently”—40.54%, 57.15%, and

67.57% (for agreement to strong agreement).  Even as OCS respondents in subgroup G3

appeared to be the most stressed (in relative terms when data were divided into three

subgroups), the relationship between their sensed stress and being frequently feeling

depressed diminishes over time.

To this finding, one conjectures that the nature of the stress felt by students and

graduates may be different (or may affect them differently); it is also possible that as

people mature, their ability in coping with stress may become more developed, so their

stress does not translate into a state of downcast.

The correlation between stress from self-expectation in academic performance

and feeling depressed were strong (0.71), strong (0.57), and weak (0.24) for G-1, -2 and –

3, respectively.  As stated, one suspects that this observation is on the one hand

influenced by the fact that most G3 respondents are no longer in school, and on the other

hand, one suspects that the stress one feels as an undergraduate student is different from

what one experiences in later stages of life.  If this is so, it would offer additional clues as
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to why the KW test shows C2 (Christians in year- and –3 of their college programme) to

be the most stressed subgroup (when data were treated as 6 subgroups).

Impression of Christianity (Data Grouped into Three Subgroups of Academic

Progresses: G1, G2, and G3)

G2 was shown to have the most correlation (or mutual relationship) between

“one’s impression of Christianity” (item-26 in the survey) and other items investigated in

the survey—with item-10, “experienced cultural shock” (ρ = 0.46), with item-11,

“emotional challenge from being away from home” (ρ = 0.37), with item-13, “finding

academic challenge to exceed one’s expectation” (ρ = 0.41), with item-15, “burden due to

others’ expectation on one’s academic performance” (ρ = 0.39), and item-21, “feeling a

lot of stress” (ρ = 0.36).  No correlation existed between one’s impression of Christianity

and other items for G1, and only one existed for G3—with “one’s sense that coming to

Canada has been a source of inspiration to work hard” (ρ = 0.36).

The association of “one’s feeling of a lot of stress” with a “positive impression of

Christianity” is most salient for G2 OCS respondents (i.e. students in year-three and -four

of their college programs).  It appears that this category of respondents also tend to regard

Christianity more positively.  The conversion theory studied by Tsu-Kung Chuang is

called to attention: Chuang reports that a sense of crisis predisposes people to religious

conversion, and that religious conversion is one possible way people implement to

resolve the tension resulting from crisis.355

                                                
355 Tsu-Kung Chuang, Ripening Harvest: Mission Strategy for Mainland Chinese Intellectuals in North
America. (Paradise, PA: Ambassadors for Christ, 1995), 28.
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The findings prompts the church to treat OCS with the added sensitivity to the

varying challenges they experience at different stages of their Canadian journey, as well

as the different capacity the OCS may possess to cope with their challenges and stress.

Uncovering Underlying Factors That Drive Responses: Factor Analysis

The above findings offer helpful insights advising the church as it serves the OCS,

as well as to guide the research’s interviews and narrative studies.  Nevertheless, the vast

amount of information needed condensation, so that factors, or constructs, that are latent

but are key in driving the responses can emerge.

The EFA (exploratory factor analysis) was done on the data that were gathered

from the survey to accomplish this.  A scree plot (the FA curve in Figure 8) was

generated from the actual data.  Two factors were deemed important to be identified,356

but when this finding was augmented by parallel analysis, the result (of parallel analysis)

showed that two additional factors (to a total of 4 factors) can be highlighted.357

                                                                                                                                                

356 Two factors had eigenvalues larger than 1.
357 Parallel analysis compared the research data with simulated random data, as well as resampling (with no
restriction on sampling the same sample from the data set multiple times), basically form a baseline for
noise, above which factors would be statistically significant. In parallel analysis, the curve from the actual
data presents four factors to be above the simulated scree plot (where they intercept), and it was decided
that there were four latent factors to highlight.
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                                                                Number of Factors

Figure 8. Scree plots showing outcome of parallel analysis in factor analysis (FA)
The curve with solid blue line is plotted from actual data.  The red dotted line is plotted from FA
simulated data, and the red dashed line, FA resampled data; they show the noise baselines, above which
factors (marked by triangle data markers) can be deemed significant to affect responses.  Four factors
were identified as significant.
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The loading values (or factor loading) of each of the questions in the survey

(those that used Likert scale) on the four factors were screened.358  Loading values that

fall below 0.3, as well as those that demonstrated multicollinearity were excluded from

consideration.359  The resultant items that load each of the factors are listed in Table 1.  

The four identified latent factors (or constructs) that drive responses in the survey

were assigned descriptive labels, and they are (listed in orders of proportion of variations

explained) Factor 1 (F1): “lasting disturbances” (of being in Canada); Factor 2 (F2):

“fervid anticipation” (of life in Canada); Factor 3 (F3): “dreading disappointment” (of not

doing well as a student in Canada); and Factor 4 (F4): “initial impact” (arriving and

settling down in Canada).  All four factors carry similar weight in driving responses, but

their strength decrease moderately from F1 to F4.  The factor that is strongest in driving

responses is F1, the respondents’ sense of the long term challenges of residing in Canada.

This is followed by F2, which is interpreted as one’s positive anticipation of coming to

Canada.  F3 reveals the respondents’ anxiety of not succeeding in Canada.  F4 is the least

influential of the four latent factors discerned, but it is still significant and is interpreted

as the OCS’ initial shock of arriving in Canada as they attempt to settle down in life and

in school.

                                                
358 The factor loading is the correlation between the observed item (the surveyed) with the latent constructs
(or latent factors).
359 Multicollinearity points to the condition when two items correlate too tightly and load on a same latent
factor, thus making interpretation difficult.
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Table 1. Factors uncovered that drive responses in the survey
Factor Proportion of

variations
attributed/ %
explained

Description of items (from survey responses)
loaded on the factor

Latent factors uncovered  that
drive responses

F1 0.14/31% • One’s challenges not being appreciated
by others

• Lingering sense of loneliness
• Not at ease to share one’s troubles with

parents/family
• Feeling a lot of stress
• Feeling frequently depressed

Lasting disturbances
(This mostly points to the
OCS’s need of companions)

F2 0.11/24% • Canada as a source of inspiration
• Canada has affected one in positive

ways
• Spending ample amount of time in

leisure

Fervid Anticipation
(Reveals opportunity for the
Christians to making friends
with OCS)

F3 0.11/24% • Others’ expectations creating a burden
• Self-expectation creating a burden

Dreading disappointment
(OCS needing
encouragement, sharing of
experience in studying, )

F4 0.10/%21 • Sense of cultural shock
• Leaving home being emotionally

challenging
• Leaving home being logistically

challenging

Initial impact
(Pointing to the need of
practical assistance as OCS
first arrive Canada)

The four latent factors uncovered in the above section reveal the undertows in the

OCS’ psyche.  One is alerted to note the OCS’ initial challenges upon arrival (F4) and

what would persist in different stages of development (F1) in Canada; the church can

offer practical assistance to the OCS upon their arrival and continue to lend support to

them as time progresses.

One notes their sense of anticipation of coming to Canada (F2) to be one of the

dominant factors of their inner being; Christians can help by being that part of Canada

that befriends and serves them.

One also notes that their fear of not succeeding (F3) looms prominently;

Christians can advise them and encourage them along the way, as well as to help them to

become familiar to the Canadian culture in general, in student life, in learning method,

and in cultivating conducive professor-to-student and peer-to-peer relationship.
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F1 and F4 identified in EFA both point to the considerations that pertain to the

capacity and readiness of the OCS to meet challenges and to cope with the resultant

distress.  F4 has to do with the OCS’ initial exposure to Canada; such experience would

be comprehensive in nature, as it would involve the exposure to the novel, as well as to

the absence of the familiar.  F1 points to the stamina of the OCS in taking on the

challenges of residing in Canada; F1 is the most prominent factors that drive their

responses to the survey.  F1 is labeled as “lasting disturbance”; it pertains to one’s felt

stress and being downcast, but such feelings (latent and may even be subconscious, i.e.,

not being acknowledged) can extend to one’s longing for compassionate listening,

friendship, and companionship, so it is more than simply about one’s practical challenges

or stress.360

F2 and F3 appear to address different factors; however, they may be deemed two

ends of the spectrum of one factor in continuum.  F2 reveals the positive energy within

the OCS in anticipating what their Canadian experience might offer.  F3 speaks volumes

of the unpronounced or unappreciated anxiety that sits at the heart of their experience of

coming to Canada: it is not to flounder in Canada.  It is worth highlighting, as it weighs

the same as F2 and gives credence to the general notion that the Chinese culture is (also)

one that is being encumbered by shame.

The formidability of the challenges of the OCS can be appreciated: they are no

longer with family; they must cope with their task of braving life in a new country; they

are taking on the highest academic challenge they most likely have ever done so and

                                                
360 The word, disturbance, is used, because it is considered to be more inclusive of the many possibilities,
i.e., words considered, such as challenge, distress, difficulty, dilemma…tend to be narrow in meaning or
extreme in quality.
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doing so in a foreign language; they are managing expenses that could have exceeded

anything in their recollection, they are inspired, but such inspiration is quickly and

invariably impregnated with the burdens that come from the expectation of their kin, their

peers, and themselves.  One can imagine that their commitment is nothing short of being

“total”, as their culture permits no falling back.  All these are surging upon them at the

same time, and for the first time, in their lives.  The following Section shows that the

above consideration applies to all OCS—regardless of their religious background.

The difference Between Christians and Non-Christians

The Wilcoxon rank sum test was conducted to ascertain if Christians and non-

Christians varied in responding to the survey questions that used the likert scale.  The Ho

(null hypothesis) is that the medians of each of the items tested in the survey between that

of Christians and non-Christians are the same.  The result of the test showed only three

items to be different between Christians and non-Christians (at 95% confidence; α =

0.05): these three items were Question 7 (p = 0.04), namely “Coming to Canada has been

a source of inspiration for you to work hard.”, Question 9 (p = 0.03), “Coming to Canada

has affected you in positive ways.”361 and Question 26 (p =  0.027), “Your impression of

Christianity”.  Boxplots of the three items are shown in Figure 9.   It is noted that Other

than reporting a more positive impression on Christianity, Christians have a more

positive outlook on their Canadian experience—whether it be their attitude (in relative

terms) or in taking actions (or making decision to take action) to work hard.

                                                
361 The nuance between Questions 7 and 9 is that Question 7 ascertains on the actions (or decision to take
action) of respondents, whilst Question 9, assesses the state of mind (and attitude) brought about by
respondents’ coming to Canada.
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      Question 7 (Canada as a source of inspiration)            Question 9 (Canada affects one Positively)
                   Christians               Non-Christians                             Christians              Non-Christians

                                                   Question 26 (One’s impression of Christianity)
                                                               Christians                Non-Christians

Figure 9. Boxplots of the responses given to Question 7, 9, and 26 by Christian and non-
Christian respondents.

The box contains 75% of the data for each subgroup; the bold line in each box denotes the medium, and
the highest and lowest values in the data are also marked for each of the subgroups. Scores on the Y-axes
are encoded Likert scores; for Question 7 and 9, they are -2 = strongly disagree, -1 = disagree, 0 = neutral,
1 =  agree, 2 =  strongly agree. For question 26, they are -2 = very poor, -1 = poor, 0 = neutral, 1 =  good,
2 =  very good.
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Impression of Christianity by Non Believers

Responses gathered from the survey on respondents’ impressions and

involvement with Christianity are tabulated in Table 2.362  On questions that are oriented

to non-believers, Christian respondents were asked to provide their inputs according to

their views and experiences before they became Christians.  Only 1% of the respondents

reported having negative impression of Christianity (Question 26), 44.7% maintained

neutral, and 54.4% reported their impression of Christianity to be good or very good.

The top three reasons for people to have positive impressions of Christianity are

as follows (Question 27): 1. The Christian teaching on ethics, e.g., love, forgiveness, and

righteousness, etc. (27.5% of total selection); 2. Behavior of Christians (18%); 3. The

Christian culture in general, e.g., church architecture, music, art, and festivals, such as

Christmas (17%).  “Jesus” represented only 9.5% of the total selection and was ranked

the same as “Christianity’s contribution to the society/world” (also 9.5%) in the fourth

position.

For people who are not believers, the behavior of Christians was the second most

important reason reported to giving them a positive impression of the religion, and that

Christianity’s teaching on ethics made a more profound impact on them.  “Jesus” was not

one of the top three reasons for people to have a positive impression of Christianity.

Since this part of the survey reflected the respondent’s view before they became

Christians, as well as for non-believers, it is understandable that “Jesus” would have been

unfamiliar to them and would expectedly not be an essential determinant in this

                                                
362 For Q26-31, both Christians and non-Christians were asked to respond; Christian respondents were
asked to complete the questions according to their views they had “before” their conversion. Q32 onward
were answered by Christians only using their current perspectives as Christians.
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consideration.  It may be said that for them, Jesus’s “extensions”, i.e., what Christianity

stands for, how it is expressed, and how it is lived out by believers are most important.

It was also gathered that that most of the respondents showed no predisposition to

dismiss Christianity as one of life’s possibilities.  “No opportunity to engage it” (18.9%

of total selection) and “No time” (14.2%) were listed as the top two reasons for

respondents to not being Christians (Question 29).  “Conflict between science and

religion” was not the most important reason (reported at 12.6%), and this is followed by

“Christianity is of no practical value to me” (12.1%) and “All religions are basically the

same” (10.9%).  Respondents were given the option to enter their own reasons, but it was

noted that atheistic indoctrination they received in China was not registered as a factor to

hinder them from becoming more involved with Christianity.363

The Importance of Christian’s Presence in the Lives of the OCS in Their Process of

Conversion

In terms of one’s encounter with Christianity (Question 30), the top three such

sources ranked closely—“Christmas and other Christian festivals” (19.2%), “Church

worship/Bible studies/fellowship” (18.9%), and “interacting with other Christians.”

(18.2%).  These are followed by “Christian literature/Bible/pamphlet” (11.8%),

outings/meals/leisure activities” (10.1%), “films/drama” (7.1%).   The Internet was only

at 4.7%.

These results show that next to Christmas, the OCS respondents get most of their

“Christian” exposures from people, namely Christians (Question-31); in this respect,

                                                
363 This was considered, as even though religious freedom is a professed stance in China, the country is still
dominated by the Marxist thought and teaching of atheism.
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“One’s Classmates” (at 27.3%, total selected answers) ranked almost as high as “Full-

time Christian ministry workers” (29.5%) as people who have tried to introduce

Christianity to the respondents.364  “Family members” was low by comparison (15.9%).

The importance of classmate to classmate (or peer to peer) introduction of one to

Christianity is demonstrated.

It was revealed that “Personal evangelism” was by far the most reported context

in which one’s decision to believe in Jesus (Question-34) was made (26.2%).  The

importance of the one-on-one human factor was also evidenced in the process of

conversion: responses for question-36 (“What factors had the greatest influence on you

during your process of conversion?”) showed that “the love of Christians” was the most

reported factor (26%); this was followed by “sense of challenge or crisis in life” (23%),

and “God answering your prayer.” (21%).

An Intermediate Reflection

The above findings support what was reported by Chuang, namely in the

conversion process, the intensive interaction and close affective bonds with group

members are critical.365  Chuang also notes one’s sense of crisis (including internal

cultural conflict, economic distress, and social change, etc.) is important to hurl people

from a “steady state” to a “transition state” before conversion would take place, and that

Christians’ love and caring can act as a catalyst to expedite the conversion.366  To

Chuang, this is not by mere persuasive influence of the Christians; he sees their

                                                
364 Future survey can be improved by adding the follow up question to ascertain if the respondents’ contact
with ministry workers was by the introduction of their classmates.
365 Chuang, Ripening Harvest, 29.
366 Ibid., 38-40.
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contribution to lessen the external coaxing and effort to reaching a point he labeled as

“activation energy” that a seeker needs to overcome (from a transitional state) to come to

conversion.367

Experience After Conversion

God Becomes Significant

It was noted earlier that for non-believers, “Jesus” did not stand out as a

prominent factor influencing one’s impression of Christianity.  Their impression of

Christianity was affected more by the Christian message on love, forgiveness, and

righteousness, and by Christians’ behavior, as well as by Christian culture.  “God” as a

factor started to become more notable at one’s conversion.  When asked, “What kind of

Christian messages had the greatest impact on your conversion?” (Question-35), the most

selected answer was “God’s grace and forgiveness” (28.6%); this was followed by

“God’s love through death of Christ” (18.4%), and “Salvation gives you a new beginning

and empowerment to make you a better person” (17.3%).

Considerations As a Believer Expand from the Self to Others

Motive-wise, most respondents reported that their motives for conversion

(Question-37) were personal and inward directed, such as “Finding peace in your heart”

(26.4%), “Finding inner strength” (24.5%), and “Seeking the meaning of existence”

                                                
367 Ibid., 37-40, Chuang proposed a kinetic model of conversion that dissect the conversion process into
five states; they are 1. a steady state, where one is settled in one’s existing belief system and worldview, 2.
a state of social-cultural crisis, in which one considers an alternative way of behavior, 3. a period of failure
of the existing worldview, in which the inadequacy of one’s existing worldview becomes more prominent,
4. transition state, in which to maintain or to move away from one’s old belief system can occur with equal
likelihood, and 5. a new steady state (settling down as a believer, or returning to one’s old belief system).
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(22.6%).  “Gaining God’s keeping and protection” was only 10.6%, and “meeting God”,

7.5%.   However, in time, as Christians settle in a church, God and church become the

main factors reported to contribute to making them active church participants (Question-

40—on factors that contributed to respondents’ church participation); the top two such

factors reported were “You love God and wish to follow Jesus” (32.1%) and “Good

fellowship life/church life” (28.3%).  These were followed by “Good teaching of the

church” (14.1%), and “Following other Christians’ examples” (9.8%).

It is reported by Chuang that for conversion to further into one’s commitment

with the church, a reciprocal relationship is entailed.368  This reciprocation can take place

between believers and God, the church, as well as with individual Christians and people

in general.  Data also show that in time, the emphasis of believers’ self interest (in terms

of Christian development) begins to extend outward to other people.  When asked “After

your conversion, what are the most obvious changes that occurred in your life?”

(Question 38), the top four most reported changes were “Having more wisdom” (15.7%),

“Greater inner joy” (14.0%), “Becoming more courageous” (12.4%), and “More desire to

serve others” and “More gracious to others” (both at 10.7%).

Why do Believers’ Fervor Diminish

Relationship with God Weakens

When asked “If you experienced a cooling down of your initial fervor in

Christianity, what are the most significant reasons?” (Question-39), the overwhelming

reason was “Too busy/having other priorities” (28.2%); other reasons included “Bad

                                                
368 Chuang, Ripening Harvest, 32.
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behavior of Christians” (16.9%), “Setback in life” (15.5%), “Christianity/church not

stimulating” (12.7%), “Conflict with other Christians” (12.7%), “God does not answer

one’s prayer” (7.0%), and “Not being integrated into the church ministry” (7.9%).  All

these are noteworthy and should be addressed by the church/believers.  However, it is

noted that the top reason was the same as one of the most reported reasons given by non-

believers (and believers before their conversion) for not being a believer—that one has no

time.  Besides other possibilities, this could reflect a weakening of the believers’

relationship with God.  The next reason reported has to do with one’s relationship with

other believers--which was one of the most important reasons reported for respondents to

be exposed to Christianity, to be evangelized, to be aspired to believe, and to be a

committed believer.  It is thus noted, that while good Christian testimonies lead people to

the Lord and church, poor testimonies of Christians contribute to the opposite.

Inauspicious Lifestyle

Neither reported (by respondents’ option to insert additional inputs) nor asked in

the survey was the possibility that the cooling of one’s religious fervor has to do with

believers’ decision to live a lifestyle that is contrary to the Christian teaching.  This

question was not included due to research ethical consideration.369  However, in later

interviews, this possibility was explored by following the recommendation given by

SurveyMonkey.com: sensitive question may be approached after rapport is established

                                                
369 Though discerned subjectively, care was taken to not include questions that may be too sensitive in
nature.  According to the paper by Roger Tourangeau and Ting Yan, “Sensitive Questions in Surveys.”
Psychological Bulletin 133, No. 5 (March, 2007): 860, sensitive questions are seen as intrusive, involve
threats of disclosure, and those that could illicit answers that are socially undesirable.
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with respondents.370  Rapport with the participants of the study was deemed easier to

establish especially in narrative studies.  Recommendations made by Tourangeau and

Yan, such as to use forgiving wording and neutral language, were also followed.371  The

asking of such questions while making the interviewee a third party (i.e., probing into the

interviewees’ observation on others) was also an approach used.

                                                
370 Noble Kuriakose, “Survey Tips: How to Ask Sensitive Questions in Surveys,” SurveyMonkey, accessed
May 12, 2018, https://www.surveymonkey.com/curiosity/ask-sensitive-questions-surveys.
371 Tourangeau and Yan, “Sensitive Questions in Surveys,”874.
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Table 2. Survey responses on Christianity (Question 26-29)

Question
#

Question* Response %
from all
inputs

26 Your general
impression of
Christianity

Very poor
Poor
Neutral
Good
Very Good

0
1
44.7
40.8
13.6

27 If your impression
of Christianity is
good or very good,
indicate your
reasons; otherwise
go on to question
28. (circle three
that you feel to be
most significant.)

The Christian teaching on ethics (e.g., love, forgiveness,
righteousness)
Behavior of Christians.
The Christian culture in general (e.g., church
architecture, music, art, and festival, such as Christmas)

Jesus (and his story)
Christianity’s contributions to the society/world.
A sense of sacredness from Christianity

The Christian hope of everlasting life.
Practical services offered by Christians/churches.

27.5

18
17

9.5
9.5
7

6
5.5

29 What might have
prevented you from
becoming a
Christian? (circle
up to three items
that are most
applicable to you.)

No opportunities to engage it.
No time.
Conflict between science and religion

Christianity is of no practical value to me
All religions are basically the same
Christianity will restrict your freedom

Pressure from others (e.g. family, friends, etc.)
Christian doctrines are hard to understand
It’s superstition

It’s foreign religion
Don’t agree with the teachings of the Bible
Bad behaviors of Christians

18.9
14.2
12.6

12.1
10.5
6.3

5.8
4.7
4.2

3.7
3.7
3.2
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Table 2. Continued. Survey Responses on Christianity (Question 30-34)

Q
#

Question* Response %
from all
inputs

30 If you have had some
contact with Christianity,
what were the occasions?
(circle three that you feel
to be most substantial.)

Christmas/other Christian festivals
Church worship/Bible Study/fellowships
Interacting with other Christians

Christian literature/Bible/Christian pamphlets
Outing/meals/leisure activities
Films and drama

Internet
Christian wedding
Courses in religious studies

19.2
18.9
18.2

11.8
10.1
7.1

4.7
3.0
1.0

31 If people had tried to
introduce Christianity to
you, what was their
background? (circle the
three types of people, who
have made the greatest
effort.)

Note: human sources.

Full-time Christian ministry workers
Schoolmates
Family members

Strangers
Teachers
Neighbor

29.5
27.3
15.9

14.5
7.3
5.5

32 When did you become a
Christian?

Q32 onward are
answered by Christians
only

Before you came to Canada
Within one year of being in Canada
1-2 years of being in Canada

2-4 years of being in Canada
After 4 years of being in Canada

33.3
23.1
17.9

17.9
7.7

33 Through what kinds of
channels did you have
contact with Christianity
(you can circle all items
that are applicable)?

Note: all sources

Church worship
Interaction with Christians
Welcome gatherings hosted by the church

Church based Bible studies groups/fellowships
Campus based ministries
Christians home events (meals, Bible studies, etc.)

Evangelistic meetings
Internet
Christian literature

CD/DVD/tapes
Christian camps, retreats
Christian radio broadcast

16.0
14.9
12.8

11.7
10.6
9.6

7.4
4.3
4.3

3.2
3.2
2.1

34 In what context (setting),
did you decide to be a
Christian?

By personal evangelism
In Bible study groups
Decided when I was alone

In evangelistic meeting
In Church worship
In Fellowship

26.2
16.7
16.7

14.3
14.3
11.9
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Table 2. Continued. Survey Responses on Christianity (Question 35-38)

Q
#

Question* Response %
from all
inputs

35 What kind of Christian
messages had the greatest
impact on your
conversion? choose up to
three items)

God’s grace and forgiveness
God’s love through death of Christ
Salvation gives you a new beginning and empowerment
to make you a better person

God is the Creator
Justification by faith
Everlasting life

28.6
18.4
17.3

15.3
14.3
6.1

36 What factors had the
greatest influence on you
during your process of
conversion? (choose up to
three items)

Love of Christians
Sense of challenge or crisis in life
God’s answering to your prayer

Knowing the truth
Church’s practical help

26
23
21

17
13

37 What are your major
motives for conversion?
(choose up to three items)

Finding peace in your heart
Finding inner strength
Seeking the meaning of existence

Gaining God’s keeping and protection
Meeting God
Release from the fear of death

Recovery from illness
Solving personal problems

26.4
24.5
22.6

10.4
7.5
4.7

1.9
1.9

38 After your conversion,
what are the most obvious
changes that occurred in
your life? (choose up to
three items)

Having more wisdom
Greater inner joy
Becoming more courageous

More desire to serve others
More gracious to others
Clearer sense of direction in life

Better self control
Better relations with others
Not worry as much

The sense of being alone is relieved
Better self confidence
More successes in study/career
Better self-esteem

15.7
14.0
12.4

10.7
10.7
9.1

6.6
5.0
5.0

5.0
4.1
1
1
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Table 2. Continued. Survey Responses on Christianity (Question 39, 40)

Q
#

Question* Response %
from all
inputs

39 If you have experienced a
cooling down of your
initial fervor in
Christianity, what are the
most significant reasons?
(choose up to three items)

Too busy/having other priorities you need to attend to
Bad behavior of Christians
Setback in life

Christianity/church not stimulating
Conflict with other Christians
God does not answer your prayer
Not being integrated into the church ministry

28.2
16.9
15.5

12.7
12.7
7.0
7.0

40 If you are an active
participant of the
church（attending at least
one gathering a week),
what contributed to your
participation? (choose up
to three items)

You love God and wish to follow Jesus
Good fellowship life/church life
Good teaching of the church

Following other Christians examples
Getting a sense of fulfillment
Being integrated into the church ministry

32.1
28.3
14.1

9.8
8.7
6.5

Qualitative Inquiry

Sectional Introduction

As part of the qualitative research, both inductive and deductive approaches were

used.372  Inductive and deductive efforts are not labeled explicitly in my work but were

used in the formation of a conceptual framework, in data gathering, in analysis, and in the

formation of new or reinforced understandings and theories.  One seeks to uncover

opportunities for the church to serve the OCS, as well as to discern the missional shape of

such engagement.  The conceptual framework was establishes from the basis of the

appreciation of the biblical studies, theological reflection, and literature review covered

in the thesis, as well as the researcher’s ministerial experience accumulated in various

capacities, e.g., as a tent-maker, church deacon, Sunday School teacher, university

                                                
372 Miles et al. Qualitative Data Analysis, 20, refer to them, i.e., inductive and deductive methods, as a
process, by which, the researchers describe and analyze a pattern of information in the field (deductively )
to forming new knowledge (inductively), 20.
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Christian fellowship executive, and pastor.373  On this basis, the kind of leading questions

used and interviewees solicited were determined.  Twenty-five Christian OCS’s were

interviewed,374 and two, in extended narrative studies, to discover factors, including

Christians and the church, that contributed to their conversion and their growth (in faith).

Twenty-five Christians and ministry workers involved with the OCS ministry were also

interviewed to extract experiences, to noting challenges, and to ascertain how they or

their ministries can be made more missional.  While quantitative methods analyze

information that was subjected to statistical analysis (for both descriptive and inferential

purposes), qualitative methods considers a smaller set of samples, but they furnished a

thick description of reality.375  Qualitative data are also used for supplementing,

validating, and illuminating quantitative data.376  The analytical method of “coding”

described by Johnny Saldana was used,377 as its systematic approach offsets the

subjectivity of the undertaking.  However, one observes the recommendation of Saldana

in appreciating the multiplicity of the research, so that one maintained a balance between

noting the complexity (the details) of observation and capturing the essence (the themes)

of the data.378

                                                
373 Miles et al., 20, note that researcher’s background knowledge enables the forming of a conceptual
framework of what ought to be investigated at the present; it would be self-defeating if researchers do not
allow such strength to lead them.  My conceptual framework is formed by over 30 years of working in a
Christian context, with Chinese students from Taiwan (China), Hong Kong (China), Malaysia, Singapore,
and Mainland China—in Canada and in China.
374 Here, the research zeros in on the experiences of Christians—becoming and growing—of the OCS’s.
375 According to Miles et al., 11, qualitative methods take on lived experiences embedded in people’s
context and offer potential for revealing complexity.
376 Miles et al., 12.
377 Johnny Saldana, The Coding Manual for Qualitative Researchers.
378 Ibid., 289.  It is said that in using coding, a balanced should be maintained between providing a thick
description and to render codified themes, and between a sense of scientific rigor and a poetic approach to
representations.
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Christian OCS Interview/Narrative Study

Interviews with the OCS were conducted in various set-ups--in group and

individual interviews, and in-person and by web-conference.  Participants from Halifax,

Wolfville, and one group from Newfoundland (using WeChat conference)379 were

interviewed.  Interviewees’ background ranged from language students (preparing for

university entrance), to undergraduate students, to graduate, and graduate students.

Group interviews proved to be the most rewarding, as frequently, one interviewee’s input

spurred others to share on the same or related topics.  This has been invaluable especially

when sensitive issues were confronted; not only was information revealed with more

spontaneity in group settings, participants were noticeably glad that their burden was

given the floor, as well as the fact that others have made the same observations or shared

the same experiences.  The narrative studies were used to explore topics that were

flagged for further investigation during interviews, only two cases were included--one

involved a participant who came to Canada as a Christian and experienced notable

spiritual growth while studying in Canada, and the other, who became a believer in

Canada.  Their inputs were also subjected to coding.  A combination of descriptive, in

vivo, and causation coding methods were used.380  A code-to-theme models (CT model

hereafter) of coded data (from interview notes) was created to depict the contour of the

interviewees’ experience that reflect their challenges, needs, as well as their Christian

experience is presented in the model labeled as CT-1 in Figure 10.381  The model is

                                                
379 WeChat is an internet application (for computer/smart phone) that allows voice and video conferencing.
380 Ibid., 102, 107, 186, respectively. Descriptive, in vivo, and casual causation coding are described as
follows: Descriptive coding uses a word or phrase to summarize the basic content of qualitative data; in
vivo coding uses the same language (word or phrases) used by the interviewees; causation coding connects
the cause, reason, and outcome to infer or to extract causal beliefs from qualitative data.  These three
methods are used where applicable.
381 The terms, code-to-category and code-to-theme are used interchangeably.
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schematic; the antecedent conditions (actions or circumstances) predisposing one to act

or to react is linked to the outcomes, and the outcomes are organized into categories;

categories are also considered as themes, and the information led to theoretical

conjecturing.382

                                                
382 The flow from codes to categories to theory is detailed in Saldana, The Coding Manual for Qualitative
Researchers, 14.  As the thesis attaches importance to uncovering issues that affect the missional
engagement of the church with OCS, just finding the need of OCS and opportunities for the church to serve
is as important as the understanding some of the casual relationship of factors gathered amongst them.  The
emphasis of the study is not primarily to form theories; essential details are also included in the model.
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Figure 10. A Code-to-theme model (CT-1) of factors that forms the contour of the
Canadian (and Christian) experience of OCS.

Legends: rectangles: antecedent conditions; circles: encoded factors uncovered; oval/eclipse: categories
identified (their overlaps show connection that are noteworthy); parallelogram: category label; arrow:
possible outcomes; double arrow: factors connectivity and influence that are two-way; hexagram: progress
status as on-going; drum: progress impeded or delayed. Bold circles are further delineated in Figure 11.
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Codes to Theme: Anticipation as a Theme

From the OCS interviews, five categories of codes were identified: they are

labeled as “anticipation”, “challenge”, “grief”, “prize”, and “peril”.  To a notable degree,

these categories coincide with the four latent factors that were identified to drive

responses in factor analysis of data gathered from the OCS survey—which are “lasting

disturbances”, “fervid anticipation”, “dreading disappointment”, and “initial impact”.  In

CT-1, “Anticipation” is the set of antecedents that motivated the OCS to come to Canada

and to commit to their endeavors.  This corresponds to “fervid anticipation” reported in

the Section on factor analysis.  It is noted that due to the sequential nature of the

interview (which takes one from one topic to the next), interviewees exercised restraint to

stay on topic, and this set of encoded factors, labeled as “anticipation” in the CT model,

was given equal attention as with other topics.383  However, using quantitative method to

compliment the interview, “anticipation” was shown to be more profound than simply a

set of reasons for the OCS to come to Canada; they continue to reciprocate influences

with the other categories of factors identified.  The reasons given by interviewees to

come to Canada included the seeking of a better environment for living and for studying,

the seeking of space to roam (physically and development-wise), and the longing to

become proficient in English and in the Canadian culture.384  Complaints about China’s

environmental pollution and education system were noted by the interviewees, but they

were not prevalent (in measure or in tone) and was not incorporated into the models.385

                                                
383 As was shown by factor analysis, the reality is more complex.
384 These findings match those reported by Jie Zhang, “Neoliberal Globalization, Higher Education Policies
and International Student Flows: An Exploratory Case Study of Chinese Graduate Student Flows to
Canada,” Journal of Alternative Perspectives in the Social Science 2, no. 1 (2010): 225.
385 Saldana recommends that only the most salient portions of the interviews are selected to code. Saldana,
The Coding Manual for Qualitative Researchers,17.
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Canada Not Being the Only Option

It is also noted that though Canada remains an important motivation for the OCS,

it is no longer (as might have been the case in the late 20th century) considered as one’s

only option for life’s success by the OCS.  Even as Canada continues to attract the OCS,

the notion that personal sacrifices are entailed for them to come and even to stay on after

graduation is overtly represented.  What these transpire are as follows: 1. the betterment

of life, in general terms, in China is attested;386 2. the OCS, as a demographic (and a

generation), appeared to be no longer encumbered by politics or ideologies.387  3. They

do exhibit a sense of uncertainty toward their future, and it is a realization that their

parents’ opportunities (referring to China’s economic ascent) can not be assumed as their

entitlement; 4. the above adds to the burden experienced by the OCS--by their dilemma

in resolving whether it be China or Canada (for their future after they graduate).

Codes to Themes: “ Challenges”, “Grief”, and “Perils”

The three themes in the CT-1, “challenges”, “grief”, and “perils”, overlap.  While

outstanding issues gravitate to form the “perils” category/theme, “challenges” differ from

“grief”: “challenges” point to factors that can impede the accomplishment of tasks or

goals, and “grief”, the need to withstand pain and distress.  “Challenges” and “grief” in

CT modeling would correspond to “initial impact”, “lasting disturbances”, and “dreading

disappointment” uncovered by factor analysis.  Factor analysis (the quantitative method)

                                                
386 One does not generalize the living condition for the entire population of China, but for the people who
have the means to come to Canada for education, the observation was substantial.
387 That they are definitely not an encumbered (speaking of political regime) generation, i.e., no one
reported that regime (China or Canada) was an issue that carried weight in their decision to come to Canada
(and to stay on after their graduation).
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reveals challenges OCS sustain to be lasting and to dominate their psyche, and that one’s

fear of failure can be singled out as a consuming factor at the hub of other anxieties

noted.  The pressure to succeed for the OCS has also been reported to be vivid by Linda

J. Weber.388  Again, one finds that qualitative and quantitative methods complemented

one another; qualitative methods, namely the interviews and narrative studies, give a

voice for the challenge and hardship experienced by the OCS and making them more

palpable.  The notion of the “total” commitment of the OCS reported in the Section on

factor analysis was corroborated: though it was reported that Canada is not the only

option to the OCS,389 once committed to Canada, their options are effectively reduced to

“only” Canada—by the fact that resources (time and capital) are tied to their Canada

endeavor and by the disgrace they would have to suffer if they should not succeed.

The Sense of Loneliness is Common

One noteworthy discovery is that the entrenched senses of loneliness and feeling

depressed were pervasive amongst the OCS.390  These items in the “grief” category

surfaced in the interview spontaneously.  It was suspected that the act for OCS to admit

to experiencing loneliness and to being depressed would border on stigma.  However,

when given the floor, interviewees displayed a notable sense of relief and appreciation

                                                
388 Linda Weber, “International Chinese and Canadian Students’ Experiences of Internationalization at a
Canadian University” (PhD diss., University of Western Ontario, London ON, 2011), 104, accessed
January 8, 2018, https://ir.lib.uwo.ca/etd/82/.
389 The OCS in Canada are mostly from families that are well-to-do and mobile. The general impression is
that other than Canada, other developed nations, such as the United States, UK, France, Germany,
Australia, Japan, South Korea, and Singapore are all viable options for them to pursue their higher
education.
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that their burdens were finally addressed; inputs were unconstrained.  The relationship

between the feeling of loneliness and challenge is also established (as was demonstrated

by quantitative analysis); several interviewees reported that when experiencing difficulty

or sickness, their feeling of loneliness would intensify.  The language barrier of the OCS

contributes to their challenge in making local friends, and that in turn, deepens their sense

of loneliness.  A cultural barrier compounds this challenge: many interviewees indicated

that the deep deposits of their Chinese heritage created in them a longing for them to

converse in a correspondingly engaging mode with Canadians, but cultural differences

between East and West hampered that.391  Items in the “perils” category are urgent and

serious.392  It suffices to state that they are real challenges OCS can (and do) encounter

that could result in the termination of their in-Canada endeavor; these possibilities add to

their anxiety.

Codes to Theme: the “Prizes” in General

Coming to Canada is not all about challenges, grief, and hardship.  From the

research’s conceptual framework, field observation, and informed by the interviews, most

of the OCS, do overcome and reach their goals.  The items in the “prizes” category

include the realization of one’s anticipation, such as experiencing first hand the quality

education Canada offers, meeting good professors, making good friends (Chinese and

international, as well as one’s potential future life partner), succeeding in arriving Canada

                                                                                                                                                
390 The finding echoes that of a survey done on the Yale campus in 2013.  According to a report on the New
York Times, a research done on the Yale campus showed 45% of Chinese international students reported
symptoms of depression, and 29%, anxiety. Helen Gao, “Opinion: Chinese, Studying in America, and
Struggling,” The New York Times, December 12, 2017, accessed May 4, 2018,  https://www.nyt-
imes.com/2017/12/12/opinion/chinese-students-mental-health.html.
391 This is a two way challenge: the OCS are challenged to speak to Western thoughts and Canadians,
Chinese.
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(a feat in itself), settling down, and to do well in their studies and to eventually

graduating…  Studying and living away from one’s homeland alone give the OCS a

tremendous sense of accomplishment.  Their sense of success is also made genuine with

the realization that they have not misappropriated their freedom (away from parents), and

that their self discipline and initiative have also been built up—as they grow and mature.

These items (in the “prizes” category) are inter-related with other categories in CT-1

(illustrated by the arrows of interactions and influences in Figure 10).  As shown by

factor analysis in quantitative method, it was found that the OCS’s anticipation of Canada

is lasting in nature and affects their psyche and experience long-term; items in CT-1’s

“Prizes” category feed back to “anticipations” (the category/theme) and regulate them.

Codes to Theme: the “Prizes” of Meeting God

Becoming Christian or to experience growth in the Christian faith in Canada was

also reported and considered as prizes by most of the interviewees (the interviewees in

this part of the research were all Christians).  As most were eager to provide their

personal testimonies, their sharing was deemed authentic, and their enthusiasm in telling

their stories resonated the same.  A distinct “milieu” resulted from all items considered to

affect (and to settle in) the psyche of the OCS creates a unique opportunity for OCS

Christians to be integrated into the church and to have their faith further cultivated.

                                                                                                                                                
392 Pertinent details are excluded from reporting to inhibit identifiability of the interviewees.
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However, it was also discovered that the same milieu (basically for the OCS to be

in Canada) once considered by the researcher to be overwhelmingly advantageous for the

non-Christian OCS to come to (and wanting to) know God, turned out not to be as

striking as anticipated.  As such, the importance of the presence of Christians in the midst

of OCS, their effort to reach out and to engage the OCS, and the expression of their

Christian quality, in turn, are made conspicuous.
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The Christian Experiences of the OCS: Coming to Faith

Two outcomes marked in bold circles in Figure 10 (CT-1), “believing in God”,

and “faith growing in God”, were further delineated by coding data from interviews.

Several categories (or themes) identified and exhibited in Figure 10 are considered as

antecedent conditions or factors,393 e.g., “passive exposure” (to Christianity, such as

Christian music, culture, and Christmas, etc.) and “Personal interest/aspiration” formed

the new category/theme of  “conducive conditions” (for one to become a believer) in

Figure 11 (CT-2 model).  In the Figure, a category of “Christian presence” was identified

as key for OCS to become believers (same as the finding in the survey).  Whether the

conversions took place in China or in Canada, they occur through Christians’ (clergy and

laity) deeds, love, testimonies, and the gospel message they preach and animate.  A

cumulative impetus is built up in time and in the lives of the OCS that lead them closer

to, and ultimately believing in, God.  The Christian presence can consist of one key

person or a chain of people.  In most cases, a critical mass is assembled for one to come

to one’s decision; both the amount of the Christian contact (people and information) and

the quality (which interviewees reportedly were able to discern) of their input are

requisite.  The quality noted of the Christian inputs was further dissected into the human

(the believers) and the supernatural, i.e., if the believers were effectively a vessel and a

conduit of God’s love and expression.394  For example, interviewees reported their sense

of disappointment when they had wished to be more involved with the Christian faith (as

seekers), but the Christians engaging them were hesitant to take them forward.  It is also

gathered that most OCS Christians attributed their conversion (the incident) to be

                                                
393 Their influences and contribution to other themes identified are illustrated by the arrows in the CT
model.
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supernatural (not necessarily accompanied by signs); they deemed the believer/s who had

ministered to them to be subordinate to God’s initiative.  This coincides with the

quantitative analysis’s finding, that the “God” factor becomes prominent when a person

believes.

The Christian Experiences of the OCS: The God Factor

Corresponding to the above finding, an overarching “God in loco” theme, to

signifying that God is present, is overseeing and working in the context (in the

neighborhood) is built into the CT-2 model (see Figure 11) to be the controlling factor

over both the environment and the people.  The gospel message (and other Christian

messages), also can be considered in quantitative and qualitative terms: the building of

the vocabulary necessary for one to contemplate the meaning of the message (and

invitation to believe) is essential, but the impact the message makes to effect one to come

to the decision is also important.  Both challenge and difficulty experienced by the OCS

(in Canada) contribute to their desire to seek and to know God; however, the Christian

presence has also been reported to be obligatory—by Christian’s presence and their

expression, and by the synergy they form with the environmental factors, such as having

Christians acting as a catalyst for OCS’s conversion.395  Factors, conditions, antecedents

(environmental circumstances or by the Christian’s presence and action) form synergies,

and it is the collective and cumulative reality that emerged, and is described as “God in

loco”, that must be deemed the reasons, means,  and ends of what is uncovered.

                                                                                                                                                
394 These qualities were discerned and reported by the interviewees.
395 This has been noted earlier in the thesis of the work of Tsu-Kung Chuang.
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The Christian Experiences of the OCS: Faith Growing in God

“Faith growing in God” is another outcome in the category of  “prizes” in CT-1

(Figure 10) that was elaborated and delineated in CT-2 (Figure 11).  In comparison to the

outcome/factor of “faith growing in God”, the incident of “believing in God” is

considered a singular event in the theme labeled as “intervening period” in CT-2:396

though “believing in God” is a point of culmination of many antecedents, conditions, and

activities, and it leads to, as well as connects to other Christian behaviors, these Christian

behaviors and changes gravitate to form a distinct category labeled as “faith growing in

God” (in CT-2),397 one notes that unless the believers furthered their conversion into the

growth phase, the believers can settle into a static state of nominalism, if not regressing to

their original belief system.398

In the theme, “Faith growing in God” (see CT-2), the following were reported by

most interviewees to be doting their experiences: they have a sense of  peace in one’s

heart, a desire to love and serve others, a burden to lead others to believe in God and to

grow in their faith; they experience a change in their value system; they are able to

cultivate the discipline to do daily devotion, and they detect a change in their behavior

that reflects their Christian identity.  The components in the theme, “faith growing in

God” were identified (and fed back) as precursors to the antecedent factors in the

“Christian presence” category of the model which contributed to their believing and

growing in faith.  In time, many OCS converts have indeed been integrated into the

                                                
396 Here, the word, singular, denotes the fact that the “event” of conversion does not guarantee the believer
to further into a growing phase in their faith.
397 Here, the factor, “faith growing in God” (in the theme of “Prizes” in CT-1), is elevated to the theme
level in CT-2.
398 This is also posited by Chuang, Ripening Harvest, 39.
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church ministry and are sharing the burden and effort in serving others and leading others

to believe and to grow in God.399

Categories of Factors that Obstruct the Believing and the Growing in One’s Faith in

God: Circumstantial Issues

Two categories of factors were uncovered that inhibit OCS to believe in God, as

well as for converts to grow in their faith.  They are labeled as “circumstantial issues”,

and “Christian issues” in Figures 11 and 12.400  They are placed outside of the

overarching theme of “God in loco”, as they are not deemed as God’s intent or activities.

The “circumstantial issues”, though counter to God’s desire and impedes the process of

growth of one’s faith (or to believe), are comparatively benign--such as being busy, have

other priorities, influenced by previous worldview, or by peer pressure.  Joel Thiessen

also reports three like factors that cause believers’ involvement or affiliation with church

to diminish: they are too busy, social influences, and church being considered as

optional.401  He asserts that an impression of “by changing the religious supply, greater

level of involvement can result” is faulty; to him, the reality is a shortage of “religious

demand”.402  On an observational level, Thiessen’s description is legitimate.  The

missional thoughts and theology forwarded in this thesis also do not advocate the church

to single-mindedly work on attractional features—or on the supply--of its ministry.  The

marketing approach was not reported as the essential antecedent that lead to the coming

to faith of the OCS, either.  The all-encompassing economy of God in people’s context

                                                
399 The same was reported by the quantitative method.
400 Again the same was reported by the quantitative method (the survey).
401 Joel Thiessen, The Meaning of Sunday: The Practice of Belief in a Secular Age (Kingston, ON: McGill-
Queen’s University Press, 2015), 148.
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with the presence of Christians (their faith, testimonies, and efforts) in the same context

was the identified setting where they became believers and grew with other believers.  In

this context, Christians (as the church) are embedded in the neighborhood as God is in the

“God in loco” milieu (or theme).  They are intentional (ready to be used by God),

incarnational (to be like Christ as they interact with people), and they go “Inland”—deep

into the context they find themselves while being emboldened and self-less.

Categories of Factors that Obstruct the Believing and the Growing in One’s Faith in

God: Christians Issues

The other category of factors reported by the interviewees (in interviews and

narrative studies) that inhibit the Christian faith to grow (as well as affecting people to

believe) is labeled as “Christian issues”.  These include 1. the self-inflicting kinds, e.g.,

the believers’ lifestyle being contrary to the Christian principles, and 2. Christian

behavior that inflict harm to the faith of other believers—most often via interpersonal

conflicts.  Personal strife do occur between believers, and they emulate the opposite of

the benefit of the Christian presence.403  The issuance of the “New Commandment” in

John 13:34, for disciples to love one another as Jesus had loved them, shortly before

Jesus’s  Passion evidenced the importance he attached to believers to dwell in accord,

                                                                                                                                                
402 Ibid., 160.
403 It is reported on a research done in Paris, France, that OCS, by themselves, would not likely to visit a
church (for religious reasons); most were brought by Christian friends, classmates, and associates.  They,
too, come to believe in God by the joint influence of the gospel message and the Christian deeds; moreover,
the lack of authenticity of Christians, and conflicts amongst believers are also factors that turn them away.
Hua hua, “Paris Chinese International Students Believing in Christianity: A Characterization Study Using a
Segment of the Chinese International Students in Paris as Examples,” Pu Shi Institute for Social Science,
September 19, 2011, accessed November 10, 2016, http://www.pacilution.com/ShowArticle.asp?Art-
icleID=3116.
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harmony, and love.  It is also evident that Jesus knew the potential for the lack of love to

become one outstanding issue to agonize the church and His mission.404

With respect to Christians living in a lifestyle that is not in accordance with the

biblical teaching, the most outstanding issues reported was that of pre-marital relationship

and cohabitation.405  This area of challenge often go unnoticed, as in most cases,

Christians slip away from the church unannounced or give circumstantial reasons for

their absence.  As a result, the church may not have the opportunity to offer counseling--

much less to confront the issues.  No recommendation was gathered from the OCS

interviewees or precipitated from the interview, other than that of prayer and intermittent

contact/visit of the believers who have dropped out of church.  A sense of vigilance and

uncertainty of most of the interviewees before this pitfall was also gathered.406  However,

the observed and reported self-doubt--of one’s ability to resist temptation and to never

stumble--is considered a positive trait in Christianity.407

                                                
404 It is written in John 13:35 that Jesus says, “By this everyone will know that you are my disciples, if you
have love for one another."  The brotherly love amongst the believers is an distinguishing quality of the
Christian quality, thus also a missional quality that people can indeed discern.  A believer can not be rent
asunder, if not at odds, with other believers and yet claim to be with the Lord where he resides and
ministers.
405 This is referring to premarital cohabitation; though it is an accepted social norm and legal practice in
many societies, the Bible maintains its unique and different view. It is noted that relevant teachings on
sexual morality has not been ignored by my church, and it has been done with the utmost care and
sensitivity—lest it is done in a legalistic and uncaring tone.
406 People were uncertain of their ability to resist temptation.
407 In 1 Corinthians 10:12, it is written, “So if you think you are standing, watch out that you do not fall.”
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Figure 11. A Code-to-theme (CT-2) model of factors that forms the contour of the
Christian experience of OCS.

Legends: rectangles: antecedent conditions; circles: encoded factors uncovered; oval/eclipse: Categories
identified (their overlaps show connection that are noteworthy); parallelogram: Category (theme) label;
arrow: possible outcomes and positive influence extended; double headed arrow: two-way relationship;
arrows with broken line: inhibitory influence. Note: The two bold circles “Believing in God” and “Faith
growing in God” are extensions of Figure 10.
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Interview OCS Ministry Workers

Christian Ministry workers interviewed were a mixture of 25 people involved

with church fellowship, campus fellowship, camp ministry, and Bible study groups.  One

explored their motives to serve, their experience, their sense of reward and challenge,

their experience in integrating OCS Christians into their ministries, and their

recommendations.  A refined CT model, CT-3 (see Figure 12), was generated.  Encoded

factors and themes were uncovered that point to attribution,408 reciprocal influences

between themes, as well as how the missional orientation of Christians engaging the OCS

can be furthered.

The Missional Quality of the Church: Christians Sharing God’s Agency of Mission

The CT model (CT-3) shown in Figure 12 consolidates findings gathered thus far

and integrates the analysis from the interview of ministry workers with that of OCS.  It

exemplifies a more holistic appreciation of not only opportunities for the church to

engage the OCS in its service, but it also does the profile of the church’s missional

presence with God amongst the OCS.  A total of eight themes were summarized in CT-3

(represented by the parallelograms in Figure 12); they include the following: 1.

conducive conditions, 2. Christian identity/expression, 3. Christian presence/engagement,

4. intervening period (during and after conversion), 5. OCS faith growing in God (the

period and process), 6. God in loco, 7. circumstantial issues, and 8. Christian issues.  CT-

3 is not a distinct model but is inclusive of CT-1 and –2.

                                                
408 The term, attribution, is used to describe in causation coding as reasons or casual explanations by
Saldana, The Coding Manual for Qualitative Researchers.186.
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Christian Identity and Expression

A new theme emerged from the interview of Christian workers.  The new theme

was given the label, “Christian identity and expression”.  The missional quality of

Christians/church is easily discerned from the interview.  The double arrow with dotted

line connecting the themes, “Christian identity/expression” and “God in Loco” (see

Figure 12) depicts this reality.  Christians are seen to share the agency of God’s

mission—in action and in intent.  Many OCS workers (ministry participants) reported to

have received God’s grace and provision brought to them by the church when they were

overseas students at one point.409  As a result, they are interested and spirited to

reciprocate God’s love by ministering to the OCS.  Others have had overseas experiences

and are made appreciative to the challenge of living overseas and have been drawn into

the effort to engaging people who are from other countries (including China).  They are

also motivated by their Christian identities as God’s children and His servants to serve in

practical ways and to verbalizing the reasons of their love and faith.  Although the

majority of  interviewees also cited the Lord’s Great Commission to be an important

factor that led to their involvement with the OCS ministry, many felt hard pressed to

clarify that they had no intention to recount the Great Commission as a cliché; they are

passionate of their Lord, to serving people, and to lead people to know God.  It is noted

that they do not merely serve out of mandates; they have taken ownership of God’s will

and made it theirs.  This quality is pervasive, and it is the most salient characteristic noted

                                                
409 Many ministry workers can be construed as former OCS’s—given their former identity as international
students and their ties to China.
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of the interviewees.410   The authenticity of the church’s desire to exploring ways to better

its performance, their passion to expression their identity, to be, and being missional was

evident.

OCS Believers and Christians Engaging Them are One Continuum: The Coming of

Full Circle

It is unanimously concurred by the ministry interviewees that one needed to pray

and to wait on God to act; the human efforts, though essential, is insufficient on its own

to accomplish much—whether it be in leading people to know, to believe in God, and to

grow in their faith, or to provide practical services to the OCS: a supernatural presence of

God is required to enable the church to answer God’s calling and to meet the need of the

world.  As noted in the student interviews, the “God factor” was also acknowledged by

Christian OCS as early as their own conversion.  This appreciation has come full circle:

after meeting and joining God, a God reliant quality exists for OCS Christians, and it

does, Christians who are ministering to them.  This attribute qualifies the Christian

experiences to be missional.  They can be recipients of God’s love and providence, and

they can, vessels and instruments to pass on the same blessings to others in a sharing

mode--and at times, in sacrificial mode.  It was also revealed, and corroborated by

qualitative study, that missional status is deemed to begin as early as at the conversion of

the OCS.  New Christians can also be reckoned in missional terms.  When believers

                                                
410 In a survey done by the Shanghai Academy of Social Science on the religious affiliation of college
students in Shanghai in 2013, the fervor of Christian students in sharing their faith with their fellow
students was also reported as exceptional, and it exceeded students who espoused other religions by a
“gigantic” (literal translation) margin. Religious Studies Research Group, Shanghai Social Science
Institute, “A Survey Report on the Status of Religious Affiliation of University Students at the Shanghai
Songjiang Cidade Universitaria,” May 17, 2013, accessed April 12, 2018, http://www.pacilutio-
n.com/ShowArticle.asp?ArticleID=4139.
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advance beyond the “intervening period” after conversion and into the growing phase,

they are being nurtured and cultivated to grow in their faith in the “God in loco” milieu as

fledgling missional believers.  The working definition of the noted milieu would be

effectively that of “Christians joined God in the world (or neighborhood)”.   To be

obedient followers of Christ in God’s mission (namely, missional Christians), as well as

willing participants of God’s effort as He molds one to become His vessel and instrument

(namely new believers) are not two processes, but they are one in continuum.  The new

OCS converts today are missional Christians of tomorrow.  This is depicted in Figure 12:

the theme of “Christians growing in God” is connected to and led into the themes of

“Christian identity/expression” and “Christian presence and engagement”.

Along this line of discovery, one also sees that the detachment noted of OCS

Christians to the church and to God (because of circumstantial issues or Christian issues),

as illustrated in Figure 12, is not a phenomenon exclusive to the OCS converts; this

challenge is eerily familiar to the thesis’s discussion on  missional writers’ appeal to the

need for believers to join God (or to rejoin God).  One considers the OCS believers and

the Christians who engage and serve them as the same people (believers) who exist in

different stages of Christian growth and development.  The same issues hindering OCS

believers to grow in the Lord is laid open to all Christians.  Maintaining one’s

authenticity as God’s priest and people and to be missional by their joining and residing

with the Lord are crucial for all believers.
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The Missional Quality of the Church: Being Embedded in the Neighborhood

It is noted that interviewees reported that sometimes sacrifices (in terms of time

and resources) are necessitated to meet the need and challenge in serving the OCS.

Though the missional vocabulary used by the interviewees may take different forms,411

their stance and what they offer and share with others bear witness to the fact that their

missional qualities are true.  Many have shared with the OCS resources they needed for

their own subsistence.  They made themselves available, they are not only present

amongst the OCS, but they are embedded in their context--to share their burden, and to

build relationship with the OCS.  Such qualities (the themes of  “Embedded in context”,

“Being available”, and “Building relationship”) are encoded as antecedents (as signified

by the rectangle box in the model, CT-3) that contribute to the conversion and the

growing in faith of the OCS.  “Christian programs and events” (other antecedents) are

also set up and implemented as platforms for Christians to meet the OCS in activities that

range from leisure in nature to explicit religious gatherings, e.g., Bible studies, retreats

and camps.  Many interviewees (Christians) bemoan the difficulties in seeing the fruits of

their labor in sizable harvests (in terms of people believing in God and following the

Lord).412  It is believed that as long as the Christians/churches remain missional (as is

described in this thesis), the outcomes and results of their effort, regardless of the method

of assessment they use to rank their performance, would be justified.  Perhaps, the

scenario, such as having people coming to the Lord in droves with an hour worth of

preaching, or seeing the same after a special event set up by the church, is not a suitable

                                                
411 As stated in the thesis’ Introduction, people define the term, missional, in a wide spectrum of
appreciation and conjectures.
412 These are the same challenges reported in the thesis’s introduction which incited many missional
advocates to promote the missional concept.
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benchmark for all ministry settings.  Perhaps, at times, and in a time of discontinuous

changes, one Christian can only lead one neighbor to the Lord at one time.  Perhaps a

Christian ministry (a Bible study, a fellowship, a camp, or a church programme) can only

win as many souls as the degree of missional quality it can physically and spiritually

muster.  This is said in recognition to the objective limitations of the church, e.g., one’s

effort and a steady presence are needed to build relationship, and the fact that most

Christians are on their way to be Christ-like and to become more missional--if not have

yet to begin their missional journey.  Perhaps at times, maybe more so now than in the

rare and transient ages when there was a Christendom, it does take all that one (and a

church) can offer to bring people to the Lord, as it is required by the Lord to join him and

to following him—no less, and no more.
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Figure 12. A Code-to-theme model (CT-3) of factors that form the Missional engagement
of Christians with the OCS.

Legends: rectangles: antecedent conditions; circles: encoded factors uncovered; oval/eclipse: Categories
identified (their overlaps show connection that are noteworthy); parallelogram: Category (theme) label;
black solid arrow: possible outcomes and positive influence extended; arrow with long dash line: church’s
presence and effect amongst people; arrow with dotted line: particulars with God’s contribution; double
headed arrow with dotted line: two-way relationship that are key to the missional quality of the
church/Christians; arrow with short dash line: inhibitory influence. Note: The two bold circles “Believing
in God” and “Faith growing in God” are extensions of Figure 10. An appreciation has come full circle:
after meeting and joining God, a God reliant quality exists for OCS Christians, as it does,
Christians who are ministering to them.  The new OCS converts today are missional Christians of
tomorrow.
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CHAPTER 6. Insights and Practical Recommendations

Chapter Introduction

The aim of this chapter is to consolidate insights and to render the knowledge

gained, as well as transpired, from the foregoing Chapters into practical

recommendations for my church ministry, for future research, and also for the everyday

living of Christians. Findings assembled will be listed in point form first for clarity before

they are built into work plans.

What Is Known and Transpired Thus Far

Introduction Chapter

• The Church listens to, consults with, and learns from the people it serves, so it is

better informed in its serving, so it is sharing the world’s burden and plight, so it is

manifesting the incarnational quality of the Lord and being authentic in its identity

and expression.

• One sees a living and intimate relationship between the Church and its Lord.  This

relationship exists in spirit (the Holy Spirit is given to believers),413 in expression (the

Church is the body, thus the extension of Christ),414 and in understanding (by the

Scriptures God inspired).415  The church’s understanding and expression are inspired

and steered by the Scriptures.

                                                
413 See Acts 2:3, 17, 18, 38, 39.
414 See Ephesians 1:23.
415 See 2 Timothy 3:16, 17.
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• The Church is also informed by its tradition, testimonies of the saints, and by its

members.416  Biblicism, and its opposite, are to be avoided.  Theological reflection is

important in this thesis, as it is in the Church and in the Christian lives.

• The missional concept is a sincere and courageous attempt to address the identity and

expression of the Church.  It aims to realign the Church and its ministry (including

mission) to be God-centered as it serves in God’s mission.  The Church is called to

“joining God in the neighborhood”.

Biblical Foundation Chapter

• As is the case with the Lord, the Church is sent into the world to serve God and to

serve the people He loves; this serving is holistic in nature; it includes hands-on

practical service, as well as by the sharing of the gospel message.

• All members of the Church are called to implement the Lord’s sending and

commission as they are embedded in the world, in people’s context, in one’s

neighborhood, and in one’s everyday setting.

• If being missional involves the church (and Christians) Joining God in the

neighborhood, it is more than simply the church’s physical presence.  It requires

believers be joined with God in the heart and in His love for the world (the people of

the world).

• Believers are citizens of God’s heavenly Kingdom, but they do not live isolated from

the world; Christians are priestly and are the means by which God brings all nations

to know Him.  This priestly function calls believers to live a life that is virtuous and

                                                
416 Teacher is listed as one of the gifts God gives the Church. (Ephesians 4:11).
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righteous.  Joining God also means joining Him in His virtues.  The favorable

outcomes of one’s ministry will be secured, by God’s promise as the God’s people

are obedient to His will; the efficacy of the priesthood of God’s people is not

engineered, it is God’s promise fulfilled--when His people are faithful and obedient to

Him.

• As God’s priests and servants, Christians witness for the Lord with deeds and also

with words; missional entails the preaching of the gospel.

Theological Chapter

• Going missional is not a method for evangelism or a tool to resolve the challenge of

church decline—as reported by missional writers.  Missional is the practical state of

the church that is in harmony to God and to the life of God that believers all possess

and need to animate.

• Caution is exercised, so that old paradigms do not conscript missional thinking as a

tool for its continued leverage.  Habits and practices of modernity must not become

idols; the same caution is exercised before the ways of postmodernity.

• If the church combined her calling to joining God and the Lord’s commission to

engage one’s neighbors (such as the OCS), the resultant opportunity would be one for

the church to be strengthened in her relationship and partnership with the Lord as it

engages the world, with the Lord, and in His name.  By being so, the aphorism of

“joining God in the neighborhood” would have been faithfully realized.
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• The path to seeking God, to meeting Him, and to joining Him can be a simple one; it

can be that of listening to God’s word, understanding God’s desire, being obedient to

Him, and to be doers of His word.

• If God’s people are to represent God as His people, His priests,  and the extension of

Christ (as his body) they are to manifest that part of the Trinity that was presented to

the world by the way that had already been illustrated--by Christ and by his

incarnation.  This entails God’s people to be present in the world, in communities, in

neighborhoods, in people’s lives, to meet, to engage, to love, to heal, to embrace, to

feed, to enlighten, and to make sacrifices for.

• The agency of God’s mission is God’s, but it is also shared with the Church, and the

Church is called not only to be obedient to God’s will but to take ownership of God’s

mission and His will, as the church joins Him.

• Being missional requires the believers to verbalize the gospel; there ought to be no

sacred secular divide in their witness.

• Moreover, one’s neighborhood exists in one’s everyday living; there ought to be no

sacred secular divide in the Christians’ lives in the world which God sends them.

• The Christians do not exclude joining God in His suffering; the taking up of one’s

cross as one follows the Lord remains a solemn condition if one is to join the Lord.

• Church leaders need to be missional as do the rest of the congregation, but they do

not relinquish their calling to minister in their capacity and office, as servant leaders

to the flock—as our Lord who came not to be served but used his identity and

capacity to serve.
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• Joining God involves one’s total life and the church’s total life—in being willing and

in doing, in its identity, and in its expression, in deeds and in words, in all times and

all settings, wholeheartedly, wholly (being like Christ in holiness, in obedience, even

in the making of sacrifices), and to include all members of the church in the Lord’s

ministry.

Field Research: Chapters 4 and 5

• Opportunity abounds in the serving and ministering of the OCS.  The formidability of

their challenge as they begin their journey in Canada can be appreciated: they are no

longer with family; they must cope with their task of braving life in a foreign country;

they are taking on the highest academic challenge they most likely have ever

encountered while doing so in a foreign language; they are managing expenses that

could have exceeded anything in their recollection, they are inspired, but such

inspiration is quickly and invariably impregnated with the burdens that come from the

expectation of their families, their peers, and themselves.  Their commitment is

nothing short of being total, and their cultural background permits no falling back.

All these are surging upon them at the same time, for the first time, in their lives.

• Many are afflicted by stress, loneliness, the feeling of being downcast, and the fear of

failure; many suffer silently.  They may be more resourceful and mobile than their

predecessors in the late 20th century, but having made Canada their choice, Canada

has effectively become their only option—by the total commitment stated above.

• Four types of latent factors are affecting the OCS’ psyche in an ongoing fashion: they

are 1. lasting disturbances (of a sense of hardship), 2. fervid anticipation (of Canada),
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3. their fear of not succeeding; 4. initial impact (and challenges) when they first arrive

in Canada.  Opportunities for the Church to minister to them exist in ways of

providing practical help--to make friends with them, to become their compassionate

companions, to encourage them, and to share with them one’s experience in living

and studying in Canada.

• There are nuances in the challenges the OCS experience in different phases of their

presence in Canada; Christians need to be sensitive to this reality.

• OCS today are not as encumbered by the thought of atheism or by politics as one

might have thought.  They are open minded towards Christianity; most of the

respondents showed no predisposition to dismiss Christianity as one of life’s

possibilities.

• They are able to discern the Christian authenticity and sincerity, and this highlights

the need for Christians to engage them and to serve them while having a normal, if

not a strong, relationship with God—indeed the Christians must join God as they

serve their neighbors.

• Both quantity and quality of contact are required in introducing Christianity to the

OCS and to lead them to become believers.  There is no distinction (in terms of

effectiveness) between that of clergy or lay.  However, most conversion took place in

the context of personal evangelism; the labor of believers who are in contact with the

OCS on a routine basis (e.g., classmates, colleagues, teachers, and housemates) is

highlighted.  The Christian witness must be maintained in the everyday and in

perpetual way.
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• Upon conversion, almost all new OCS attribute their faith to the working of God.

The effort of Christians is deemed subordinate to that of God.  The working of the

Lord with the church is testified and deemed essential.

• As the church continues to minister to the OCS converts (in practical services, and to

foster their growth in Christ), one soon discovers that they are becoming missional

believers, too, sharing the burden and passion to reach out and to minister to other

and other OCS’s.  Moreover, they, too, will confront factors that could erode one’s

relationship with God.  Missional cultivation is instantly necessitated in the growth of

their faith.

• It was discovered that Christian ministry workers generally possess many of the

characteristics of missional believers: they are intentional (and have a strong desire to

serve), incarnational (they express their faith in their context by words and deeds);

they are embedded.  Many are doing what they can, where they are as neighbors to

the OCS; many are doing so as they live and study with the OCS.  They are

courageous (to reach out to the OCS as Christians in an increasingly secularized

society), they make sacrifices in their services, many are emboldened to assume the

rank of leadership to invite other believers and churches to join them in their effort,

and most of all, they recognize the agency of God in mission; they are reliant on God,

and they are passionate of their involvement, and they take ownership of God’s

mandate and  share the agency of God’s mission.
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Recommendations For a Work Plan and Actions

A missional renewal initiative is envisioned as follows:

• One begins by drawing close to God in prayer, in Bible study, and in reflection.  The

missional awareness, alignment, and expression begins with oneself.

• One shares one’s findings with other willing and seeking believers to build up a

critical mass of missional minded believers in the congregation--here one makes no

distinction between the lay and the clergy.  A missional core group of believers will

be set up for the awareness building, promotion, and propagation of the missional

focus.

• An activity flow chart will be created with the missional core group.

• In practice, the missional fortification, if not transformation, of the church will be

built up first before the existing OCS ministry is changed.  One recognizes that

missional readiness is foundational to all parts of the church’s ministry and Christian

living—not only for the OCS ministry.

•  “Joining God in the Neighborhood” furnishes a telling image of the missional

concept.  However what it represents is not known to my congregation.  One begins

by helping members of the missional core group to be well versed with the missional

language, so that understanding can be precipitated and reinforced, so that they can

bring ideas to others.

• Special gatherings will be designed to build up people’s appreciation of what

missional is.  One could proceed by making “missional” the topics of church retreats,

Bible camps, local conferences, special workshops, as well as in my church’s annual

theme.  The findings listed in this Chapter, as well as by the study of Bible passages
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and by the theological investigation and reflections documented in this thesis will be

included for teaching and training.  This undertaking will involve all Christians, in all

settings in which they find themselves--as those are their neighborhoods, and the

people they meet each day are their neighbors.

• Missional concept does not exist separated from other teachings in Christianity, so

other components of the church ministry continue to be vital in the building up of the

Christian life and of the stature of the Church.  Care will be taken to nurture the

missional appreciation, beginning with the missional core group, and then propagated

to the entire church, so that it is not done in haste and gets inducted into the old

paradigm.417  Therefore, the missional core group will be task specific--to stay the

missional course with constant introspection and reflection.

• Next, the contour of the practical steps the church can take to initiate its missional

journey--as drafted by Roxburgh--will be consulted for implementation for the

missional core group.418

• Though missional writers have defended their reluctance to frame the missional

concept by an operations manual, without a concise and practical guide for its

implementation, the learning curve can be prohibitively steep for Christians.

Christians with missional intent could end up lost in their endless reflexivity, frozen

by their fear of making mistakes, and always on a journey of discovery but never to

arrive.  To mitigate this risk, a written reference will be produced in consultation with

the missional core group as they are familiar with the meaning, significance, and

                                                
417 This refers to the managing control and ecclesiocentric paradigm covered in the thesis.
418 Roxburgh provides sample project plan and recommendations that can be used by the church to initiate
the journey for missional exploration and cultivation. Roxburgh, Joining God, Remaking Church,
Changing the World, 49-97.  and Roxburgh, Missional, Join God in the Neighborhood, 165-190
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grown in the wisdom of its application—it will be a product of joint effort.  As stated

in the thesis that methods need no redemption, people do; the publication will be

drafted prayerfully with care and consideration.

• The OCS ministry will be highlighted as an undertaking for the whole church, but it is

especially stressed for members of the congregation who encounter them on a routine

basis—in class, on campus, at work, in fellowship, fraternity, and in the gym--the list

goes on.  Though it is stated that the ministry workers (interviewed) who are already

serving the OCS do possess missional qualities, they need to be built up in missional

language, so a deeper understanding can be solidified, and the concept can be uttered

and passed on.

• In time, more Christians will be mobilized by the effort stated to initiate their

missional living.  This effort further qualifies the church as missional—by quality and

also by quantity.  The result will be that more OCS’s will be served, and more, won

for the Lord.

• All believers will be urged to see themselves as being embedded in a unique context

created by God, and they are sent by God to reside in the neighborhood (their

settings) to meet, to engage, and to serve their neighbors as they co-work with God.

• One’s attention also turns to the church leaders, ministers, and other believers more

experienced in their faith.  They are the teachers, facilitators, and cultivators of

believers’ faith and missional living.  They will exert their influence and support in

their capacity and in their context with a refreshed missional focus; they will be

enlisted as extensions of the missional core group.
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• Other members will be encouraged to participate by supporting the front line worker

(namely those that are engaging the OCS’s routinely) with their means when needed,

e.g., helping students move, taking them shopping,419 preparing refreshment for the

fellowship, take them to see doctors when they are sick, console them when they are

downhearted…; the list is long.

• As for the church that I pastor as a whole, a more organized and coordinated approach

will be worked out with the missional core group for the OCS ministry, so that

responsibilities can find residence, burdens, shared, and follow-ups, made thorough,

and worker burnt-out, prevented.

• A church based caring group for believers who are actively serving the OCS will also

be set up in consultation with the missional core group to address the need and

challenges experienced by the brethren who are engaging and serving the OCS, so

that their effort can be made sustainable and the missional quality of their input is

facilitated.

• Experience sharing and note gathering efforts will be exerted with other churches and

parachurch organizations locally and beyond that are ministering to the OCS, so that

knowledge is shared. and synergy, resulted by the resultant dialogue.

• Periodic reviews on the progress of the church’s missional standing will be made with

the missional core group to identify areas outstanding, to strengthen areas that have

been effective to further the church’s effort, as well as to identify risks that hamper

                                                
419 During the 2012 Halifax transit strike, many brethren of my church offered free ride to students—many
were OCS.  They turned one bus stop on Dalhousie University campus into a free ride stop.  This is one
example of how the church can serve the OCS (as well as students of all background) in one’s
neighborhood.
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the OCS ministry and the missional quality of the church.  Risks mitigation will be

formulated and implemented.

• The research and findings are encouraged to be extended to other multitculral settings

of the church ministry—to include the outreaching of peoples from around the world.

Recommendations for Future Research

• The survey and interviews documented in this thesis can be repeated every 3 years to

ensure the church maintains an up-to-date awareness of the nuances in the mind-set

and experiences of the OCS.  The field research can also be reproduced by Chinese

local churches (as well as churches of all backgrounds in other parts of Canada for

information gathering, as well as for the very experience of going missional

beginning with one’s survey and interview (and conversations) with the OCS and in

one’s discovery.420

• The average time required for the completion of the survey was ca. 25 to 30 minutes

(with initial briefing).  The questionnaire can be refined to shorten the process to 15

minutes by removing some questions that load on the same factors (as demonstrated

in Factor Analysis).  This will reduce the burden on respondents.

• The sample size for the survey (targeted at 100) was minimally adequate for factor

analysis though a sample size of 300 has also been recommended.421  As factor

                                                
420 Inferential statistical analysis in the quantitative method can be made optional if the operators do not
have the resources to do that.  Tabulated survey responses (descriptive statistics), as well as the qualitative
research can still yield immense amount of valuable information.
421 Robert H. Pearson and Daniel J. Mundfrom, “Recommended Sample Size for Conducting Exploratory
Factor Analysis on Dichotomous Data,” Journal of Modern Applied Statistical Methods 9, No. 2 (Nov-
ember 2010): 359-368, accessed January 9, 2018,
https://digitalcommons.wayne.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1390&context=jmasm.and “What is the
Minimum Sample Size for Factor Analysis?” Research Gate, accessed January 9, 2018,  https://www.r-
esearchgate.net/post/What_is_the_optimum_sample_size_for_factor_analysis.
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analysis was demonstrated in the thesis to be a powerful tool in quantitative method,

researchers who can muster the resources are recommended to consider the higher

sample size to compare the outcome on calculation, so that one could recommend the

lower sample size (for efficiency) with confidence.

• As it was deemed important for the survey to have respondents that were Christians,

as well as non-Christians, the research would be better served if the experimental

design formalizes by purposive sampling to include a set number of both.

• The focus group interview tends to extend the time required for the interview

significantly.  The group size is recommended to be kept below six people.  Too

small a group, e.g., smaller than 4, is not recommended, as it creates a chemistry that

is not conducive for spontaneous responses.422

                                                
422 People were noticeably quieter in this kind of setting.
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CHAPTER 7. Thesis Conclusion

A Chapter by Chapter summary (and conclusion) of the thesis is contained in this

Chapter; research recommendations has been made in the previous Chapter (Chapter 6)

and they are only highlighted in this Chapter.

Chapter 1. Introduction

An orientation on the purposes of the thesis work, as well as the general layout of

the thesis were given.  The burden of one’s passion to engage the OCS was described.

The attention paid to the OCS ministry was deemed not only important for the church’s

identity and expression, but it also confers the element of practicality to the DMin

endeavor.  The delimitation, limitation, and assumptions of the thesis were covered.   The

“missional” paradigm was considered  to be promising to make the church more true to

its calling and in its engagement of the world.  The missional approach was also

considered by the student’s ministry experience, by what has been learned in the DMin

programme, and by the appreciation that the church need to be fortified, if not renewed,

in its stance to align itself with the Lord’s vision of the Church’s identity and expression.

This is done in an age, where Christianity is no longer commanding instant respect of the

society.

The meaning, significance, application, and anticipation of the missional concept

in the church ministry were discussed to provide a prefatory discourse and to pave ways

for more detailed treatments in later Chapters.  The background from which OCS’s

emerge are discussed.  Though the inception and cultivation of Christianity in China and

in the lives of its inhabitants have been fraught with difficult challenges, God’s effort has
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been noted.  One remains hopeful that when they come to one’s door step, to one’s

neighborhood, the church will be able to contribute to their journey in Canada, as well as

fellow pilgrims in the world seeking the meaning of life and finding salvation.

Chapter 2. Biblical Foundation

In this chapter of the thesis, efforts are made to ground the thesis, and the research

that it prescribes, in sound and pertinent biblical principles. The nature of the Bible as

norma normans (the rule that rules) remains a foundational element of the Christian faith

and to the research.  One seeks to be more effective in reaching out to a unique segment

of the local demographics by the use of qualitative research as the means for discovery.

Yet, in the mean time, one consults the Scripture diligently and prayerfully for

enlightenment not only on the treatment of data, but also to gather wisdom and revelation

from the significance of the research findings.  However, one also confers the Scripture

the office to “steer” the very research at hand.  The resultant scenario instills into the

dialogue between the researcher and the respondents considerations on the fitness of the

church to the missional quality the Scriptures transpires.  When this is done, a synergy is

destined: the saints are informed by the Bible, and they are further enlightened by God’s

revelation through the research by allowing the Bible to speak to them through the

endeavor—particularly through the participants of the research.  Theological reflection

was performed to identifying Scriptural passages that can speak to the context and

challenges of the current project.  Luke 10: 1-17 was studied to illustrate the logos (the

approach) of God’s people to engage the world, especially on the way the Lord might

send his people today.  The passage of Acts 16:9-34 was studied to illustrate the pathos
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(the emotional affect) of outreach.  Exodus 19:4-6 was studied to consider the ethos (the

reason and character) of the undertaking and the people involved.  The call to join God

where He is at work is a fitting description of a new Christian paradigm that is gaining

attention.  One joins God in His sending, in the manner of His sending; one joins God in

His love to bring the Gospel of salvation to people; one joins God in His holiness and His

character, so that one witnesses with words and also with deeds.

Chapter 3 The Theological Implications of Being Missional

Efforts are made to highlight thoughts and conventions that I subscribe to, as well

as nuances that I wish to implement in my own ministry setting, and to bring to the

missional conversation.  The “missional engagement” of the OCS is (as the ensuing

discussion evidences) more than the “how-to’s” but is about the paradigm one inhabits in

the undertaking.  Missional is a concept which can be traced back to modern Protestant

missionary endeavor.  Karl Barth played an instrumental role in the shifting of people’s

appreciation on the agency of mission to God: God is the sending one, and whose sending

attribute is revealed in the interrelations within the Trinity.  This trinitarian view

describes the church as a participant of God’s mission, and the church is missionary in

nature—as God is.  Lesslie Newbigin championed this God-centered view on mission

and brought it into the missional conversation.

 Newbigin contributed to the solidifying of a theological grounding to better steer

the implementation of the Christian mandate in the contemporary context.  However,

what initially motivated him was not theology but a sense of crisis, namely

denominational decline in the West. Missional conversation was his way of responding to
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the exigency, opportunity, and kairos, of his time.  In a similar tone, Alan Roxburgh

describes the struggle churches have encountered as “the unraveling”.  Other than the

increased presence of the OCS in our midst, which instills a sense of urgency and

opportunity for Chinese churches, the same feeling of kairos (opportunity and urgency)

also exists for the continued wellness of the Chinese ministry in the West.  One does not

take for granted that the same malaise observed by many missional scholars to have

troubled the Euro-Protestant-Traditional churches has not been, or will not be,

experienced by the Chinese churches.

Missional transformation of churches has not occurred without challenge. The

habits of modernity has been deemed to confound missional imagination.  While

bemoaning the responses churches have given to this time of challenge by applying

strategies rooted in modernity, Roxburgh asserts that one needs not jump into a

postmodern idealism.  This said, missional concept is still bearing the façade of

postmodernism in many respects.  Missional writers has been careful to distinguish the

two.

What This Thesis Brings to the Missional Conversation

I fully subscribe to the notion that missional can be reckoned as the act of joining

God in the neighborhood, and efforts were made to sketch the contour of my own

working definition of missional.  I bring to the missional conversation the following

views and practical thoughts on the missional engagement of the OCS (as one’s

neighbor): 1) I advance the value for missional imagination to overcome its notional

boundaries to reengage “church questions” (such as how to make the church more
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effective).  2) missional Christians need to aim and prepare for “arrival” of their

missional journey (and not letting one’s fear of arriving at the wrong destination to

confine one in the mode of exploration—or prolong one’s effort therein).  3) I encourage

believers to seeing their neighborhood as Monday to Friday more than those of Saturday,

Sunday places, off school and off work places.  The fact that the western society is

becoming more secularized would have no impact on the Holy Spirit, who has kept the

gospel preached to all nations in all ages, and it ought not affect how believers interpret

the same message and tradition of the work of the Spirit today.  4) mission is God’s

agency, but the Church being indwelled by the Spirit, and being in Christ, should be

reckoned as within the Trinity not outside, so the agency is shared.  Christians need to

accept the calling of God and to do His will with the taking of “ownership” of God’s will.

5) theology, or doctrine is limited in being verbal and is formulated to guide the Christian

belief, thought, and action, but it does not guarantee enforcement.  The meeting and the

joining of God by Christians entail a process of mobilizing believers to learn the word, to

understand it, to being obedient to God, as well as to acting out of one’s belief.  6) there

ought to be no disgrace to teach the missional concept (by catechesis if needed)—in

addition to having missional practitioners doing a bottom-up exploration to discovery.  7)

the “total life” forwarded by Newbigin is supported, and Christians need to preach by

word and by deeds.  However, the gospel message should not to be relegated to the

background even when the Christian deeds, understanding, and maturity, etc., lag behind

the gospel message they preach.  It is natural that the gospel points to many aspects of the

Christian belief in the future, the yet to achieve, and even in the unfathomable terms.  The

gospel message should be preached with confidence, boldness, passion and with an
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unabashed longing for people to respond positively.  8) There are values in a bottom-up

missional cultivation of the church, but one does not abandon the top-down tradition and

values of the church ministry.  The same conviction is extended to the church

organization.  Church leaders need to become missional leaders, too.  It is equally

important that they, and the churches, do not mitigate the threat of the inroad of previous

(and faulty) paradigms (identified by missional writers) by the renunciation of church

leader’s rank, office, and responsibility that are supported by the Scriptures.

CHAPTERS 4 and 5. Field Research, Result and Discussion

Both quantitative and qualitative methods were used to ascertain the in-Canada

experience of the OCS in general and in their experience in becoming and growing as

Christians, so that the church is better informed in serving and in ministering to them.

109 people were surveyed and the data subjected to descriptive (observations on samples)

and inferential (generalized of the sampled population) statistical analysis. Twenty-five

OCS were interviewed, and two, involved in longer narrative study.  The data gathered

from the interviews were analyzed by qualitative methods.  Twenty-five Christian

ministry workers of various capacities were interviewed to corroborate findings and to

assess the missional quality of their presence and effort in engaging the OCS.

Quantitative methods and qualitative methods complemented one another.  Qualitative

methods furnished depth and a thick description on data; the setting allowed suppositions

and hypothesis made in the study to be checked.  The descriptive statistics in the

quantitative methods rendered a contour of the OCS’s in-Canada experience, whilst

inferential statistics gave insight to extend one’s observation into applicable principles, as
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well as to condense data to allow important underlying factors in OCS’s psyche to

emerge.  Four latent factors emerged to affect the psyche of the OCS’s, and they are

descriptively labeled as “lasting disturbances”, “fervid anticipations”, “dreading

disappointments”, and “initial impacts”.

These were largely corroborated by the qualitative research by the theme of

“conducive conditions” which revealed opportunities for Christians (individually) and the

church (as a corporate entity) to serve the OCS (by lending support) and to share their

belief—as is established in this thesis as the essence of Christians being missional.  It was

also uncovered that the condition (basically for OCS to be in Canada) was not as striking

as one had assumed as being conducive in leading the OCS to become Christians.  The

presence of Christians in their context and lives, in the quality of presence and in the

duration of attendance of the OCS were deemed the most cogent factors leading the OCS

to come to the Christian faith, as well as to grow in their faith in God.

Data gathered from the interview of Christians/Christian ministry workers yielded

the same appreciation.  The Christians’ testimonies and deeds (including their serving of

the OCS) were deemed consequential in affecting the OCS’s outlook on Christianity and

their quest to know Jesus.  However, the Christian testimony can also hamper the process

if it were deficient.  Both the people, namely the OCS and Christians, and the setting

were found to fit the conceptual framework shaped by the researcher’s experience,

observation, and the literature research in this thesis.  Key findings of the qualitative

research were coded into themes to enable an overall appreciation of the elements at

work.  Both groups of people, OCS and Christians, as well as the environment

(circumstances) in which they exist were further considered to be contained in a “God in
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loco” theme, which essentially denotes God working in the neighborhood with His

people.

Joining God in the neighborhood as God’s people, priests, and followers has been

the key concept reported in this thesis as how missional can take form.  Christians exist in

the “God in loco” theme as God’s people, priests, and extension (i.e., as Christ’s body).

They rely on God to do God’s mission by the agency, purpose, and passion they share

with God.  OCS exist in the same “God in loco” theme being loved and served by God

via his people and via the circumstances attributed to Him.

As soon as the OCS is converted to Christianity, their missional journey begins.

Their willingness, obedience, and exertion to follow the Lord and to be molded into his

people, priests, and bodily extension are the same as missional Christians need to furnish,

so they may join and remain with the Lord.

Chapter 6. Synthesis Of Recommendations for a Work Plan and Actions

In this Chapter, concepts were clarified, and knowledge, gathered, and revelation

made known in the thesis, summarized.  They, in turn, led to the drafting of a preliminary

work plan, and other actions to be taken.  Recommendations for church ministry and for

future research effort were also made.

This thesis documents the researcher’s quest to uncover issues to OCS ministry to

facilitate missional engagement of this people group.  The effort began with a burden for

a people group of significant presence in Halifax (and in Canada).  The missional concept

along with the OCS as a people group the church serves were investigated.  The research

results shed light on the meaning, significance, and application of the missional concept,
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as well as on how the church and Christians could better engage and serve the OCS--

missionally.

“Missional” was discovered not as a method to resolve issues but a paradigm that

draws the church and believers to a God-centered existence.  Missional writings have

described this movement as “joining God in the neighborhood”.  The Bible Foundation

Chapter (Chapter 2) and the Theological Chapter (Chapter 3) have amply evidenced the

missional concept to be a fitting approach for the church to engage and to serve the OCS

(and beyond).  One’s assumption (and intuition) that this paradigm is what is required to

making the church more true to its identity and expression in serving God and the world

was supported.

The field research revealed the many opportunities for the Church to minister to

the OCS, but it also served to mirror the church to itself (from the interviewees’

perspectives), thus allowing it to ascertain if its missional qualities existed in form and

demeanor.  The research’s findings shed light on how the Church’s missional quality can

be fortified in quality and expanded in quantity: one aims to shape one’s ministry to make

missional minded Christians more so by giving them the language they need to

contemplate and to solidify their awareness, as well as to propagate it.  One also hopes

that a renewal will result as the church gains in its communion with many more missional

minded believers, many of whom will be the OCS who are (and will be) the recipients of

God’s love channeled to them by the living expression of the faith and passion of

missional minded Christians.
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APPENDIX  1:  Student Survey Questionnaire

Introduction

Thank you for your willingness to be a respondent to this survey.  This survey
should take you about 20 minutes to complete.  You do not need to reveal your identity in
this survey.  Your input will contribute to a better appreciation of the aspirations and
challenges, as well as the interest address the existential question with respect of the
meaning of life, and interest in Christianity of overseas Chinese students like yourself.
The knowledge gained through this research will help me and the churches to serve you
and other overseas Chinese students better in the future.

You may return the completed survey forms to the researcher in person, by mail
(using the supplied return envelop with prepaid postage) or as an E-mail attachment (if
you received this form as a password protected file, please do not remove the password or
change it; please also note that password is sent to you in a separate E-mail.).

Please put a check mark (or an X) in one of the boxes associated to each question
to indicate your answer.

Note: the original survey is in Chinese.

No. General Survey Questions Respondent input

1 Gender of respondent □ Male

□ Female

2 What is your age? □ 20 and below

□ 21-22,

□ 23-24,

□ 25-26,

□ 27 and over

3 How long have you been in
Canada? □ Less than 6 months,

□ 6 month to 1 year

□ 1 to 2 years

□ 2 to 4 years

□ More than 4 years

4 Please indicate your
current status in Canada
in terms of your academic

□ English for Academic Purposes, EAP

□ College/post secondary study year 1
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progress. □ College/post secondary study year 2

□ College/post secondary study year 3

□ College/post secondary study year 4

□ College/post secondary study Graduate studies

□ Graduated from College in the past four years.

5 What program are you (
were you, or will you be)
in?

□ Science (e.g., basic science, applied science/health care)

□ Commerce (e.g., business

administration/finance/accounting/economics)

□ Social science (e.g.,

art/literature/psychology/sociology/history)

□ Trade or technology (in school of trades and technology

programs)

6 What would you consider
your current philosophical
stance or religious
affiliation to be:

□ Agnosticism

□ Atheism

□ Buddhism

□ Christianity

□ Islam

□ Taoism

□ Other (please specify):

About your experience in
Canada

7 Coming to Canada has
been a source of
inspiration for you to work
hard.

   □      □      □      □      □
 Strongly         Agree         Neutral     Disagree    Strongly
     agree                                                                 disagree

8 It was relatively easy to
settle down in Canada.    □      □      □      □      □

 Strongly         Agree         Neutral     Disagree    Strongly
     agree                                                                 disagree

9 You feel that coming to
Canada has changed you
in a positive ways.

   □      □      □      □      □
 Strongly         Agree         Neutral     Disagree    Strongly
     agree                                                                 disagree

10 You experienced
significant cultural shock    □      □      □      □      □
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being in Canada.  Strongly         Agree         Neutral     Disagree    Strongly
     agree                                                                 disagree

You may use this space to write anything you wish to add:

Your Challenges living and
studying in Canada

11 It is challenging
emotionally being away
from home.

   □      □      □      □      □
 Strongly         Agree         Neutral     Disagree    Strongly
     agree                                                                 disagree

12 It is challenging physically
being away from home.    □      □      □      □      □

 Strongly         Agree         Neutral     Disagree    Strongly
     agree                                                                 disagree

13 The curriculum of the
Canadian university (post
secondary study) is harder
than you had anticipated.

   □      □      □      □      □
 Strongly         Agree         Neutral     Disagree    Strongly
     agree                                                                 disagree

14 It is not easy making good
friends here.    □      □      □      □      □

 Strongly         Agree         Neutral     Disagree    Strongly
     agree                                                                 disagree

15 Other people’s expectation
of your academic
performance has
been a heavy burden.

   □      □      □      □      □
 Strongly         Agree         Neutral     Disagree    Strongly
     agree                                                                 disagree

16 You feel that people don’t
really appreciate your
challenges.

   □      □      □      □      □
 Strongly         Agree         Neutral     Disagree    Strongly
     agree                                                                 disagree

You may use this space to write anything you wish to add:

Other challenges you feel
17 A lack of clear direction

for your future is troubling
you.

   □      □      □      □      □
 Strongly         Agree         Neutral     Disagree    Strongly
     agree                                                                 disagree

18 Leisure activities tend to
take up a lot of your time.    □      □      □      □      □

 Strongly         Agree         Neutral     Disagree    Strongly
     agree                                                                 disagree

19 There is a lingering sense
of loneliness.    □      □      □      □      □

 Strongly         Agree         Neutral     Disagree    Strongly
     agree                                                                 disagree
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20 You don’t feel at ease to
share your troubles with
your parents/family.

   □      □      □      □      □
 Strongly         Agree         Neutral     Disagree    Strongly
     agree                                                                 disagree

21 You are feeling a lot of
stress.    □      □      □      □      □

 Strongly         Agree         Neutral     Disagree    Strongly
     agree                                                                 disagree

22 You feel depressed a lot.    □      □      □      □      □
 Strongly         Agree         Neutral     Disagree    Strongly
     agree                                                                 disagree

23 Your expectation of your
academic performance has
been a burden to you.

   □      □      □      □      □
 Strongly         Agree         Neutral     Disagree    Strongly
     agree                                                                 disagree

You may use this space to write anything you wish to add:

Your Aspiration

24

What has been
aspiring you to
achieve in your
endeavor.

Circle one in each
column.

Most
important

□To have a

decent career.

□To bring

honor to your
family.

□To become

culturally fluent
in the West.

□To marry

someone you
love.

□To bring

benefit to the
society.

Other
(Specify):

Second most
important

□To have a

decent career.

□To bring

honor to your
family

.□To become

culturally fluent
in the West.

. □To marry

someone you
love

□To bring

benefit to the
society.

Other
Specify):

Third most
important

□To have a

decent career.

□To bring

honor to your
family.

□To become

culturally fluent
in the West.

□To marry

someone you
love

□To bring

benefit to the
society.

Other
(Specify):

Forth most
important

□To have a

decent career.

□To bring

honor to your
family.

□To become

culturally fluent
in the West.

□To marry

someone you
love

□To bring

benefit to the
society.

Other
(Specify):
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25 What have been your
aspirations in terms
of your inner
qualities?

Circle one in each
column.

Most
important

□To be

gracious

□To be ethical

□To maintain

a clear
conscience

□To be wise

□To be strong

inside

□To be

conscientious

Other
(Specify):

Second most
important

□To be

gracious

□To be ethical

□To maintain

a clear
conscience

□To be wise

□To be strong

inside

□To be

conscientious

Other
(Specify):

Third most
important

□To be

gracious

□To be ethical

□To maintain

a clear
conscience

□To be wise

□To be strong

inside

□To be

conscientious

Other
(Specify):

Forth most
important

□To be

gracious

□To be ethical

□To maintain

a clear
conscience

□To be wise

□To be strong

inside

□To be

conscientious

Other
(Specify):

If you are not a Christian, continue to complete the following section.

If you are a Christian, complete the following section according to your views before
your conversion.

Your impression of
Christianity

26 Your general impression of
Christianity    □      □      □      □      □

Very poor     Not good     Neutral        Good      Very Good

27 If your impression of
Christianity is good or
very good, indicate your
reasons; otherwise go on to
question 28.

(circle three that you feel
to be most significant.)

□Christianity’s contributions to the society/world.

□The Christian teaching on ethics (e.g., love, forgiveness,

righteousness)

□The Christian hope of everlasting life.

□Jesus (and his story)

□The Christian culture in general (e.g., church architecture,

music, art, and festival, such as Christmas)

□A sense of sacredness of Christianity

□Good behavior of Christians.

□Practical services offered by Christians/churches.
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□Others (please specify):

28 If your impression of
Christianity is not good or
very poor, indicate your
reasons.

(circle three that you feel
to be most significant.)

□Wars of aggression instigated by Christian nations.

□The Christian teaching (If you wish, you can elaborate a bit):

□Jesus (If you wish, you can elaborate a bit):

□Christians care about religion but don’t care about me

□Bad behavior of Christians.

□A lack of practical services offered by Christians/churches.

□Others (please specify):

29 What might have
prevented you from
becoming a Christian?
(circle up to three items
that are most applicable to
you.)

□No opportunity to learn about it

□It’s a foreign religion.

□It is superstition.

□Don’t agree with the teachings of the Bible

□Conflict between Science and religion.

□Too busy

□Christianity is of no practical value to me.

□Bad behavior of Christians

□Christian doctrines are hard to understand

□All religions are basically the same

□Pressure from others to not believe (e.g., family, friends, etc.)

□You feel that Christianity will restrict your freedom.

□Others (please specify):
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30 If you have had some
contact with Christianity,
what were the occasions?
(circle three that you feel
to be most substantial.)

□Christmas/other Christian festivals.

□Church worship/Bible study groups/fellowship.

□Christian wedding ceremony.

□Outing, meal gathering, leisure activities organized by

Christians.

□Interacting with other Christians

□Christian Literature/Bible/Gospel pamphlet

□Films and drama

□Internet

□Course in religious studies.

□Others (please specify):

31 If someone has tried to
introduce Christianity to
you, what were their
background? (circle the
three types of people, who
have made the greatest
effort.)

□My family.

□My schoolmate.

□My neighbor.

□Christian ministry workers.

□My teacher.

□Strangers.

□Others (please specify):

If you are not a Christian, stop here; thank you for your input!

If you are a Christian, please continue with the following questions.
32 When did you become a

Christian? □Before I came to Canada

□Within 1 year of being in Canada

□ 1-2 years of being in Canada

□ 2-4 years of being in Canada
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□After 4 years of being in Canada

33 Through what kinds of
channels did you have
contact with Christianity
(you can circle all items
that are applicable)?

□Campus based ministries.

□Welcoming gatherings hosted by the Church or Christian

ministries

□Church worship.

□Christian camps and retreats

□Evangelistic meetings

□Church based Bible study groups, fellowship

□Christian home events (meals, Bible study, etc.)

□Interactions with Christians.

□CD, DVD, tapes

□Literature

□Internet

□Others (please specify):

34 In what context did you
decide to be a Christian? □Church worship

□Bible Study group

□Fellowship

□Evangelistic meeting

□Personal evangelism

□When I am alone

□Others (please specify):

35 What kind of Christian
messages had the greatest
impact on your
conversion?

□God is the Creator

□God’s love through Death of Christ

□God’s grace and forgiveness

□Justification by faith

□ Salvation gives you a new beginning and empowerment to

make you a better person
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□Everlasting life

□Others (please specify):

36 What factors had the
greatest influence on you
during your process of
conversion? (choose up to
three items)

□Love of Christians

□Church’s practical help

□God’s answering of your prayer

□Sense of struggle or crisis in life

□Knowing the truth

□Others (please specify):

37 What are your major
motives for conversion?
(choose up to three items)

□Recovery from illness

□Seeking the meaning of existence

□Finding peace in your heart

□Release from the fear of death

□Finding inner strength

□Gaining protection in life

□Solving personal problems

□Meeting God

□Others (please specify):

38 After your conversion,
what are the most obvious
changes in your life?
(choose up to three items)

□Greater inner joy

□The sense of being alone is relieved

□Clearer direction in life

□Not worrying as much

□Having more wisdom

□Becoming more courageous

□Better self confidence

□Better self-esteem
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□Better self control

□More gracious

□More desire to serve others

□Better interpersonal relationships

□More successful in career/study

□Others (please specify):

39 If you have experienced a
cooling down of your
initial fervor in
Christianity, what are the
most significant reasons?
(choose up to three items)

□God does not answer your prayers

□Too busy/having other priorities you need to attend to

□Christianity/church not stimulating

□Conflict with other Christians

□Bad behavior of Christians

□Setbacks in life

□Not being integrated into the church ministry

□Others (please specify):

40 If you are an active
participant of the church,
what contributed to your
participation? (choose up
to three items)

□Good teaching of the church

□Getting a sense of fulfillment

□Good fellowship life/church life

□Being integrated into the church ministry

□Following other Christians’ examples

□You love God and wish to follow Christ

□Others (please specify):

Thank you very much for your input!
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APPENDIX  2: Guideline Questions for Interviewing Overseas Chinese Students

Who Are Christians

This interview will be open ended; questions are crafted as a guide to stimulate
participants to share their thoughts, experiences, and reflections that are within the
conceptual framework (key factors and variables considered) exhibited by the questions
in the questionnaire. A polyvocal model (researcher and participants jointly tell their
stories) will be used for the interviews to further stimulate discussions.

Guideline Questions:
1. Tell me about your ambitions as you came to Canada to further your education.
2. What has been the most rewarding part of the Canadian experience to you?
3. What have been your most memorable challenges in your transition to becoming a
student in Canada?
4. What challenges remain significant to you now as you study in Canada?
5. Has the church or have Christians been helpful to you in your process of transition?
6. Tell me of your conversion experience.
7. How have you changed after you became a Christian?
8. What factors contributed most to your spiritual growth?
9. Tell me what is your church life like?
10. What aspects of church attracted you the most to learn more of Christianity?
11. In your opinion, how can the church serve Chinese students like yourself better?
12. In your opinion, how can Christians in secular settings and roles serve students like
yourself better?
13. How do you feel about your relationship with God now?
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APPENDIX 3: Guideline Questions for Interviewing Christian Ministry Workers

The interview will be open ended; questions are crafted as a guide to stimulate
participants to share their thoughts, experiences, and reflections that are within the
conceptual framework (key factors and variables considered) exhibited by the questions
in the questionnaire. A polyvocal model (researcher and participants jointly tell their
stories) will be used for the interviews to further stimulate discussions.

Guideline Questions
1. What motivates you and your church/church ministry to serve the overseas Chinese

students?
2. How has your ministry in this area evolved over time?
3. What do you find to be most rewarding in your effort?
4. What do you find to be most challenging in your effort?
5. In your experience, what part of your effort/programme yielded satisfactory results—

based on your ministry expectations?
6. What did not do so well?
7. Tell me of your experience in welcoming Chinese students to become members of

your church and to integrating them into your ministry?
8. In your opinion, how can the church serve the Overseas Chinese students better?
9. How would you evaluate the participation and value of members of your church in

serving the Overseas Chinese students--in lay or in secular capacities.
10. In your opinion, how can Christians serve Chinese students better?
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APPENDIX 4: Christian Organizations That Have Attached Emphasis on Overseas

Chinese Student Ministry

A list of Christian organizations that have attached emphasis on serving Overseas
Chinese communities and overseas Chinese students in Canada in their first language are
listed below.  They are resourceful in sharing ministry experiences, in supplying
publications, in giving leadership training, in organizing camps and retreats, and in the
nurturing of campus fellowships.  They can be contacted for guidance, support,
partnering, and reciprocation of experiences.

For Chinese Student Ministry

1. Ambassador for Christ In Canada (AFC) 加拿大基督使者协会

AFC is an evangelical non profit organization that was started in the 1960’s by ex-China
Inland Mission missionary, Rev. Stephen  D. Knight, to advance Christian ministry
amongst ethnic Chinese students in Canadian educational institutions.  It began in
Ontario, and now has becoming nationwide.
Official website: https://www.afccanada.org/

2. Canadian Campus Evangelical Fellowship (CCEF) 加拿大校园福音团契

It began in Taiwan as a campus evangelical fellowship and was expanded to North
America in 1960’s.  The Canadian chapter of the fellowship was set up in Toronto in
1998.  It serves Chinese students by publication, campus fellowship, camps and retreats.
Official website: http://ccef-oc.org/

For Overseas Chinese Ministry in General

1. Chinese Christian Mission Canada (CCM) 加拿大中国信徒布道会
CCM was established in 1961 in the United States and in Canada in 1979.  Its serves the
Overseas Chinese in North America by engaging in urban missions, publishing its
monthly magazines, operating Christian bookstores, and establishing meeting centres to
host community programmes.
Official website: http://www.ccmcanada.org/

2. Christian Communication Incorporated Canada (CCIC) 加拿大恩福协会

Started in 1989, CCIC is a parachurch organization that serves the Chinese churches in
Canada via its bi-monthly magazine, bookstores, discipleship training programme, topical
lectures, and a web based Seminary.  It also serves the churches in Mainland China by
Christian literature and creative access programmes.
Official website: http://www.ccican.org/

3. Toronto Chinese Christian Short Term Mission Training Centre (CCSTMC): Toronto
and Vancouver 多伦多/温歌华基督徒短期宣教训练中心

This organization works closely with Chinese churches in Toronto and Vancouver to
train Christians to do short term missions—mostly in Canadian urban settings.  It also
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publishes a monthly Chinese Christian newspaper by the name of Truth Magazine
真理报 that has a broad subscription in Canada.
Office website: https://www.torontostm.com and http://www.vccstm.ca/

Other Ministries Worth Noting

1. Chinese Overseas Christian Mission (COCM) 基督教华侨布道会

This is a Christian mission based in the UK.  It was established in 1950.  It serves the
overseas Chinese communities in the UK and European countries through online courses,
short term missions, retreats, camps, and church planting.  The Overseas Chinese
Students ministry is one of the organization’s focus.
Official Website: https://www.cocm.org.uk/

2.   Overseas Campus (OC) 佛外校园
This is a publisher of a Christian magazine (a bi-monthly) that is geared to serving
Overseas Chinese Students; it is based in the United States.  OC started a web based
ministry in 2013 using the WeChat (a mobile device app that is widely used by the
overseas Chinese students) that made its publication available to the app users along with
content unique to the account’s followers.
WeChat ID: Overseascampus
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